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HEARING DATE:  October 7, 2015 

CASE NUMBERS: 2015-007181OTH: 815-825 Tennessee Street  

TO:  Historic Preservation Commission 

FROM:  Shannon Ferguson 
  Preservation Planner, 415-575-9074 

REVIEWED BY:  Tim Frye 
  Preservation Coordinator, 415-575-6822 

RE:  Landmark Designation Application submitted by John A. 
Loomis on behalf of Dogpatch Neighborhood Association 

 

 
The Department received a Landmark Designation Application dated July 20, 2015 for 
815-825 Tennessee Street (Assessor's Block 4059 Lot 001A and Block 4059 Lot 001B; 
subject property) prepared by John Loomis, on behalf of the Dogpatch Neighborhood 
Association (Project Sponsor). The subject property was designed by August J. Nordin in 
1926 for the Bowie Switch Co. with an addition in 1942 by William Mooser II or William 
Mooser III.  
 
This memo provides an initial assessment by Planning Department Staff (Staff) for the 
HPC in consideration for deliberation as to whether or not the property warrants 
inclusion on the Landmark Designation Work Program, requires additional information 
or initiation as a landmark based on information presented in the application.  
 
Property Description 
The unreinforced brick masonry commercial building is located at the southwest corner 
of Tennessee and 19th streets. The Tennessee Street façade (west) is two-stories tall with a 
one story addition to the south. The 19th Street elevation (north) has a partial basement 
due to the slope of the street and is primarily one story with the second story located at 
the west. The north elevation has two signs, one at the basement level and another large 
sign at the first story. 
 
Background & Previous Evaluations 
1990: The subject property was identified as an Unreinforced Masonry 

Building (UMB). 
 
2001: Surveyed as part of the Central Waterfront Cultural Resources Survey 

and was assigned a National Register Status Code of “4D2.” In 2003, 
the State of California converted all National Register Status Codes 
(NRSC) into California Historical Resource Status Codes (CHRSC). All 
properties listed with a NRSC of “4D2” were converted into CHRSC of 
“7N1,” thus identifying these properties as “Needs to Be Reevaluated 
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(Formerly NR SC4) – may become eligible for NR w/restoration or 
when meets other specific conditions.” 

 
2003:  Designation of Dogpatch Historic District. The subject property is 

outside the Dogpatch Historic District boundaries; however the 
district is located across Tennessee Street. 

 
2012 Assigned a CHRSC of “5B,” identifying the property as Contributor 

and individually eligible Central Waterfront/Third Street Industrial 
Historic District. 

 
June 2014: Tetra Tech determined demolition of the subject property with 

retention of a portion of the building incorporated into a new six story 
residential apartment building would not be diminish historic 
integrity and character of the Dogpatch Historic District and Central 
Waterfront Third Street Industrial District  

 
August 2012: Tim Kelley Consulting determined the building was not individually 

eligible for the California Register of Historical Resources, but was a 
contributor to the potential Third Street Industrial District, a sub-area 
of the Potrero Point Historic District.  

 
July 2014: The Department supports original survey findings and determination 

by Tetra Tech. 
 
September 2014: Department publishes Community Plan Exemption for proposed 

project. 
 
October 2014: Planning Commission approves proposed demolition of subject 

building with the retention of a portion of the building to be 
incorporated into proposed project for a new five-story residential 
building with 69 dwelling units. 

 
April 2015:  John A. Loomis presented testimony to the Historic Preservation 

Commission on the subject property. 
 
Landmark Designation Application 
The information presented in the Landmark Designation Application prepared by Mr. 
Loomis lists the building permits and ownership history, a description of the subject 
property and neighborhood, copies of patents held by the original owner, and current 
photographs. Not included in the submittal are copies of building permits, occupant 
history, historic photographs, maps, newspaper articles, original building drawings if 
available and other references. Mr. Loomis has provided a statement of significance for 
events, persons, architecture, and as a valued visual landmark. The following briefly 
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summarizes some of the information found in the applicant’s statement of significance 
followed by Staff’s initial assessment in italics: 
 

• 815-825 Tennessee Street is nominated for its association with significant events. 
The Bowie Switch Co. played an important role in electricity and the 
electrification of the United States. The Bowie Switch Co. was the first innovative 
new technology enterprise in the San Francisco Bay Area and an early precursor 
to Silicon Valley. The subject property is also associated with the contribution of 
the Irish, Italian, and Chinese entrepreneurs and workers of the Dogpatch and 
Central Waterfront. 
 
Documentation does not support the subject property’s unique role in electricity or 
electrification of the United States, its role as the first new technology enterprise in the 
Bay Area, and its role as an early precursor to Silicon Valley. The contributions of ethnic 
workers/entrepreneurs who worked in the building to the Dogpatch and Central 
Waterfront is also not supported.  
 

• The property is nominated for its association with Augustus Jessie Bowie Jr. 
(1872-1955) who studied electrical and mechanical engineering at MIT and 
registered four patents on electrical switches/products between 1914 and 1916. 
Bowie commissioned the subject property in 1926 to manufacture these products. 
Bowie should be considered the great-grandfather of Silicon Valley. 

 
Staff’s assessment is that Bowie invented and patented his electrical switches/products 
before construction of the subject property; therefore Bowie’s important achievements are 
not directly associated with the subject property. In addition, Bowie’s role in the 
development of Silicon Valley seems unlikely. 
 

• The property is nominated for its significant architecture. Although utilitarian in 
character, the building is classical in proportion and scale and is as “utilitarian 
classical as is the Villa Emo by Andrea Palladio.”1 It is part of the urban fabric and 
its brick construction relates to the earlier brick warehouse across the street. The 
building is a unique departure in scale from other brick warehouses in the Central 
Waterfront. With its small scale and the residential typology of its second floor, 
the subject property represents a significant architectural shift in response to the 
shift from heavy to light manufacturing. It is also significant as a work of noted 
architect August J. Nordin, known for the Swedish American Hall. 
 

Department Staff agrees the subject property is utilitarian in character. Although lacking any 
elaborate ornamentation, it has simple brick beltcourses that suggest a classical arrangement of 
base-shaft-capital. The Tennessee Street façade appears to have been symmetrically arranged prior 
to the current alterations. However, Staff’s assessment is that the subject property is an 

                                                
1 Application for Historic Landmark Designation prepared by John A. Loomis, July 20, 2015, p. 3. 
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undistinguished example of a utilitarian, industrial style warehouse with minimal classical 
detailing. DPR form 523B states, “small industry such as the Bowie Switch Co. was typical of the 
later development of the Central Waterfront. The industry did not rely on access to the water nor 
the rail lines for distribution of its goods. Instead, it relied on the emerging trucking industry.2 
Department staff finds that the building is typical of the small industrial businesses in the area at 
this time period and does not appear to be individually significant. Department Staff 
acknowledges the significance of August J. Nordin as a master architect. Between circa 1897 and 
1936, August J. Nordin (1869-1936) designed more than 300 buildings. Nordin’s designs most 
frequently display Classical Revival style ornament, which was dominant in San Francisco 
architecture from the turn of the century through the late 1920s. Over the course of his career, 
Nordin demonstrated flexibility in adapting his designs to different construction methods. 
Surviving examples of Nordin’s work demonstrate his mastery of divergent architectural styles 
and his skill in working with a variety of building materials. Nordin more frequently employed 
individualized designs as opposed to variants on a single design theme, and his strengths as a 
designer are evident in the careful balance of scale, proportion and ornament. Because Nordin is 
better known for his high style designs, department staff does not find the subject property to be an 
exemplary example of his work during this time. 

 

                                                
2 Tim Kelley, Department of Parks and Recreation, Building, Structure, and Object Record, July 20, 2001. 
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Examples of August Nordin’s Work 

  
Whiteside Apartments at 150 Franklin Street, designed 

by August Nordin and completed in 1912. (Google 
Maps) 

The Altamonte Hotel at 3048 16th Street, designed by 
August Nordin and completed in 1912. (Google Maps) 

 
2168-2174 Market Street, the Swedish American Hall, Landmark #267 was designed by August Nordin and 

constructed in 1907. 
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Twin Oaks Hotel, 1010 Post Street, designed by August 

Nordin and completed in 1907. (Google Maps) 
Cristobal Apartments at 750 O’Farrell Street (1913) at 

top; Parking garage at 675 Post Street (1919) at 
bottom. buildings incorporate a Greek key motif. 

(Google Maps) 

  
 

Edwin Bennett residence at 140 Divisadero Street 
completed in 1905. (Google Maps) 

New Era Hall at 2117 Market Street, commissioned by 
Edwin Bennett and completed in 1907. (Google Maps) 
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• The subject property is also nominated as a valued visual landmark that has 
special character or meaning to the city and its residents. Prominent visual 
features on the north elevation facing 19th Street are two graphic murals: the HSIN 
TUNG YANG FOOD CO. is the only visual testament to the Chinese contribution 
in the Dogpatch and Central Waterfront; while The Sandwich Shop is 
“reminiscent of the early graphic design work of Andy Warhol in retro 
graphics.”3 

 
Staff believes the features on the 19th Street elevation are signs, not murals. Murals 
generally serve as a means of publicly communicating ideals, values, hopes, and 
aspirations of a people and often serve as an alternative vision of history as well as a major 
medium of social criticism and protest.4 In addition, the features on the 19th Street facade 
conform to the definition of a business sign, wall sign type with parallel copy painted 
directly on the wall.5 The signs are visually prominent by virtue of their size, but the 
signs do not appear to be a valued visual landmark with special character or meaning to 
the city and its residents. Staff acknowledges that signs can be character-defining features 
in some situations, such as Landmark #264 Twin Peaks Tavern sign. However, Staff does 
not find the signs a character defining feature of the subject property. 

 
Integrity  
Based on photographs submitted with the application, it appears that the primary 
Tennessee Street façade has had all major openings at the first story infilled. Several of 
the openings have been modified from their original configuration with removal of the 
bulkhead. Indeed, attached permit history shows one of the windows was first modified 
for a vehicular opening in 1958. The second story has fared better with only one infilled 
opening while all other openings retain their original sash. In addition, anchor bolts have 
been installed at the parapet wall. Other alterations are unknown due to the lack of 
historic photos submitted with the application. Because the significance of the subject 
property has not been fully demonstrated in the application, evaluation of its integrity 
cannot be completed at this time. 
 
Recommendation 
Department staff finds that the subject property does not rise to the level of significance 
as required under Article 10 of the Planning Code for an individual City Landmark. 
Moreover, the subject property does not appear to meet the Historic Preservation 
Commission’s priorities for designation, which includes properties associated with an 
underrepresented ethnic/cultural association, property type or neighborhood, and 
modern design.  
 
 
                                                

3 Application for Historic Landmark Designation prepared by John A. Loomis, July 20, 2015, p. 4 
4 Coleman, Floyd, “Keeping Hope Alive: The Story of African American Murals,” in Walls of Heritage, Walls of Pride: 

African American Murals, Robin J. Dunitz and James Prigoff (San Francisco: Pomegranate, 2000), 10. 
5 “Signs” General Planning Information published by the San Francisco Planning Department, November 2012. 

http://sf-planning.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=8941. 
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The Historic Preservation Commission may choose to: 
• Add or not add 815-825 Tennessee Street to its Landmark Designation Work 

Program.  
• Direct Staff or the project sponsor to provide additional information. 
• Initiate or not initiate landmark designation based on application. 

 
ATTACHMENTS: 
 
Exhibit A: Parcel Map and Aerial Photo  
Exhibit B: Photograph of the Subject Property 
Exhibit C: Landmark Designation Application for 815-825 Tennessee Street prepared by 
John A. Loomis (including historical research and current photos) 
Exhibit D: Previous evaluations 
Exhibit E: John A. Loomis testimony dated April 15, 2015 
 
 
 



Parcel Map 

SUBJECT PROPERTY 

Exhibit A: Landmark Designation Application 
Case Number 2015-007181OTH 
815-825 Tennessee Street 



Aerial Photo 

Exhibit A: Landmark Designation Application 
Case Number 2015-007181OTH 
815-825 Tennessee Street 

SUBJECT PROPERTY 



Site Photo 

Exhibit B: Landmark Designation Application 
Case Number 2015-007181OTH 
815-825 Tennessee Street 



EXHIBIT C: 
 
LANDMARK DESIGNATION APPLICATION, 
815-825 TENNESSEE STREET,  
PREPARED BY JOHN A. LOOMIS 
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21 July 2015

Dogpatch Neighborhood Association
c/o John A. Loomis FAIA
755 Tennessee St. #2
San Francisco, CA 94107
loomis.ja@gmail.com
415 529 0100

San Francisco Planning Department
Attn: Landmark Designation Application
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103-9425

To Whom It May Concern:

On July 14, 2015 Dogpatch Neighborhood Association voted to rescind its previous
approval for the project at 815-825 Tennessee St. in San Francisco. This vote was the
result of the discovery of new information that compromised the integrity of the official
documents that represented the subject property and add value to landmark criteria.

Dogpatch Neighborhood Association thereby voted to pursue landmark status for the
subject property under Section 1004 of the San Francisco Planning Code.

We present herein this submittal, the Application for Historic Landmark Designation for
the preliminary application review meeting with Planning Department Preservation staff.

We look forward to meeting with your staff of professionals to assure that the application
meets the standards of the San Francisco Planning Department. Please do not hesitate
to contact me in advance with any questions or comments whatsoever if so desired.

Thank you for your kind attention

Sincerely,

--

John A. Loomis FAIA
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING
DEPARTMENT p es i n ati o ng
Planning Department

1650 Mission Street

Suite 400

San Francisco, CA

94103-9425

T: 415.558.6378

F: 415.558.6409
PRESERVING SAN FRANCISCO HISTORY

Since 1967, San Francisco's Historic Preservation Program has helped preserve
important facets of the city's history. The list of designated city landmarks and
landmark districts includes iconic architectural masterpieces, monuments to historic
events, and places associated with cultural and social movements that have defined
our city. However, there are still many more untold stories to celebrate through
landmark designation.

PROPERTIES ELIGIBILE FOR LANDMARK DESIGNATION

Most San Francisco landmarks are buildings. But a landmark can also be a structure,
site, feature or area of special historical, architectural or aesthetic interest. Collections
of properties can also be designated as landmark districts.

Landmarks can be significant for a variety of reasons. The criteria are based on those
used by the National Register of Historic Places. They include:

Properties significant for their association with historic events, including the
city's social and cultural history

• Properties significant for their association with a person or group important
to the history of the city, state or country

• Properties significant for their architecture or design

• Properties that are valued as visual landmarks, or that have special
character or meaning to the city and its residents

• Collections of properties or features that are linked by history, plan,
aesthetics or physical development.

INCENTIVES FOR LANDMARK DESIGNATION

Landmark designation recognizes the property as a significant element of San
Francisco history. There are also various incentives, including the following:

• Eligibility for the Mills Act program, which can result in property tax reduction

• Eligibility to use the California Historical Building Code

• Eligibility for land use incentives under the San Francisco Planning Code

• Eligibility to display a plaque regarding the building's landmark status



HOW TO APPLY TO DESIGNATE A LANDMARK
Any member of the public may nominate a property for landmark designation. The application must

contain supporting historic, architectural and/or cultural documentation. More information about the

Planning Departments Historic Preservation program can also be found here:

http://www.sf-planning.or~/index.aspx?page=1825

THE LANDMARK DESIGNATION PROCESS

The landmark designation process is a multi-step process. This includes the following:

1 . Set a preliminary application review meeting with Planning Department Preservation staff. The

meeting will focus on reviewing the draft designation application. Preservation staff can provide

advice for improving the application, including any additional research which may be needed.

2. Submit the completed final application for review. Once it is determined to be complete,
Preservation staff will place the application on the agenda for a Historic Preservation

Commission (HPC) hearing.

3. During the hearing, the HPC will hear public testimony and determine if the property meets the

criteria for landmark designation. If so, the Commission will vote to initiate landmark designation

and schedule afollow-up hearing.

4. If the landmark designation is for a district, the Planning Commission will provide its review and

comment on the proposed designation prior to the HPC making a final recommendation to the

Board of Supervisors.

5. At the second hearing, the HPC will hear public testimony and vote on whether to recommend

landmark designation to the Board of Supervisors.

6. An HPC recommendation supporting landmark designation will be forwarded to the Board of

Supervisors and will be heard by its Land Use and Economic Development Committee. This is a

public hearing where the owners) and members of the public can offer testimony.

7. The Land Use and Economic Development Committee will forward its recommendation on the
designation to the full Board of Supervisors for a first reading. The Board of Supervisors will vote

on the designation. A majority of Supervisors must vote in favor of the landmark designation for

it to be approved. This is a public hearing, although no public testimony will be heard.

8. At a following Board of Supervisors hearing the proposed designation will have a second
reading. This is a public hearing, although no public testimony will be heard. If the majority of

Supervisors remain in favor of the landmark designation, the designating ordinance is sent to the
Mayor for final signature.

REPORT PRODUCTION HEARINGS &ENGAGEMENT CLOSURE

LANDMARK CASE OUTREACH HPC HPC BOS BOS LAND BOS BOS MAYOR NOTIFY MEDIA
REPORT REPORT 1 2 SUBMIT INTRO USE 1 2

COMPLETING THE APPLICATION

Please fill out all of the sections of the application. Use the checklist at the end of this application to ensure that all
required materials are included. If more space is needed, please feel free to attach additional sheets as necessary.
If you are unsure how to answer any of the questions, please contact Planning Department preservation staff.

Please submit the completed application to:
San Francisco Planning Department
Attn: Landmark Designation Application
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103-9425



Historic Landmark Designation Application

1 . Current Owner /Applicant Information Date: JUIy 20, 2015
'. PROPERTYOWNER'S NAME:

DM Development Partners, LLC
PROPERTY OWNER'S ADDRESS ~. TELEPHONE:

448 Linden St., 415 692 5060
San Francisco, CA 94102 EMA,~:

info@dm-dev.com

APPLICANT'S NAME:
.. . _ __ _.._. . __ . .. . _ _ . .. .

Dogpatch Neighborhood Association, John A. Loomis FAIA ❑SAME AS ABOVE
_._ _ _ _

'. APPLICANT'S ADDRESS: 'i TELEPHONE:

Dogpatch Neighborhood Association 415 529 0100c/o John A. Loomis FAIA
755 Tennessee St. #2 E"~"'~:
San Francisco, CA 94107 loomis.ja@gmail.com

_ __ __
CONTACT FOR PROJECT INFORMATION:

SAME AS ABOVE

ADDRESS: TELEPHONE:

EMAIL:
. .

2. Location of the Proposed Landmark
'~, STREEf ADDRESS OF PROJECT - .. - .- ! ZIP CODE: '.

815/825 Tennessee Street 94107_ _ __
CROSS STREETS:

19th Street and 20th Street
__

ASSESSORS BLOCKIIAT: j LOT DIMENSIONS: ~ LOT AREA (SD F~: ~'~; ZONING DISTRICT: i HEIGHT/BULK DISTRICT:

4059/001A-4059/0016 ~oohX~oorc~ea~n> 20,0005q.n.«omb~~ea~ UNU -Urban Mired Use j8-~(

OTHER ADDRESS /HISTORIC ADDRESS: ('rf apPliceble) ~... . .. .. '~. ZJP CODE.. . ''~..

3. Property Information

'. HISTORIC NAME OF PROPERTY (IF APPLICABLE ; DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: i, SOURCE FOR DATE OF CONSTRUCTION:

8 ACTUAL YEAR

Bowie Switch Co. 1926 ❑ESTIMATED YEAR 
HRE B1S725 Tennessee St Tlm Kelly Canwlling, August 2012

ARCHITECT OR BUILDER: ~I ARCHITECTURAL STYLE '.

August J. Nordin Industrial
SOURCE OF INFORMATION FOR ARCHITECT Ofl BUfLDER ~, HISTORIC USE ~i PRESENT USE

HRE 815-125 Tennessee St. Tim Kelly Consulting, August 2012 Electrical switch factory small sandwich shop but mostly empty

PROPERTY INCLUDED IN A PRIOR HISTORIC SURVEY? ~ SURVEY NAME: ~i~ SURVEY RATING: ',

❑' Yes ~ NO ... 
HRE 815125Tennesaee St Tlm Kelly Con¢ulling, Hu9us12012, Pape 6 Turnbull, APR 523 Update Dt` C H R S C 5 B

7



4. Statement of Significance

The proposed landmark is significant for the following reason(s). Please check all that apply:

D It is associated with significant events or patterns, or reflects important aspects of social or cultural history

D It is associated with a person or persons important to our history

~ It is significant for its architecture or design, or is a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect

D It is valued as a visual landmark, or has special character or meaning to the city and its residents

❑ It contains archaeological deposits that have the potential to yield important information about history or prehistory

Please summarize why the property or district should be designated a San Francisco Landmark. Whenever possible, include

footnotes or a list of references that support the statement of significance. Copies of historic photographs, articles or other

sources that directly relate to the property should also be attached.

Summary -The subject building is significant because: 1) As the Bowie Switch Co., it is the first technology enterprise in the San Francisco Bay Area
and play a significant role in the electrification of the United States; 2) its founder, pioneer engineer Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr. (1878-1955), with many
electrical patents to his credit, was the Bay Area's first technology entrepreneur and arguably the great-grandfather of Silicon Valley; 3) It is significant for
architect August Nordin's utilitarian classicism in the buildings design which also reflects the shift from heavy to light industrial production; 4) it is a visual
landmark with prominent red, white and blue graphic mural on the northern facade with proud Oft high Chinese characters and 2ft high English text
proclaiming HSIN TUNG YANG FOOD CO., a significant testament to Chinese contribution to Dogpatch and the Central Waterfront.

(SEE APPENDIX FOR FURTHER INFORMATION)

5. Property /Architecture Description

Please provide a detailed description of the exterior of the building and any associated buildings on the property. This includes the

building's shape, number of stories, architectural style and materials. For example, is the building clad with wood, brick or stucco?

What materials are the windows and exterior doors made of? Please be sure to include descriptions of the non-publicly visible

portions of the building. Attach photographs of the property, including the rear facade.

(SEE APPENDIX)

6. Neighborhood or District Description

Please provide a narrative describing the buildings both adjacent to, and across the street from, the subject property. This

includes describing their architectural styles, number of stories, exterior materials (e.g., wood or stucco cladding) and landscape

features, if any. Attach representative photographs.

If the application is for a landmark district, please provide similar information describing the architectural character of

the district. Also be sure to include a map outlining the boundaries of the district, as well as a list of all properties

including their addresses, block and lot numbers, and dates of construction. This information may be gathered using

the San Francisco Property Information Map, available here: http://ec2-50-17-237-182.compute-l.amazonaws.com/PIM/

(SEE APPENDIX)



9. Occupant History Table
Please list occupants of the property (if different from the owners) from the date of construction to present. It is not necessary to

list the occupants for each year. A sample of every five to seven years (e.g, 1910, 1917, 1923, etc.) is sufficient. For multi-unit

buildings, please use a representative sampling of occupants. A chronological list of San Francisco city directories from 1850 -

1982 is available online. Choosing the "IA" link will take you to a scan of the original document

http ://www. sf~e ne a I o~v. co m/sf/sfd ata d i r. htm

Beginning with the year 1953, a "reverse directory" is available at the back of each volume, allowing you to look up a specific

address to see the occupants.

*Note: Do not complete this section if the ap}~lication is for a landmark district

OCCUP: DATES (FROM - TO): NAME(S), OCCUPATION.

- - - •

•

If the property is significant for having been used by an occupant, group or tenant important to history,

please expand on this information below.

10. Public Information Release
Please read the following statements and check each to indicate that you agree with the statement. Then sign below in the space

provided.

8 I understand that submitted documents will become public records under the California Public Records Act, and that these

documents will be made available upon request to members of the public for inspection and copying.

B I acknowledge that all photographs and images submitted as part of the application may be used by the City without

compensation.

John A. Loomis FAIA 2c ~~,cc 201~~
Name (Print): Date: ~~ Signature:

~2 Pa.Ct_~Nc,t ~.~S.n~ ~aft~~ e~C~ta~.1 R1~1 ~1~rt~(



APPENDIX

4. Statement of Significance

Associated with Significant Events:
The PC and Internet are to the early 21St century what electricity and electrification
were to the early 20 h̀ century. The Bowie Switch Co. played an important role in this
new cutting edge technology and in the electrification of the United States that so
profoundly changed people's lives. Moreover, the Bowie Switch Co. was the first
innovative new technology enterprise in the San Francisco Bay Area and an early
precursor to Silicon Valley. In terms of landmark criteria, this is the most unique
contributing significant event. But the subject property also bears broader socio-
cultural significance. Given its three major enterprises: Bowie Switch Co., C.J.
Figone &Sons and Hsin Tung Yang Food Co., 815/825 Tennessee St. stands as a
testament to the contribution of Irish, Italian, and Chinese entrepreneurs and workers
to Dogpatch, the Central Waterfront, and San Francisco.

Application for Historic Landmark Designation — 815-825 Tennessee St.

actor in Bay Area history of technology and innovation, and a proud testament to the multi-cultural
history of the Dogpatch / Potrero Hill /Central Waterfront neighborhoods. It is the only brick
structure in these districts that is not being preserved.



Associated with a Person Important to our History
Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr. (Dec. 10,1872 —June 22, 1955) is the San Francisco Bay
Area's first technology entrepreneur and arguably the great-grandfather of Silicon
Valley. He was grandson of Dr. Augustus Jesse Bowie (Oct. 23, 1851 —July 6, 1887)
who came to San Francisco from Maryland, lured by the booming economy of the
Gold Rush. In short time Dr. Bowie assumed a prominent place among San
Francisco's arriviste elite. His grandson Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr. challenges the
researcher because he assumed the exact name of his father, Dr. Bowie's son, also,
Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr. In 1863 the elder Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr. received the
first Bachelor of Arts degree to be awarded by San Francisco's St. Ignatius College.
He went to Europe where he received a doctorate in engineering at Heidelberg, and
returned to San Francisco with a German wife. Bowie Jr. the elder wrote treatises on
mining in the Sierra and irrigation in the Central Valley that are still found in print.

(/ 6~J1~
+J

Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr., the younger, and founder of the eponymous "Switch Co."
also studied at St. Ignatius College, following which he went east and entered
Harvard College, graduating with an A.B. in 1893. He went directly on to MIT where
in 1896 he got an S.B. in Electrical and Mechanical Engineering, and was described
as "a star man in his class" ~~~°~

Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr.'s coming of age and intellectual interests coincided with
the biggest technological shift of the 20th century -electrification. The major players
of this tech revolution were Joseph Swan, Thomas A. Edison, Nikola Tesla, and
numerous others. The locus of innovation in and promulgation of electrification in the
United States was in the northeast, and Bowie did well to study at MIT where he
undoubtedly crossed paths with Edison and others. While George Roe's California
Electric Light Company in San Francisco commenced operations with a capacity to
light 21 lights in 1879, despite incremental expansion San Francisco did not realize a
significant electrical capacity until the 1920s. In those intervening years, Bowie was
busy inventing and patenting new products, among which are:

• US1110374: 23 Jan. 1906, 15 Sept. 1914, Electrical Switch.
• US 982789: 18 Apr. 1907, 31 Jan. 1911, Electromagnetic Power

Transmitting Mechanism.
US 1230372 A: 9 Dec. 1909,
US1168595 A: 26 Feb. 1910,

19 Jun. 1917, Electric Switch.
18 Jan 1916, Lighting-arrester.

At some point Bowie, returned to California to Sacramento where he found work with
the Sacramento electric, Gas and R.R. Company. And it can be reasonably assumed
that Bowie was back in San Francisco prior to January 23, 1906, and the earthquake,
when he filed this, presumably his first patent application in which he stated his
residence as San Francisco.:

Application filed January 23, 1906. Serial No. 297,433.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Augustus J. Bowie, 'Jr., a citizen of the United States, residing in San
Francisco city and county, State of California, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Electrical Switches; and I do hereby declare the following to be and
exact description of the invention, such as will enable others skilled in the art to which it
appertains to make and use [he same. This invention relates of electric switches; The
object of the invention is to provide a switch which shall be durable and shall promptly
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and surely destroy arcs formed at a complete and perfect break in the circuit to be
interrupted.. .

With the patents created in the first two decades of the twentieth century, Bowie was
poised to leverage the market potential of these new products as electrification took San
Francisco full force in the 1920s, and he founded the Bowie Switch Co. in 1926 at
Tennessee and 19th Streets. Despite the Great Depression, the early 1930s saw activity
on the part of President Franklin D. Roosevelt to support electrification in rural America
where there was both great need and great poverty. This activity culminated in the Rural
Electrification Act of 1935 and extended the wave of electrification beyond the urban
centers and across the continental United States, increasing demand for Bowie's
prodta~ts. The subsequent war effort further increased the demand, and in 1942 the
facility added its most significant addition, the assembly facility to the east. On August 19,
1944, by virtue of Executive Order 9466, Roosevelt directed the Secretary of the Navy
"to take possession of and operate the plants and facilities of certain machine shop
companies" in San Francisco, where the Bowie Switch Co. was number 34 of 99.

World War II marked the apogee of the Bowie Switch Co. It continued to produce
electrical products until 1960, but under the company of A.B. Chance. Bowie died in
1955. If William Shockley, with the transistor, is considered the father of Silicon Valley,
and Lee De Forest, with the vacuum tube, is considered the grandfather, then it is not a
stretch that Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr., with his switches, and as the first technology
pioneer of the San Francisco Bay Area, would be the great-grandfather of —Silicon
Valley.

(N. B. non of the above arguments are found in any of the HRE's for 815-825
Tennessee St.)

Significant for its Architecture
The Bowie Switch Co. was designed by August Nordin, an active early twentieth century
architect know for the Swedish American Hall and other Beaux Arts style buildings. The
two additions were by William Mooser II and/or III. The building very much reflects
Nordin's classical training. While the building is utilitarian in character, there is careful
attention to issues of classical proportion and scale. The end elevation is very close to a
vertical golden section and the Tennessee St. elevation is composed of two horizontal
golden sections. The symmetry and order of the two story end elevation on 19~h St. is
positively Palladian. The classical striation is there; blind arcade, architrave, frieze, and
cornice, not with exact classical detail, but they are all very much there. The Bowie
Switch Co. is as utilitarian classical as is the Villa Emo by Andrea Palladio. Moreover,
this is the kind of forgotten American Classicism that Colin Rowe discovered in the
1950's in West Texas and made the foundation of his remarkable career connecting
classicism to modernism in architecture.

Through the use of classical organization, Nordin consciously wanted to make both an
unban and urbane statement unlike the other masonry warehouse structures in the area.
The subject building occupies a corner as part of an urban fabric instead of as a
stand alone building. At the same time, through its use of brick, it engages in a
harmonic discourse with the larger, earlier brick warehouse directly across
Tennessee, now known as the Minnesota lofts.
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815-825 Tennesse's architecture also presents a unique departure in scale from the
other brick warehouses of the Central Waterfront. 815/825 Tennessee St. It is smaller,
and its second story is more a nod to residential typology than to industrial typology.
Why this remarkable shift in scale? This because the other industrial structures in the
Central Waterfront were built for smokestack industries that produced large products.
The Bowie Switch Co. produced small products and here we witness the significant
architectural shift in response to the shift from heavy to light manufacturing.

(N.B. non of fhe above arguments are found in any of the HRE's for 815-825
Tennessee St.)

Valued as a Visual Landmark with Special Character or Meanin

The most prominent visual feature on either facade of the entire building, is a a red-
white-and-blue painted graphic mural, 60ft. long and 7ft. high, bearing the text "HSIN
TONG YANG FOOD CO.," in Oft. high Chinese characters and 2ft. high Roman letters. Easy
to miss is a charming punctuation irregularity, just to be sure the text ends with both a
period "." and a comma "," a punctuation equivalent to "belt and suspenders". Hsin Tung
Yang stands for New Eastern Sun, and an abstract rising sun framed by a diamond is
present at the left as the logo. Below the logo on is the entrance to the still operating
sandwich shop and to its right, reminiscent of the early graphic design work of Andy
Warhol in retro graphics, is the painted sign "the Sandwich Shop".

It goes without saying that the Oft. high Chinese characters, towering over the words in
English half as high speak with true pride. "HSIN TONG YANG FOOD CO.," is the only visual
testament to the Chinese contribution to not just Dogpatch, but the entire Central
Waterfront.

(N. B. the graphic mural is not only not discussed, but not described in any of the
HRE's for 815-825 Tennessee St.)
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7. Building Permits and History of Alterations

Please list all building permits from the date of construction to present. Be sure to include any alterations or additions to the

building. These include changes such as window replacement, construction of a new garage, or installation of roof dormers. Also

attach photocopies of building permits. Copies of building permits are available from the Department of Building Inspection, 1660

Mission Street, 4'h Floor (http://sfdbi.or~/record-request-form).

*Note: Do not complete Fhis section if the npylication is for n landmnrk district

1.

~~

1926

~ - • • •-

Construction of two story structure.

2. 1927 Addition of metal clad storage shed.

3. 1930 Brick extension to the south.

4. 1942 Brick assembly plant extension to the east.

5. 1942 Relocation of metal shed to south perimeter of property.

6. 1955 Repair of fire damage.

7. 1958 Change window to vehicular door.

8. 1962 Internal conversion to meat processing plant.

Please describe any additional alterations that are not included in this table. For example, have any obvious changes been
made to the property for which no building permit record is available?

8. Ownership History Table

Please list all owners of the property from the date of construction to present. Building ownership may be researched at the San

Francisco Assessor-Recorder's Office, located at City Hall, Room 190.

*Note: Do not complete this section if the application is for a landmark district

1. before 1926 Charles and Nellie Monson unknown

2. 4/30/1926 - 3/18/1942 Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr. Bowie Switch Co.

3. 3/18/1942 - 6/20/1960 A.B. Chance Chance Switch Co.

4. 6/20/1960 - 5/1/1962 Julliard, Inc. Key Distributing Co.

5. 5/1/1962 - 8/29/1963 Raiph H. and Eleanor F. Montali, and Edward L. and Loretta A. McKeany C.J. Figone &Son Inc.

6. 8/29!1963 - 3/24/1983 C.J. Figone &Son Inc. C.J. Figone &Son Inc.

7. 3/24/1983 - 9/30/1985 Seacliff Partnership Hsin Tung Yang Food Co.

8. 9/30/1985 - 3/2015 Mai Su Wuan Lee and Mai Living Trust Hsin Tung Yang Food Co.

If the property is significant for its association with a person important to history, please be sure to expand on this
information in Section 9.



Submittal Checklist

Use the checklist below to ensure that all required materials are included with your application.

• ~ ~ -~

Photographs of subject property, including the front, rear and visible side facades

Description of the subject property (Section 5)

Neighborhood description (Section 6) with photos of adjacent properties and properties

across the street

Building permit history (Section 7), with copies of all permits

Ownership history (Section 8)

Occupant history (Section 9)

❑ Historic photographs, if available

❑ Original building drawings, if available

Other documentation related to the history of the property, such as newspaper articles or

other references



5. Property /Architecture Description
(Adopted and modified from HRE, Tim Kelly Consultants, 2012.)

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street, aka Hsin Tung Yang (New Eastern Sun)
Food Co., is located on the southeast corner of Tennessee Street and 19th Street. The
property consists of two square parcels, which cover a rectangular area measuring
20,000 square feet, with 200 feet of frontage along Tennessee Street. The terrain in the
area is sloped, descending to the north and east. In relation to the subject building, the
grade along Tennessee Street is flat, but slopes down to the east, along 19tH Street, and
the rear of the building. Tennessee and 19m streets are two-way arteries with broad
concrete sidewalks and minimal landscaping in the immediate vicinity of the subject
property. The property includes a paved equipment yard to the south of the main
building, which is enclosed by a chain link fence and rolling gate. The yard lies between
the subject building and an outbuilding, which is located at the south edge of the lot.

B. Exterior

The subject building is an unreinforced brick masonry warehouse. The majority of the
building is one story, with a partial second-story that spans a portion of the front (west
side) of the building. Additionally, due to the slope of the lot, the basement level is
exposed at the northeast corner of the building. The building has an L-shaped plan, with
a one-story ell that projects to the south from the left side of the south facade. The
building sits on a concrete foundation, and exhibits an early twentieth-century industrial
style. The exterior walls of the building have unfinished common-bond brick surfaces.
The building is capped by a parapeted flat roof on both the one- and two-story portions.
A flat-roofed monitor runs east-west at the center of the lower roof, perpendicularly
abutting the partial second story.

The primary facade faces west onto Tennessee Street and is two stories high, with a
one-story portion on the right side. It has a flat wall plane with a number and variety of
openings at both story levels. The first story features primarily infilled openings, including
a large vehicular entrance and two very large window openings on the left side, and
another vehicular entrance flanked by two similar window openings on the right side.
These openings are infilled with stucco panels. Between the two infilled entrances and
corresponding sets of windows are two pedestrian entrances. On the left is a tall, narrow
opening fitted with wood double doors that have panels with diagonal boards in a
chevron pattern, typical of such industrial buildings of the late 19'h, early 20th century.
These doors are mounted by a louvered metal transom. To the right is another equally
tall, but narrower opening with astandard-height, fully glazed (but infilled) wood door,
surmounted by a fixed, twelve-light, steel sash, wire glass window. On the one-story
portion of the primary facade there is a narrow vehicular entrance that is infilled with a
stucco panel, but inset with a smaller metal roll-up door. To its right are two very large,
infilled window openings. The first and second stories are separated by a simple,
shallow brickwork beltcourse. On the second story of the primary facade are a dozen
window openings, regularly spaced across the facade. The majority feature brick sills
and jack arch lintels, and one-over-one, double-hung, wood sash windows. Only one
opening on the left half of the facade is infilled with brick. Above the secnd story
windows is another shallow brick beltcourse and two slightly recessed horizontal stucco
panels, one on each half of the facade. The roofline is generally flat, but slightly higher
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on the left and steps down on the right, with a small tab at the far right end. The parapet
wall is studded by tie-rod ends and has brick coping capped with metal flashing.

The north facade of the building faces 19th Street and is primarily one-story, with the
exposed basement level under the left side and the narrow end of the partial second
story rising above the right end of the facade. It has a flat wall plane with few openings
clad in unornamented common bond brick. The board-form concrete basement level is
clad with stucco and features an entrance on the left side. This entrance consists of a
vehicular opening infilled with an aluminum-frame storefront assembly with afully-glazed
door. The storefront assembly is recessed slightly so that it is situated behind the track
of a sliding wood-frame and diagonal board door. To the right of this entrance is a large
horizontal opening fitted with aten-light, steel sash, wire-glass window that is covered by
a metal screen. A high concrete curb runs along the remainder of the base of the wall.
The concrete foundation at the basement level is separated from the brick masonry of
the first story by a simple beltcourse.

The majority of the first story, and the most distinctive feature of the whole building, is
occupied by ared-white-and-blue painted graphic mural, 60ft. long and 7ft. high, bearing
the text "HSIN TONG YANG FOOD CO.," in Oft. high Chinese characters and 2ft. high Roman
letters. Hsin Tung Yang stands for New Eastern Sun, and an abstract rising sun framed
by a diamond is present at the left as the logo. Below the logo on is the entrance to the
still operating sandwich shop and to its right, reminiscent of the early graphic design
work of Andy Warhol in retro graphics, is the painted sign "the Sandwich Shop". (Not
mentioned in HRE TKC 2012.)

To complete the north facade, at the right end is a large infilled window opening at the
ground floor, matching and completing the blind arcade of the Tennesse St. facade.
Above, on the second story, there is a pair of one-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash
windows that are separated by a wood mullion and have a brick sill and jack arch lintel.
The roofline above the one-story portion of the facade is flat and unadorned, but topped
by a metal railing. The roofline of the second story features the same best courses and
coping, tie rod ends, and metal flashing seen on the primary, the Tennessee St. facade.

The east facade abuts the neighboring buildings and is not readily visible. A small
portion that is visible above the roofline of the neighboring building consists of an
unfenestrated brick wall surface that bears traces of painted signage. The roofline is flat
and unadorned, but steps up at the center, corresponding to the monitor at the center of
and running the length of the roof. The north facing clerestory of this monitor provides
ample soft natural light to the interior space.

The south facade faces the small equipment yard that lies adjacent to the subject
building. It is one-story and, due to the southern ell, features a projecting bay on the left
side and a recessed bay on the right side. A small, flat-roofed, corrugated metal shed is
attached to the left corner of the projecting bay and a vehicular entrance is located to its
right. A large infilled window opening is located on the left, and a smaller service
entrance with an insulated metal door pierces the wall, partially overlapping the infilled
window opening. On the east facade of the projecting bay is a corrugated metal lean-to
with a shed roof. The recessed bay is largely concealed by a broad corrugated metal
canopy that extends over the projecting bay.
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The outbuilding located at the southern edge of the property is a long, rectangular
structure, oriented east-west. It has a high concrete foundation and is clad with
corrugated metal. The gable roof is also clad with corrugated metal and has a narrow
monitor along the front half of the ridge. A pair of twelve-lite, fixed, steel sash windows
are located on the west facade, while a number of pedestrian and service entrances are
located along the north facade.

6. Neighborhood or District Description

The subject building sits at the geographic center of Dogpatch Historic District, which is
bounded on the south by Tubbs St., on the north by Mariposa St., on the east by Third
St, and on the west by Indiana Street. Dogpatch is a mixed use neighborhood of
residential, PDR and other commercial activities. As a result, the architectural typology
broad and varied. Victorian houses are cheek by jowl with metal shed repair facilities
and artists lofts. Nearby on Minnesota street stands an excellent example of adaptive
reuse, a repurposed historic brick industrial building are now condominiums. Other more
recent twentieth century production facilities range from well articulated works of mid-
century modern design to anonymous concrete block structures with Victorian houses
interspersed. Particularly characteristic of Dogpatch are these late 19~h century, early
20 h̀ century houses that exhibit styles including Greek Revival, Queen Anne, Italianate,
and Eastlake. Particularly notable are the clusters and pairs of identical Eastlake
cottages based on the plans of San Francisco architect John Cotter Pelton, Jr.

4oro
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e ,"~~~~~

815/825 Tennessee St. above in red. (adapted from San Francisco Planning Code: Article 10,
Appendix L)

The Central Waterfront Plan calls for Adaptive Reuse to be a guiding principle for
development. With projects ranging from the Esprit Codominiums, to the Piccino Cafe
complex, there is probably no neighborhood in the Central Waterfront that has been
more creative and successful in implementing Adaptive Reuse.

The immediate vicinity of 815-825 Tennessee St. is surrounded by a variety of structures.
Across the street to the northwest is a one story concrete block, flat roofed warehouse
building. Immediately to north across the street is a one story concrete warehouse
facility with a bowstring truss roof structure. To the east the buildings on the property line
are not perceptible. To the south is a one story wood frame classroom building that
serves the Piccola Scuola Italiana on that property. Across Tennessee Street to the west
is a notable building, atwo-story brick warehouse, renovated as residences inside, the
Minnesota Lofts. On the exterior it maintains its original brick facade and appearance,
and a good urban neighbor to the subject building across the street.
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iTNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
AIICiII3TU8 JESSE BOWIE, JR, OF SBN FRANCISCO, CSLTF08NIA.

ELECTBOMA(iNETIC POWEB,-TRANSMITTING MECHANISM.

;~K2~7S9, aneciscation oz Letts:s rat~nt. Patentecl Jan. 31, 1911.

Application Sled dpril 18, 1907. Serial Ao. 388,950.

To all whom it may cmacern:
13e it known that I, AuausTta J.

AowiE, Jr., ~ citizen of the United States,
msiding in Sf~n Francisco, county of Sa,n

5 Fruncisco~ State of California, have invent-
ed certain near• and useful Iinprovement~g in
I~:lectroma~;netic Power-Transmitting Mech-
nnism: and I do hereby declare the follow-
ing to be a fiill, clear, and exact description

l0 of the invention, such as will enable others
skilled in the art to which it appertains to
make and use the same.
The invention relates to electro-magnetic

transmitting mechanism characterized by a
15 positively oper~,ted driving member and a

driven member .in inductive relation to the
driving member, one of said members being
provided ~~ith nn electric winding to gener-
ate nmagnetic field in which the other mem-

20 ber operates, whereby movement of the driv-
ing member will develop a certain stress or
pressure in tl~e d~•iven member serving to
move the latter.
The primary objects of the invention are

25 to provide a simple and e$'icient power
tra.nsmittin; mechanism, tivhichaffordsgreat
Hesibility and ready control and practically
elimin.Ltes vibration and wear between the
parts.

30 In the accompanying drawings:—Figure
1 is a~ longitudinal section of one form of
~nnchine erribodyiiig the invention ; Fib. 2
is ~n end view thereof, pa.rtiy in section;
I~ lb. 3 is :i side elevation of the rc~tniy

35 driven member; Fig. 4 is ~, lon~,rituc~inal sec-
tion of a malified form of the invention;
Fig. 5 is an end view, partly in section of
the mfichine shown in Fib. 4; Fib. G is fl
fra~nent:try view of the rotary driven mem-

40 ber; Fig. 7 is ~ lonbitudinal section of a
n►odification in v~hich the driving and
driven members are mounted upon parallel
shafts ; I+ ig. 8 is an end view thereof ; Fig.
9 show's in side elevation an application of

45 the invention to ti chanoe or multiple speed
.gear; Fig. 10 is a simi~ar view of a modi-
fied form of multiple speed transmission;
Fig. 11 illustrates, in side elevation, the ap-
plication of the invention for differential

50 driving; Fib. 12 shows, in end view, the
emplo}~ment of multiple driving members
~r•ith n sin~ie driven member; Fig. 13 shows
the application of multiple transmission

mechanisms uniting two lines of shafting;
Fig. 14 illustrates the application of the in-
vention for reversing the direction of the
driven shaft; Figs. 15, 16, and 17 are de-
tnils of n modified form of the disk or rotor.

The ordinary forms of power transmis-
mission gear employ mechanical contact to
transmit power from a prime mover to the
driven element or secondary mover, and
this transmission is usually effected by sh~.ft-
ing, positive clutches, positive gears, belting,
or friction clutches, which last allow the
secondary element to be gradually brought
tip to speed by rubbing contact between the
surfaces of the clutch members. In all of
these forms of transmission mechanism, and
more particularly in the case of friction
clutches and gearing, the unavoidable wear
on the parts presents a. serious difficulty and
the mechanism is generally lacking in flesi-
Uility a,nd tends to take up and transmit
vibr~Ltions, vs~hich increases the wear on the
parts in contact and also detracts from the
efficiency of all of the mechanism on both
sides of the transmission devices. More-
over, the older tvpes of power mechanism
all involve considerable difficulty and the
employment of much energy in the control
thereof, to wit, in throwing them in and out
of commission and changing from one speed
to another. The present invention, as here-
inbefore indicated, is intended to obviate
these difficulties and to provide a transmis-
sion s3~stein which is absolutely independent
of mechanical contact, and therefore devoid
of wear, which possesses great flexibility
without liabilityto vibration and is capable of
absolute control with a minunum eapendi-
tnre of energy and without the usual sudden
jar or shock which characterizes the change
of condition in the ordinary types of trans-
mission mechanism. Furthermore, the in-
~-ention contemplates the provision of tra.ns-
mission mechanism which will possess the
advantageous characteristics of all of the
older forms of direct transmissions, whether
they be of the clutch type or of the gear
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When an electric conductor is moved in a
magnetic field, across the lines of force; a
difference of electrical pressure or potential
between the ends of the conductor will be 305
generated, said pressure or potential vary-
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inb directly with the lines of force ~r-hich

tl~e conductor cuts in a unit time. If, while

tl~c conclnctor is beinb moved, as ciescriUed,

its t~~o cods be connected, l~,y ,tinotl~er ron-

b dnctor not n►ovii~~; in the field of force, u
current will iio~v m the circuit so formed,
the strength of which is determined by
Ohm's law, viz., tl~e current equals the volt-
~¢e generated in the moving conductor, di-

I o vided by the resistance of the circuit. Under
these conditions of operation, power is re-
quired to move the conductor across or
through the magnetic field, said power being
substantially equal to the power generated

15 in the electric circuit, less frictional losses.
The resent invention is based upon this
principle of operation, and, in its funda-
mental aspect, the invention comprises a
mab etic circuit having a,n air gap and a

2p magnetizing coil end a conductor of appro-
priate sha~~e and desibn inserted in the sir
gap. Obviously, either element of the sys-
tem, as thas broadly outlined, may be either
the ~~rimary or the secondary, to wit, the

~5 driving or the driven element, but in the de-
scription of the invention, to be hereinafter
more specifically set forth,~it will be assumed
that the primary or driving element con-
sists of the mechanism carrying a magnetic

30 circuit, ~vitli the air gap 'and magnetizing
coil, and the secondary or driven element is
the conductor inserted in the air gap. ~Phile
this broad desicnation is adapted for, in a
measure, simplif}ping the description of the

35 apparatus, it is to be distinctly understood
that the reverse arrangement of the elements
considered as driving or driven members
m2y be employed, and is within the scope of
tl~e appende~] claims.

90 The primary element is driven by ex-
tr~neous po~~er applied thereto, and the sea
ondary or driven element is so arranged,
relative to tl~e primary, that ,the rotatory
magnet with its air gap, will generate a, dif-

95 ference of electric pressure between certain
p2rts of the secondary conductor. The cle-
sign of the conductor and magnetic circuit is
such as to provide ~, suitable return circuit for
the current which tivill then flow in the con-

5o doctor, and said return circuit is preferably
arranged so that nn voltage is generated there-
in, but, if desired, the construction may be
such -that a voltabe is generated therein
~vhicl~ inky be made to increase the total

55 voltage acid fence the current. Under these
conditions, the voltage developed will be
proportionRl to the difference of speeds of
the air dap magnet and the conductor: The
circulation of current in the secondary con-

so doctor will cause the secondary element to
exert a pull of P lbs. on the primary. This
pull multiplied by the difference in the speed
of the primary and secondary at the place
where the voltage is generated will represent

the energy of the circiilating current. Since
aiction and reaction are equal, the pull P will
1~~. transmitt.ecl to tl~e secondary, and, if the
litter moves, it will develop and deliver en-
ergy at a rate egaul tc~ the product of Y :end
its luiear velocity. In other words, if we
consider the present case in which the con-
ductor or secondary element runs in nn uir
dap tend the velocity of the pc•ime mover is
Vl feet per second, and that of the secondary
mover is VZ feet per second, then PVl ft. lbs.
per second equals the total energy or output
of the prime mover, and I'V= ft. lbs. per sec-
ond equals the energy or output of t}►e sec-
ondary mover, and Y (V~ V2) ft. Ibs. per
second equals the energy employed iu the
circulating current in the secondary, or, in
other words, the lost energy. Thus, pro-
vided current may be made to How within
the second~iry, the primary will drive the
secondary, without mechanical connection,
but with a certain slip, the velocity of the
secondary being always somewhat less than
that of the primary. It will be apparent
that tl~e ap~~ratus may thus be em~luyed as
a clutch with ~ certain definite shp, which
latter, by proper design, may be made as
small or as large as desired, to suit the par-
ticular exigencies of any individual cAse.

Referring to Figs. 1, 2 and 3 of the draw-
ing, 1 indicates a power shaft, which is
driven from any suitable prime mover, and
upon said shaft there is secured a mae et
consisting of a central core having radial
projections 2, a connecting yoke piece 2'
from which extend pole pieces 3 having faces
lying adjacent the corresponding faces on

~ the arms 2 and producing air gaps between
said faces. Mounted upon the core is a coil
4, the opposite ends of whic}i are connected
with shp rings 8 and 9, upon which bear
conductor brushes 14 and 15, respectively,
which are connected with leads 10 and 11
fi•om airy suitable source of electric po~r•er.
Tlie rheostat 13 is interposed in one of the
leads to regulate the current delivered to
the. coil 4, and a switch 12 is employed to
make and break the circuit. Tlie energizu-
tion of the magnetic coil causes magnetic
currents or lines of force to be set up in the
body of the magnet Rnd to flow across the air
gaps ~ between the pole faces. 1~Iounted
loosely on the shaft 1, concentric n~ith said
shaft and projectinh «ithin the air gaps, is
the secondary conductor which is preferably
and conveniently constructed as a cylinder
G, having its ends of enlarged or increased
cross-sectional area, and provided with a se-
ries of slots in its surface parallel to the
axis. The slitted arrangement of the arma-
ture is designed to cut down eddy current
2nd to give direction to the electric current
generated, while tl~e increased cross sectional
area of the cylinder provides an adequate
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conductor for the accumulated currents
which How therein from the metal of the
cylinder included between the slits.
The m~ignet may be divided lonhitudi-

5 nully in order to facilitate its mounting
upon the shaft and the portions of said mab-
net mny be ri;idly connected tobether by
uny appropri:ite .means. The pole pieces
nn the two hal~~es of the magnet are prefer-

10 ably ~rr:inged opposife each other and alter-
ntite with biunit spaces of tihout equ~il aren.
,Secured to tl~e cylinder G, rind constitntin~
the support therefor is a pulley 7 iciosely
mounted un the shaft 1 and said pulley may

15 co~istitiite an element from which power i~
t~lcen from the rotatory cylinder 6, which
forms the secondary element of the tr:ins-
mission system. For transmittinb sn~ull
powers, ;L per~uanent mngnet may be substi-

20 tuted for tl~e electromagnet hereinbefore re-
ferrecl to.
The oper:Ltiori of the a.ppnratiis, as thus

described, is substantially as follows:-
~~lien the secondary element ~ is nt rest and
the primary mover, viz., the electro-mngnet,
i5 being rotnted by means of extraneous
power applied to shRft 1, and switch 12 i
closed, the seconclttry conductors of tl~e drum
or cylinder (i, forined'by the metal between
the successive slits therein, will be cut by
lines of force passing between the poles of
the m~enet a.nd will consegi~ent.ly have a
definite electrical pressure r enerateci there-
in. This pressure will in all cases be in the
snrne direction, viz., parallel to the axis, and
will cause current to flow in paths indicated
generally in Fih. 3, to wit, along the }~or-
tions of the cylinder defined by the skits,
and moving through one air gxp between the
pole faces, thence through the enlarged end
of. the cylinder, and back through the por-
tion of the cylinder not inchided }~etween
the pole faces, and thence ~assin~ through
the next air gap in the series, thrau~h the
other enitir~ed end of the cylinder to the
place of beginning. The current generated
finder each pole will, of course, divide, part
flowing each way through the enlarged ends,
or in opposite^ircumferentinl directions.
As hereinbefore explained, this flow of cur-
rent in the secondar,~ will cause the latter
tc~ rotate, and the enerb~*y of its rotation may
be utilized by a belt placed upon pulley 7.
It will be noted that mechanism such ~.s

just described has practically all of the ad-
~~antages of a friction clutch, as a means for
tr~►nsmitting energy, without, however, pos-
sessinb the inherent objection to friction
clutches incident to the great wear imposed
upon the rubbing surfaces, which must.
therefore, be made very large to allow for
the consequent heating. Should it be de-
sired to cut out this clutch like transmission
mechanism, after the apparatus gets up to
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seed, without interfering with the opera-
tion of the primary' or magnetic mover, a
friction, or other mechanical clutch 7', mny
be ussa,Kated with the pulley 7, in the man-
ner shown in Fib. 1. The hnb of the clutch
r' slides on a feu,ther on the shift, and
throuhh a ]ever or corresponding device
rnny be made to engage the hub of 7, untl
then the magnetic clutch may be cut out.
The clutch 7' may be made to operate by
electric Rttraction if desired, in the mariner
cc+mn►only used for such work. Where the
riiilley 7 drives ~ load .which is liable to run
away, or when it is desired to stop t,he pul-
leq quickly, a brake may be employed. In
this event 7' will be rigidly :attached to 7,
and the pulley 7" will be loose on the
shaft. On the pulley 7" is a brake. If
desired this brake' may be mechanically
or electrically controlled, so as not to be re-
leased until current is turned on to coil 4,
or until this current reaches a predeter-
rnined value, or else the releasing of the
brake ma•y throw current into coil 4; and
also breaking t~1C C1I'Clllt t}lI'OU~h 4 nay set
the brake.

Current for the magnetic coil of the
prime mover may be derived from an inde-
pendent source, ~s hereinbefore indic.ited,
or such current m~,y be furnished uy a gen-
erator of any preferred form attached to or
driven from ~~id prime mover, and, if de-
sired, the mab etism of the prime mover
itself may be used to produce a field for
this current generator. In any of the ar-
r~angements indicated a rheostat or other
convenient means may be employed to con-
trol the current flowing in the primary mag-
netic coil, so that the secondary may be
started up gradually or its speed altered to
any desired degree, while it is running. It
will be noted that this control, dependent as it
is upon the mere shifting of the rheostat, is
exceedingly simple, and, inasmuch as the
slip end the. torque in the secondary mover
ere dependent on the strength of the pri-
inary magnet, the ready regulation of the
]otter by means of the rheostat affords ~
mode of control that is particularly ad~~an~
tageous where nice gradations of speed urf
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desired:
In Figs. 4, 5 and 6 there is illustrated a

modified form of power transmitting mechn-
nism which differs in construction but not
in mode of operation from that heretofore
described. Referring to said figures, 16 in-
dicates the shaft which is driven from a
suitable source of power and keyed upon
said shaft is an electro-magnet 17 provided
with a central core and radial arms termi-
nating in pole faces 18 which lie opposite,
each other m the two magnet halves and'
alternate with blank spaces. Mounted upon
the central core is the magnet coil 19, the
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ener,iz~tion of ~~~hich produces a niabnetic
Hnx in e.icli of tlic .sir ~,~I~s 20, formed be-
t~~•~~en the ~~ole f,ices 18. 1lfonnted lc~osel~~
u1~ontl~esh;~ftlG:iu~1 siu~roun~ling tl~c n~a~-

y u~~t 17 is a reuer~ill~• r.~•liudrical fr:unc farmed
li~~ ,picier-like m~~niUcrs 2~, 23, between
~~~l~irli is rigidl~~ src~n•ed R disk 21 which
~~oustitut~ti tl~e secun~laiy or driven member
of the elci~iro-myrnetic transmission mecha-

l0 "ism. ~;ii~l disk ~~1 is provided with radill
~lot~, to di~•ide the surf:lce of the disk into
i•aidi:il sectio~is, ~~•liich ser~~e the swine piir-
pose a5 the ~ecticnis in the cylinder (i, in the
constraciiuii h~~r~~iuli~~fc>i•e described. S~~id

15 ~lisl: ~_>1 i~ concc citric; with the m;~gnet 17
:~ucl projcct5 into ;ivd tl~rougli the ~~ir gRps
formed l~et~~•een the se~-eral pole faces 18,
and the inner :iiicl outer peripheries of t.l~e
disk ~i•e thiclzeiied or iiicre~isec~ in cross-

~o ,fiction to proclnce lo~~- resist:uice paths for
tl~e currents bener:ited in said disk in a
manner ~ilto~;etlier similair to the arrange-
n~eiit tiei•einbefore described. - The cylinclri-
cal uiei►il~ci•, «•Mich supports tl~e disk 21

25 n~a)~ con~•eniently constitute the support for
tlie. me:ui~ for tr~insmitting the power de-
velopecl b~~ the rotation of this dish, Rncl
i~t the present. instance, this transmitting
nie:ins is driving pulley 24, formed ou one

3o encl of member 22. Current is supplied to
tl~e iva~net coil 1~J from ins~ilsited slip rings
~?~ and 30, ~~•hich cdiper~te with the brushes
31 .uul 33 connected with a source of cnr-
rent ~nppl~•, n~hicl~ slip rinbs are connected

35 with brushes 2(; and 25, respectively, on the
spider-]il.e me~iiber 24, which latter brushes
be~►r ui~on insulated rims 27 and 28, respec-
tivel~•, concentric with the shaft 1G and se-
curecl to the side of n~a~;net 17, said rings

40 ~?i and 28 being connected to the respective
e~icls of the magnet coil 1J.

S~Then the mab iet 1t is positi~el~~ driven
from ~i suitable source of power :applied to
the shaft I(i and current is passed through

45 the coil 1() of tiaid magnet, rot.ition of disk
21 is set rap, wader substunti:illy the same
cenditiou5 as rotation of the drtun fi is ef-
f~~ctecl in tl~e m.ichine hereinbefore de-
5cril~e~l. Tl~e directio~i of flow of the in-

50 ,~~~ced cnrreuts in dish 21 is ~ruphically
illustrated in Fig. G. It will also Ue noted
that tl~e secondai;p element, to ~vit, the re-
~-ol~-ing cylinder formed by mem}~ers 29
and 23, together ~~-ith band pulley 24 may

55 ~e modified to dispense with one of the
shiclei:s, viz., 2~, so that the cylindrical mem-
ber will o~~erhan~ the magnet lt. Under
these conditions, slip rings 28 and 29 ma}•
be con~iccted directly to the respective ends

so of the magnet coil without the in~terposi-
tion of the brushes 25, 2G and contact rings
2i and 2S.

The conductor of the secondary element
may be of any desired inet;~l or combina-

65 lions of metals and may, if desired; be

1,11I11Il;ItC(~. If tl~c elen►ent be mnde of cop-
l~er, a l~i~l~ de~rce of conductivity is ob-
i~~incii. 13v ni;~kinti it of iron or steel its
ireu;;tli isvi~icrcased and the neceas:iry ~nng-
tictizing power is decreased and hence the 70
size of the magnet coil may be corres~ond-
ingly decrease. These ~enerfll considern-
tions apply as well to the modifications
sholvn in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

A convenient end efficient construction of q5
the secondary element is that in which the
combination of metals is effected by slot-.
ting or recessinb the mettil forminb the
fads of tl~e element and applying another
u~etal conductor in the slots thus formed. go
I~ or ex~imple, in the disk form of secondary

E~lei►ient slio~~~n in Figs. 4,' 5 and E the con-
struction may be varied to that form shown
in Fig. 15, in which t.he, disk 90 is provided
with i•:idi.il slots 91 in which aLre inserted 85
copper bRrs ~J2, ~vl►ich are united at their
caner •tnc~ outer ends Uy copper rin~s 93
and J4. In this particular form of the
secondary element the copper constitutes a
closed circuit for the induced currents. In gp
~~PPI}ping tl~e sattie general principle of con-
struction to the drum type of secondary
element, as sho~4 n in I+ figs. 1, 2 and 3, the
~~-e11 known squirrel cage form of armature
~nny be substituted for that hereinbefore 95
described, «~ith good effect.
In Figs. 7 and 8 there is shown an appli-

~ cation of the invention which ~,d~nirably
adapts the same as a substitute for gearing
for driving one shaft from another one par- 100
:►llel therewith. In this construction the
electro -magnetic element, with its air gap,
is similar to that shoran in Figs. 4 and 5.
33 is the shaft, driven from a prune mover
or other suitaule source of power, said shaft l05
having magnet 34 rigidly mounted thereon,
said ~nabnet being provided with pole faces
35, facii►g each other and forming an air ga.p
37. These pole faces, us shown, are continu-
ons, Uut, if desired, the m2b et may }~e con- 110
structecl with separate isolated po]~ faces ar-
ranaed opposite each other, as m Figs. 4 and
.i. Magnet coil 3E;, mounted upon the cen-
tr~il core of the mab~iet, when energized by
suitable current, causes a, magnet flux to be llb
set up across the air gap 37. The disk 38,
~~~hich constitutes the secondlry element is
con~~eniently mounted upon a central spider
or equivalent support 39, which is fast upon
shaft 40, which latter is the driven element. 120
Tlie shafts 33 and 40 are so located that said
disk 38 projects within the air gap 37 in
such manner as to cut the lines of force
traversinn the air ~,►ap, so that, when the
magnet 34 is rotated with its shaft 33, and 125
current is supplied to the coil 36, disk 38,
~vitli its connected shaft 40, is likewise caused
to revolve, the speed of the latter depending
upon t1Te speed of said magnet 34, Rnd the
strength of the current $owing in mob et 130



coi136. The slip rings and coopern,ting ele-
ments for supplying current to the magnet
coil'30 ire not shown in this figure, b►at it
will be understood that they are to be ~p-

b plied in subst~tnl,ia]ly the same manner as
shotivn in I~'ig. 1. It will also be observed
that speed of the ~~~Lrintion of shaft 40 may
be effected by shifting the shafts toward or
from each other, thereby ca,usin~ n greater10 or less iLmount of tl~e disk 38 to project with-in tine air gap.
In all of the constructions heretofore de-scribed, instead of providing the magnets.with alternate poles and bl~n~ s~nces, prnc-15 tically the whole available area of the mag-net may be used to constitute an a.ir gap bymakinh tl~e poles on each side alternately ofopposits polarity. This may be accom-plished by providing a' winding for eachZ ~ pole, adjacent poles nn the same side beingwound in opposite directions, and the cen-tral winding, as illustrated, being omitted.Fig. 9 shows an adaptation of the inven- ~,tion for obtaining a change or variable speed' i25 in the driven s~i~.ft from ~ driving shaftrunning at a fined seed. Referring to saidfigure, 41 is the drivm~ shaft, tend 42, 43 and44 are electro-magnetic clutches or trunsmis-sion mechanism of the type shown in Fih. 1,3o for example, with the pulley member r ineach case replaced by a spur gear 48, 4~J and50, respectively. These gears a,re of gradu-ully increasing size and mesh with corre-spondingly reduced gears 51, 52 and 53, fast95 upon the shaft 54. It will be apparent thatwhen any one of the elements 42, 43 or 44are energized by nn electric current, it willcause the corresponding dear ~.ttached to itssecondary element to be rotated, and thereby4o drive the shaft 54 ~t a corresponding speed,the other i~i~ermeshin~ ge:ir5 rnnnin~ idly.By tl►is niea~is tl~e shaft 54 may be <L~iven ntany desired speed by coiiplin~; the ~p~~ro-{5 prints elec~tro-magnetic transnnssion mecha-msm to shaft 41 by merely closing the ap-propri~te circuit.
Fig. 10 illustrates the application of a se-ries of electi•o-magnetic transmission mecha-ba nisms, of the general type shown in Fig. 7,for imparting variable speed to a parallelshaft. In this figure, 103 is the drivingshaft which is rotated from fl suitable sourceof dower, upon which is rigidly mounted a•

6b merles of electro-magnetic elements 100,101,and 102, of the same general type as thatshown in Fig. 7, but of successively dimin-ishing diameters. With each of t;he elements100, 101 and 102 cooperates a secondary ele-sp meat or disk 104, 105, and 106 which in-
crease in size proportionately as the cooper-
nting elements diminish. By energizing thecoils of any one' of khe elements 100, 101, or
102, it will be apparent that the speed of

ib shaft 107 may be varied acwrdingly.
The invention also finds a particularly

advantageous application as a substitute forthe ordinary type of differential transmis-sion gear, siicl~, for example, as is usuallyemployed in driving e.utom~biles. Such anapplication is illustrated in Fig. 11, in whi^hG5 ~s the main shaft driven from the. engineor other prime mover, and has mountedthereon electro-ma;gnetic power transmissionmechanisms 56 and 57 of the type hereinbe-fore described, and, ns illustrated, havingthe same general characteristics of construc-tion and operation as the form shown in-Figs. 1, 2 e,nd 3. The gears 58 and~fi9, whichare connected to the secondary elements ofthe respective electro-magnetic mechanismsmesh with gears 60 and 61, respectively, onshafts 62 and 63. By regulating the currentdelivered to the magnet coils of the elements56 and 57, it will be apparent that any rela-tive seed may be maintained as betweenthe driven sales 62 and 63. If said shaftsG2 and C3 are connected to drive the wheelsof ~,n automobile, for example, the properregulation of the relative speeds of theshafts 62 and 63 may be made to exactlycompensate for the difference in speeds ofthe inner and outer wheels of the automobilewhen turning a corner, and thereby avoidthe slip of one or both of the wheels of thevehicle, which is a prevalent evil in auto-mobiles employing the ordinary type of dif-ferential gear. The accurate regulation ofthe current supplied to the coils of elements56 a.nd 57 may be effected by connecting therhe~stnts by means of which the currentstrength is regulated, to the steering gearof the automobile in such manner that whenthe steering gear is operated to turn themachine, the current to the transmissionmechanism controlling the outside wheelwill be increased and tlint to the correspoud-
in~ mech~.nism controlling the inside wheel
will ue appropriately diminished, so that the
relative speeds of the two wheels will be
exactly regulated as to avoid slipping of
the wheels. Of course, the tendency of the
automobile wheels to slid .will be more or less
obviated by the flexibility of the electrn-
magnetic clutches, themselves, as the second-
ary elements are capable of a certain amount
of slipping themselves, without interposing
any wear or shock on the rest of the mecha-
nism so that even if the current supplied to
the magnets is not accurately regulated to
compensate for the turning of the machine,
the wheels of the latter will nevertheless take
up a differential speed incident to the turn-
ing movement, without imposing any sprain

i on the driving mechanism, and with little
or no tendency of the vehicle wheels to slip.

Fig. 12 illustrates the application of sev-
erul prime movers, to drive a secondary
mover and thereby to increase or regulate
the power imparted to the latter. In this
figure, 64 is a rotary disk of the same gen-
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eral type as that employed in Figs. 7 and 8 would be nece~.slry to arrest its mo~-ement
~vhicli is broublit into operati~-e relation with if the retarding action of tl►e coiilx~ratin~
innitiple mn~;netic members 64' similar to element were uut p~Y~Sei~t. 'l he apT~licatiou
34, shown in Figs. 7 and S, .ill of which ire ~~f the in~~entiun u5 ;i lir;~ke or cetar~ling

6 Positively driven by estrs~ncous lower. mecl~HniSrn his not been Specifically illus- 70
When a,ll the magnets in the eleirients frl' arc ti~aiccl, but it ~~~ill Ue cle:►rly iincler5taxl that
enerbized, nll of said elements will eser- any of the forms of the im•ention heretn-
cise ~, driving effc~et upon the common sec- fore described may be cnnt-erted into a broke
ond.iry mover G4, and, correspondingly, if or retarding u~~parutus lry merely fixing! or

to ~ll~ or more of the elements G4' are deener- limiting the movement of one of the clectro- 75
gized, the speed or power developed in the nw,~netic eYements, to ~~it; the element car-
element (i4 will be accordingly dim~nisheci. rying the elec:tro-ma~;uet, or the coiipc'rR~lll~
In Fib. 13 there is illustr.ited ~, further disk or drum iminctor elelnent.

modification of the same idea, except in this It will lx ~l~p;►~•e»t feom the fo~'~,.{oinr►. that
15 arran ;ement the several electro - mabnetic the invention is capable of ~Clll'T.LI :tpplica- 80

elements 110 are mounted upon a common lion wherever clutches ~~earin~+. lxltin~l,
shaft 111 :end cooperate . ~~~th secondary brakes, and the like mirl~t lx' eniploycd and
mover disks 112, fast upon shaft 113. By by selecting a prolxr fciriu of electro-ma~;-
energizing X11 of the electro-magnetic ele- acetic trtlIlS1111tt171~ mechanism, the de~im~l

20 meats 110; maximum po~<<er may be trans- conditions of po~~•er ~>r spe~~~l tran~n►ix5ion e5
niitte~l to shift 113, and, by deener~izing m~,y be utt:►inEvl, ac•cur.ite re~;ul;ition may
one or more of the said magnetic elements, be effected, and the elements of ~~~e:ut ~-ilx•a-
the power transmitted to said shift 113 will lion end sh~x~lc entirely eliminated.
be correspondinbl3~ diminished. Many particular .lC~\'21Ilt:ir!101iS applica-

25 In Fig. 14, there is shown an application lions of the in~•ention might be enntnerated, 90
of the invention as a reversing mechanism. but, in p~is5in~, it n ay be remau•kecl that in
I~ or this purpose t]iere Rre employed on the oper:ition of steaul tnrl,ines; the im•en-
shaft 65 two electro-magnetic elements 6G lion hill be most efiecti~•e, inasmuch as, o~F-
and G9. Upc>n the driven shaft G7 there is ink to the high speed of rotation of tl~e tin•-

30 one secondary mover disk 68 coiipernting tines, nn form of r~arin,= in~~~l~•in!_ me- 95
with magnetic element G6 nncl one electro- ch~i~ic.~l cc:nt:►ct is fon~~d satisfictor~• for
mabnetic element 72. Rnnnin~ in the air tr~nsn~ittin~ po«er from tl~e turbine shaft

~r:ips of magnetic elements 69 aiicl i~ is a dish to other mo~~in~* elements. I3,y employing ~n
t 1 mounted upon .t shaft 70. ~`'~ien ma.g- electro-ma~!netic transmission ~e~~r or rl~~tdi, ~ i

35 netic element Ffi is energized it ~~-i11 drive constrtictecl ~n ~cc~rcl~ince «'itl~ tl►is iuven- 100'
shaft G7 tliroii~h the intermediacy of click lion and Rrrant~„~,ed to meet the pt~rtictilai•
GS in one direction. tiVhen element G~, how- circnmst:ince5 of Use case, the speed devel-
ever, .is energized, it will indnctively effect oiled by the tnrl~ine m.iy lie pro~rly m-
aisl~ 71 and cause the same to rotate, and claced for the o~~erntion of m.ichiner~~. Tlie

4o said disl: will concurrently drive the roar- invention also ~>rovic]es an efficient n►o~lc ~~f 105

netic element 72, when the utter is energized re~•ersing m.►cliinciy dri~-en 1~~~ steam t~u•-
cansin; the sane to rotate and drive shRft tines, ns, for e~s~tnple, by cni~>l~~vin~ :ui
G7 in :ti re~-erse direction. electro-~nn~netic re~•ersin~ ~enr of tlx~ t}pe

From the foregoing it tvi11 be 1pparent, sho~~rn in Fib. 1-~, iii ~~~1►ich shaft G3 ~~~ill be
`̀ 5 that, inasnuich as the elements of the electro- dri~-en directly by the turbine. 110

m~i~netic indncti~•e system,formingthebasis «'h:►t I claim pis my in~~ention is:
of this in~•ention, exercise a mutual pull or 1. Pon~er transmission iuechanism com-
stress, one nn the other, if one of the ele- prising a•positi~•ely dri~•en priinaiy elemeu[
meats be rcl~ztively fixed or restrained more :ind a secondary element clri~-en therefrom,

50 ~~r less, it will e~crcise a positive braking ef- said primary Inc] secon~l:uy elculents l~ein~ ~1~
fret upon the other, s~> th~it the system may connected respectively to .~ ]IlAlll Shaft and
lie nsecl to retard or restrain mo~~en:<~nt, in it CO1IIltCP-SL1ft out of .alinement therewith
~~-hich asl~M;t it presents :~nuth~r important :uul forming u~a ~~lectro-mn~n~~tic inclnctive

~5 pl~a~e of po~~er transmission. I3v fiiin;~ <;iie system ~~1tl1011C Rl(:C~lunic:i] cnnnec~tic~n. __Z ~~
of the elements heretofore de~cri}~ecl in the 2. Poorer tran~missi~~u mech.iui~~n com-
varioii> >iioclifica#ions, as pri~nnry and sec- prising ~l positi~•ely di•i~-en primar}• eletr~ent
oucl~ii;~* mo~-cr, or restraiiiin~ the movement mounted cn a rotatable m~iin ~h.tft. ,end .~
thereof l~~r some positive mc:uis, the fixed + secondary element mrnintecl on <i rotatable

~o 
eleiuent ~~~ill ~tict as ~. ret:irdin~ medium cn ( counter-shift, oat of alinement ~~'itL the

''"the nio~•in;r clement, when oiirrent is tlll']ll'(1 ,main shaft, and clri~Ten therefrom, ~;~icl pri-
cuito tl~c ~n.~rnet, This .apparatus will not ►7t~ry end secondary ~lement5 f~~rmin,► :;u
stop mo~~enicnt of the element to be Uraked, electro-mabnetic inductive ti}sl~~ui, inti•ol~~ing

ent~relt~, but wi]1 so far retard the same :~s a m,ti~netic cn•cnit including an .sir ~rnp, :iud
~5 to admit of its bean;; positively stopped b~~ nn electric ccncliictor interpos~~l in said :sir ~ J~

!a mechanic,~l brake of much less po~~er than baP•

_ r _
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3. Power transmission mechanism com-

prisin,~ u positively driven prim~ty element
mounted on a rotut;iblo mf~in Shaft, and u
seconclury element ►nounted on ,i rot~t~ble6 cnnnter-sh~:ft, out of ;alinement with tl►emain shaft and driven therefrom, said pri-.wary n~id secondary elements forming anelectro-mn~netic inductive system in~olvvi~a mngnet having an nir gap, and, un ener-l0 gizing coil for said magnet, and an electricconductor interposed in said air bap.

4. Power trxnsmi~sion mechanism com-prising apositively driven priiYiaiy element,and a secondary element driven therefrom,~6 said primary a.nd secondary elements form-in~; an electro-mnbnetic inductive system in-~olving a magnet having an air ~~p, an en-ergizinh coil for_ said magnet, ~,nd a slottedelectric conductor interposed in s:yid air gap.20 5. Power transmission n►echsnism com-Prising apositively driven primary element,end aL secondary elerrient driven therefrom,said primary and secondary elements forrn-in~ an electro-mngr►etic inductive system in-Zb volvin~ ~ ma~met hating an air ~~p, ~n en-er~izin~ coil for said magnet, and an elec-tric conductor interpo.~ed in said sir gap,said electric conductor being provided withslots transverse to the direction of its ino~e-30 inept.
6. Power transmission mechanism com-prising apositively driven primary element,and a secondary element driven therefrom,said primary and secondary elements form-3b ink an electro-magnetic inductive sys~t.em in-volvin~ a mu.gne.t having nn air dap, n►i en-er~izing coil for said magnet, end ~n elc,c-tric con~iictor interposed in said air ~%ap,Said conclnetor havinh a section of increased4o conductivity nt one or both ends of the por-tion interposed in the r~ir gap.
7. Power transmitting mechanism com-prising aplurality of positively driven pri-m~ry elements, a secondary element rota-4~' tively driven directly fmm one of said pri-mary elements, an independent secondaryelement rotatively driven from another ofsaid primary elements, a tertiary elementrotatively driven from said independent5o secondary element, the respective sets ofprimary and secondary and primarv, sec•ondary and tertiar~ elements forming se~a~rately controlled electro-me.gpetit induction.

5b 
system for reversing the direction of thfultimate driven member.

8. Power transmission mechanism. com-prising n positively driven rotatory pri-m~ry element, n rotatory secondary element
co driven therefrom, said primary and secondarq elements forming nn electro-mag•

petit induction system, involving a magnet
having an air gap, an energizing coil fog
sn.id mA~net, and an electric conductor in85 tei•posed in said air dap and formed Rs frotor of iron ~r the like provided with re

_._.. 7 ~

es.5es and connected conductors of superiororiductivity in said recesses.
9. The cmiil~i~i~tion in a power trans-nittin~; mechanism, of a positively driven~u~ver sl~.t.ft, l~~a independent shafts adapt-d to be dri~~en therefrom, and electro-mag-ietic inductor• mechanisms for transmitting

)U\VEY i~et~vicen the first-mentioned shaft andhe latter shafts, each of said electro-mng-~etic transmitting mechanisms comprisingi primary element mounted. nn the posi-i~•ely driven shaft, and a secondary element~n oiie' of the independent shafts, .and each~f said trans~nitti~ig meclinnisms involvingi magnet having an air gap, an energizingsoil for said magnet and nn electric con-luctor interposed in said air gap end meansFor supplyii►~; and re~alating current to the~especti~-e magnet coils.
10. Power transmission mechanism com-~rising a positively driven primary element,znd ~ secondary element driven therefrom,paid primary and secondary elements beingconnected respectively to a main shaft and
counter-shaft opt of nlineinent therewithand forming a magnetic inductive system,without mechanical connection.
11. The combination in a power trans-mitting mechanism of ~, positively drivenpower shaft, ~, coupter shaft out of aline-ment therewith, and electro-magnetic in-

duction mechanism transmitting power be-t~~*een s~nid shafts, in combination with anidler operative related to the said shafts andforming one element of the electro-magneticincinction mechanisir~, whereby the directionof dri~c~e ~of tl~c counter-shaft may be re-
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12. The combination with a .positively

driven power shaft, of a. driven shaft. anda plurality of electro-magnetic induction
mechanisms transmitting power between
said shafts, the respective power transmis-sion mechanisms including speed transmis-
sion Bearings of •relatively different ratios,whereby the speed of transmission may be
varied.

13. The combination with a positively
dri~~en power, shaft, of a driven shaft and aplurality of electro -magnetic induction
mechanisms trRnsmitting power between
said -shafts, the respective power transmis-
sion ~meehanisms including speed transmis-
sian gearinbs of relatively different rRtios,
and means for varying the power. of the
electro-mu~netic ind~liction mechanisms at
will, whereby the speed of transmission maybe ~rndtifllly varied.

14. Power transmission mechanism com-
prising a .positively driven primary element,
a secondary element driven therefrom, said
primary -and second;~ry elements forming
nn electro-mR~netic induction system, in-volvin~ an inducinh magnet having oppos-
ing polar Eases of opposite Signs, and ~n m-
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ilncecl element made np of a material hn.~- ~ an rlectro-~n;i~netic incluctioii system, in- ~r,

i n~~~ truo~i clf~~tric.il conductivity reinforced + ~~ulviu;;' ,~n inclnciiih iria~;net Lo-ivin~; nn nir

l,~• •i nuit~~ri:il having food m~ti~netic per- h:gyp anil :i composite in~3ncecl ek+n~rnt ninv-

nu:il~ility, ~,ii~l inilnce~] element being in- I ~n~ in said :sir ~:~p and ~u~ule iip of u

., t~~e~~n~e~l in llie ❑ir ;;ap Uet~een the polar nuiterial having t~„►,00(1 C10CtT1Cil1 CU1N~I1CL1Vlty

f :ll'CS. AIl(~ n nilterin1' Navin,.; ~cwci nia~netic per- :.o

1:>. Po`~•er transmission .mechanism com- metibility.
~ )I'13111r ;i positi~•e.ly dri~•en primary element, 17. Pc~wcr trnnsmittin~ mechanism com-
;i ~~~c~m~i:u•y element driven therefrom, amid

n forming
prising ;t positively driven primary element

driven th~refroiu,~ n•ini,~ry anal secondary elements a seeon~lary element suic~
:in ~~lec~l'1)-]ll,i~rnetic iudnetion system, in- priui:i~y and secondary elements forming :~~>
.•ol~~in~; an inclncin;~ m~hnet ha~mg, oppos- an electro-ma;netic induction system, in-
i nk* pol.ii• faces of opposite sib is and 1n in- ~•ol~•in~ an inducing mahnet h~,v~nb an air
clnced eleiucnt micle iip of ~ supporting dap and an induced element mo~inh in said

!' ~ti•iictitre of materiel having high magnetic 
I
air gap made up of a supportinh structure

~iei•ii►e;il~ilit,y o~i the snrfnce of which is se- of ~oo~l magnetic permeability on the sur- ~~
cared a series of connected conductinb I face of which is secured n s~,ries of strips
~tril~,. said induced element being inter- of copper connected to;ether.
~~o5e~1 in the :iir gap betYveen the polar I 1n testimony whereof I nffis my sib a-

`=~ ~ i'~ices. tore, in presence of t,~vo witnesses.
1G. Pc~~~-er irinsmittin~; mechanism com- ~ AU(~xUSTUS JESSE I30VPIE, Jie.

1>risiii~ a positi~~ely dri~~en primary element, ~'Vitnesses:
.i ;econd~~i.~~ clement driven therefrom, said

I

C. R. H.~AiD[EI26MITH~

prinlai.y ~ncl secondary elements forming FLOR:1 HALL.
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AUGU5TUS JESSE BO~AIE, Jft.,. Gs SE1~T FIi
,ANCISCO, C9LIFORI~IA,

E3.ECTRICt3L S~FTITC~.

~~~~~~~ ~~, Specification of ~ette~s patent. j~~?r,~,rn ~~~~ ~~~~t, ~~~ ~cJ~~.

Application filed Sanuary 28, 19J6. serial RTo. 23a,n33.

1 o ell ~:~ho~~z i-t mazy cosice~~n: 
`

Iii it kno`vn tliat I, ALctsTr:s J. Bo~~~i~,'

.7r.,_ ~ citizen of the United States, residin
g

'in ~~ it Frr,rcisco city aid cotlniy; State of

.~ C ~lifornia, lia~-e in~-ented cei-tn in new an
d i

useful Impro~-ements in ~lectr•ical S~j itches;'

and I do hereby declare the fo11UR~ing to b
e

a fill, clear, and. enact description of the in-;

vention, such ~~s will enable others skilled'

~p in the art to which it appertains to make;

nncl use the same. j

This in~~ention relates of electric switches.'

.̀Phe object of the invention is to provide

sj~~itch ~~hich shall be durable and shall

15 proinl~tly and surely dest
roy arcs formed at

its contacts and effect n complete and per
fect;

brealz in the circuit to Ue interrupted.

The inventiaii can be best explained in
,

connection with the lccompanying_draw
ings„

20 in which,
I+ figure 1 is n plan view. Fig. 2 is t~'I'

~-ertical section on the line ,r̀-2 of Iaig. 1.'.

lcol~ing:in th_e clii~ection of tYie arrow. I+ig. ',

3 is a_ side. elevation: Eig. 4 is ~,n enlarged

2~ view of ti detail.~'Fig, 5;is nn enl2rged ~~ie~v

o£ a modified.; detail. ~ Fig: 6 is an enlarged'

.detail ~~ieyv af,tlie stvi~ch contacts and adl
a-

cent. ~~arts with the switch in ~ partly apene
cl

position, and Fig. 7 is a plan view of 
the

30 SRri70 ptlTtS.
ILeferring to the dra~i'ings; the switch

 is

mounted upon a suitable supporting fr
ame'

~~liich may consist cf posts A,'to ~~vhic
h ark

secured the horizontal berms B. UpRn 
the

s5 su~~port is nlotmted the circuit interrup
ting

appnratns ~~hich consists of a plurality 
of

single pole switches C, D find E, whi
ch may

be so connected with. relation to each o
ther

as to form breaks in sorter car in parallel 
ire

40 the circuit to be interrupted ar they ma
y be

connected in any other suitable or desir
able

relation. The several single pole switches

constitutin the entire s~'itch are similar in

cansCructio~i and therefore a description 
of

45 one of them tivill apply to each; etcept fc-r a

difference to be hereinafter noted.

Each of the single pole switches compris
es

the blade 1 carried upon a support fo
rmed

of the horizcnt~l tube 2, to ~vliich are s
ecured

50 the-upright tubes 3 and ~. The. upright t
uU2s

at their uppei ends are fitted Frith pet
ticoat

i~isul~tora ~ and G, to ~~liicli the Ul~cle
 1 is

secured. ~'he blade 1 ̀vh,en ma~~ed ~~to its

uppermost position eu~n,;:~s with tha cli,
~s 7

~~ ~arrd. S, Bars of ang~:l~r cross:s~et
io~: tt~3ilch

ha~-e respectively the legs ~ 9~-2u~ 10, Il 
and

-1~, the legs of each bar~beifig at an angle tivith -

each other, are suittil~l>> sl~iPPorted ^t points

remoi-ed from their ~ entices 13 and 14, Uy

insulatcrs 15, 16, 17 r~r~d iS, carried by the gp

frame. The t~vo bars are ~rr~n~red ia, tb.e

same plane <ind so secured that their ~-c~•tia_~s

approach moi~c closely to each ~;t;ie~ t;; a. ~

Rn3- other points upon tlle_t~'o l,,irs aid ;~~:~

legs 9 and 11 di~~erge from e~ich other as the~~ ~:;

recede tn~,~~~irdly from the vertices. These

Ie;e 9 and 11 form the arc-bre~l:ing horns

for the s~`~itcli. The U:ins cemprisin~ t}~e

breakin horns are preferably of ar_gu1,Lr

cross section, in order ghat the renLti,ile :~+~i~- 7C
riess of structtu~e may be obtained 5: th.it

their supports may be rexno~•ed a consider-

able distance from the ~•ertiices and Lhe short

est arcing dist2nce bet~•een the baT•s be ;~~,i ':•~

toesist at thei~ei•tices. Secured to LLe ~~~~~it;~l~

blade 1 is an arc guide 1~J «~h=cl~ c'-.;~~ t:~.; u>>

«ardly in pro~imit3~ to th;~ ~-ci•t::~~,, ~•f t1~e

b~rscc~mpris~n~thehoriis. 'fLis ~•tu~':c~ ~iioulcl

decrease in width up~~~rdl~-, so ii~u+. ~ ~ it is

motel down~v~irdly ita 1~~idt13 1t the portion

ad accent to the vertices of the horns gill de-

crcase, nncl the arc. gap between Lhe ~-ertices

~~ill be inci•easecl as the s«itch is c~~ene~l.

Preferauly the guide is arc-shaped ~s sho«~n.

To prevent. arcing at the main clips 7 end

8, au~zliary following contacts 20 Ind 21

carried by the spring.; 22 .irid 23 ~ itre pre-

vided, which follow the s~eitch blade in its

do~nn~vard more~nent for a cex•tain distance,

and part from contact therewith after the

blade has left the clips 7 and 8. The foll~>~~~-

ing contacts ma3~ coi.veniently form elec-

t~ic~l comiection with the switch bintl~ l>;~

means of the luas~.24 and 25 secured to t fie

guide 1~J. The followiu~ contacts;~re loca~ecl

2djacent to the vertices of the bars compri;-

in~ the arc-bre2L-ino• horn. It is prefcrrecl

that tl~e bars com~risina the horns b~ of i~•on

or ste21 which by its peculiar ma~n~tic pt•ol~-

erties aids in clest.royin7 the arcs,. Other

magnetic material tliau n•on or steel might

be used.
The switch blade end its su~pertiny

means liereinuefore i•eferrecl to are enrri^
cL

upon the vertical bar ~4', nhich is mor:aterl

to ma~~e vertically in the ~itppoi•t ~z• f.;
ti;te.

Tha maimer of mounti~iy tli~s bay in 11~e

frame is sho~~•n in dettiil in Fib. ~, fi•:;~n

~thich it ~~~ill Ue aeon that the holy iii ~~~~:'i

Uar of the fr~,iue tlirott~li, ~-hic?1 t is l~~r 2-~"

lasses is of such size as .to gi~-e liber.~.l c
le<u~-

Ance to the bar «hicll is ~~iicled b~~ a 
mct~l
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;~iac,, ii secures ~ e .~ . ~n~ ~.: e

_ Q~sa.~.,... _ ~ SLs, GC .. ..i ce L~ _. ,- gi n,:

~~'c t~:e 1_o~;~e=^ ,. . ~= ~ ~ the ;,~ .. s
S2CU'~~C'_ t1. 17I21S, ~O ciCl_ ~. ~IZPZI ~^)_:' '.~.L`. :;i?

~ p mounrecl in u n_:~~i~ ~ ..._•inns ~ .,~a~
l~~ame. dine of ~Ii~~ '~ave~'s ? f, or n~er~; i s de-
sirecl, e:-_tends be.yro_:.c' rcc'L sh~_F~ 2f3 <.n~ to
its outer eiid 2~ ~w~ Le a~tachec+ ~. ;ode ar
r;,cl ~.-•~hich este~ic~:; :,.. w co_:;~enient'~ei;~ht to

;5 be ~•ras~~ecl b3~ a~i of ez•<~::o_•.
Upon one ox more, of tine b rs 2='~` ^spring

30 m~tiy 'oe nlacecl ~-?ici~ c,-events ~?h~ ~u~ in
opening the s~vi~c:~.
Tn ordzi• to ~i~i~.e tiz~. s,~itch ^ccr,r~~i~ly,

2c the tube ~ of e,~c~~ or ~i~_e~~~ e~tenc+s :~e~~~•een
;aiding bars 31 .i.~ci 32, ~.~:~ch are sect~_e:l. ~,c~
the frame.
It will be noticed on reference to fibs. 1

and 3 of the drawinbs, that the end pairs of
25 me breaking horns diverge outwardly from`

the neighboring pair of Lorns. This has the
effect of more widely separatin; the upper
ends cf the different pairs of horns at which
the arcs bz•eak, for a giaeii sized fi•ame, then

30 would be fhe,case if she horns of a pair lay
in the same plane thronbliout their lengths.
7'lie operation of the apparatus is as fol-

lo~vs. ~'+s seen in the drawings; the knife of
the switch is shon~n as being out of contact

35 With the main clips 7 and 8. Normally,
hon ever, the knife 1 will be in engagement
with the clips 7 and S. ~~ssuming the Tattier
to }~e the position of the switches, if it be
desired to break the circuit, the bars 24' arc

<o moved downwardly by one of the levers 27,
which can be accomplished by moving the
outer end of the lever upwardly. ?'his re-
sults in, di•a~ving down tiie tube 2 znd with
it the knife 1 which thereupon leaves the

45 -clips 7 and 8, breaking t17e circuit ,at the
clips. The circuit throubh the switch is,
however, maintained by the contacts 20 and
21 which fallow the movement of the kmi#e
and remain in contact with the lugs 24 a,nd

50 25 for some tune after the knife ha,s Ieft the
clips. continued movement of the knife
dog-n~vardly breaks the circuit through the
switch at the lugs 24 and 25, nt which the
arcs. will be formed. It will be observed

55 that as the circuit is maintained through the
follower contact when the '~-nife leaves the
main clips no arcing will occur of the clips.
They tivill be thus freed from deterioratign
tlu~ough the burning which mould be caused

so if arcing occurred a~t those points. The cir-
cuit having been broken at the follo~~•er
cont~.cts if the downward movement of the
knife be continued, the"arcs at the cont<~cts
will complete the circl~it through the a,rc

ss guide 19, ans} it will be seen that as this

~,~;ce r~, ,~s coon;- c_15~ ~. ~,~c .. ~i~c
a^-.',Qli1T`L i ~1C11~G~1~1CC ~~'lill ~ ~ 1 _~~ ~lC ~,,: C, ~: i

sta~c,ti ~i ~l lie si, ~ _ ~r u_. ~.,,,~~ 'a~ ,~ : ~.
-a CC_~1C.S Of ~~1C. !J2.I'S l.tl '~~]SPlt' .,.__

ill .,~~il_le' '_'J1II5~\41; ~1C ',_i ~CV,i 1C2?i C:)~l?
~c'.ic - . ~~, T~1~;, s~,,;y<::_ clius . ,c~. ~; ,.1~" ~c -

~~ns, tc oi_s, _~j ~~ ,~~,~r;
i

~%OPT 1~ C~1rS ~>~ll 1)(71 1 ~S-~1T1,~ i`Ci',I).
~ _:cL~'..+ ~ ,, mo, ~?,~~~1~ a~ z'~. :, rise, it n-i1

ur; ~~r:~~~;:es~,~ ry, .to mo•;» it - r~,:.er, ~~.s he
b-~a~,_:~i~ o~;~~•a.tio,; s;~ ~~ar a5 ii, is coi.cer;i:~d,
i~~.s b~e3~ ~c:;omplisi:ed, '?'J~e r,ases u tine
<~c esiai~lished Uet~`~ee~i ;;lie :'e~~tices at tl~e
bases of l:he Horns ~v 11 tend. ~;o rise owing to
~~i:ei~~ heated condit~oTi snd tic .ria~neti<~. ;cla
s~i t?p b3~ zhe curre;:it a,nd_ ilie di~-er~iTig
hoa•ns will stz~etch the azc as it ~i~~es uuti~ it
i~~s been. snt~cicntly , ~ ~nuatec~ ~o no loner
_naintair she circuit. ris hzs before been
}~~m~ri_~e : ~~-here .the breakin horns are <>f
magnetic yn~,terial, the magnetic pi•ol~ei•iics
aici in dissipating the ~~ses constituting the
arc end im~aro~~e the operation of the ~le~~ice.
The closing of the sjvitch will involve op-

era.tions opi~osite to those already described,
as will be readily tmderstood ~-ithout fur-
ther description.
In order to facilit;~te the breaking 2nd to

nre~ent the forming of tmdnly strong :Lres,
especially where currents of high volume
or voltage a,re to be brol~en, it has been found
ad~~a,ntageous to insert a resistance ~ehich
ma,y tike the form of an inductance, as
shown, if desired in the circuit formed be-
twecn the following contacts, through wlich
the current ilo~vs after the blade 1 has
parted from the main contacts 7 and 8. This
may be •accomplished by a construction as
shown in Fig. 5. This figure illustrates but
oi~e of the canta,cts of the switch, but as the
oiher contact is precisely like it, ~~he descri7~-
tion of the construction in this figure will
suffice for both. Ref_erizng to I+'ig. 5, the
resistance R. has one end connected with tY~e
main contact 87 while its other end i ~ con-
nected with 'the l~real~ing horn 1l. 2nd the,
following contact 23, the following contact
a,nd the breaking horn being insulated from
the stationary contact by insulation 33 end
3~~. Otherwise the construction is the same
ns that shown ~n the i•emainiiig figures. It
:will be obvious that with the construction
as shown in Fib. 5, the resisttince P at each
of the terminals of each of Llie single ~~ole
switches will be inserted in the circuit ~nain-
i,ained through the follo~~~ing contacts ~vl~en
the circuit through the- main conta,ets is
broken. This has the effect of cutting down
the current passing through the fo1loR-inc
conta,ets and also the voltage of the arc,
so th<~.t the completion o~ the break is ~c-
coniplished without damage to ythe appara,-
tus a.nd in a prompt ~,nd ef~ci~nt manner.
~ti'hile the invention has been illustr;Lted
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in what is considered its best application,
it is to be understood that it may have other
applications and be .embodiedui various
structures: -The invention should not'there-

b fore be limited to the application or struc-
ture shown, but should be interpreted to in-
clude any cha.n;es within the scope ~f -the
appended claims.
It'-tivill be observed that the a.rc-'oreal~ing

to horns employed in my .switch are of ghat
type which is l~o~vn as the linear type anci
in which the electro-dynamic. action :of- the
current and, the heat of - the arc combine to
carry the a,rc up the horns 1zn~,i1 it breal~s,

15 without the need of employing ablow-otit
innbanet: _
What I claim is— -
1. The combination with a switch, having

main contacts ada,~ted to be' moved into and
20 out of engagement, of a, pair of di~•erbing~

arc-breaking horns associated with said con-
t~,cts, a, blade-like conducting bridge extend-
ing between said horns and forminb an ~p-
wardly extendinb gradually naaTotivin; con-

25 ducting path between them, and mechanism
for separating the bridge and the horns
after the m:~in contacts are opened, ~vhere-
by upon the breaking of the circuit two arcs
are formed between the bridge and the

3~ horns, a;nd by the upward movement of the
arcs and the downward movement of she
Uridgej are finally merged into a single arc
which is carried up the horns and. cli§tend-
ed to break it; substantially as described.

s5 2. The combination with .a se~itch com-
prising main contacts adapted'to be mover'_
into and out of engagement, of a pair
of diverging arc-breaking horns associated
with said contacts, a gr2dua11y narro~vin~;

4o conducting bridge extending between said
horns, following contacts adapted to main-
tain connection with the bridge until ai°4,er

the main contacts are opened, and mecha-
nism for withdrawing the bridge from be-

45 tween the horns, whereby the two arcs are
formed nt the follo`ving contacts and trans-
ferred to the horns a,nd by the upward move-
ment of the arcs and the downw~i.rd move-
ment of the bridge are finally merged into

50 single arc which is carried up the horns and
distended to break it; s~bstanci~tilly as de-
scribed.
3. The combination with two diverging

arc-breal~ing horns, of switch termi~:~ls near

65. the bases of said horns, a bar adapted fo
engabe with said. terminals and an arc-
shaped 'guide mounted on said bar a.nd e,::-

tsnding between the bases' of said horns into

such relation thereto that as the bar ~,nd the

0o horns are separated to break the circuit two
substantially horizontal arcs are Tarmec~ be-
tween tie horns and the b aide, and these
arcs a,re finally merged into - a 'single 2rc
tivhich is carried up thehorns ana distended

6~ to break it; substantially"as described.

4. The combination with t~vo dis•er;inb

arc-breaking hprns, of switch terminals neu•

Elie bases of stiic~ horns, ~, bar adapted to en-
gabe with said terminals, a conducting guide
mourned on said bar and extending betrneen
the u ses of said liorns, said guide decreas-

ing in Fviclth' a,s if, leaties said bar, snd fol-

lowing:cont~cts adapted to maintain connec-

~ion with said guide until after the main
contacts a,re opened, wliereby the circuit
is broken betjveen the following contacts nncl
the guide to form' two arcs which by the
upr~,rc~ mot~emcnt of the arcs 2nd;the do~~~n-
~vard- 'movement ' of the bridge are finally

merge ~- into a, single arc which is carried
up she horns and distended to brealz it; sub-
stantially as described.
5. The combination ~;pith a switch having

relativei3~ movable contacts, of divergin
tire-breakinb horns formed of magnetic ma-
~erial; substantially as described.

Ei. ~1_ie combination.tivith aswitch having

rel~,tively ino`~.tiUle contacts, of diver~in~

arc-bre~,kin~ horns adjacent. to said contacts
end a bride extending bet~~een the bases of
she said horns. stiicl s~~-itch comprising in~Lin
coZt~ccs and flezible follojvin~ contacts, the
main contacts being ~ bre~ter distance :part
then th„ nearest points of said horns, said
follo~vizig contacts being mounted to follow

~ihe circuit openinb mo~~ement of the bridge

;ind m.Lintain cont.ict there~~ith until after
the m yin contacts are open and then to
tr~tinsfer the arc to s:~id horns; substantially
as desca•ibecl:
7. .~ circuit interruptinb device compris-

ing ~, :plura.litS~ of switches find <L plurality
of ~~a~irs oz diverg.in; arc-breakinn horns'

adapted to receiee arcs from said switches,
tho horns of a pair dil~er~-ing iipwarclly
from each other and the pairs diverging•
outwardly from each other; substantially es
described.
S. ~ he combination ~vifch tiro diverging

a,rc-breal~ing Horns, of switch terminals
near. the bases of said horns, ~ contact mem-
ber adapted. to engage with said terminals,

a guide mounted on said contact member
mad e:;tondinb between the bases of said
horns, Follo~~ing con~acts mounted rie~,r the
vertices of said horns, ~,nd adapted to en-
g.Lge the guide cluring~its initial mo~ementi,
a,nd a conductor connecting the main con-
LnctS with the follo«'ing contacts end Horns,
slid conductor including a resistance,
n~hereby when the mein conto-icts are open
she current is diverted throe li the re-
sistance bshe followinb contacts and horns ;
substantially as described.
9. ~n an electric. switch, a p~.ir of con-

t~cts ~ztd ~, ptiir of arc-disruptin horns
nd2ptec~ to r0cei~~e end distend the arc
formed when said contacts a,re opened to
disru~>t it, in combination with ~ combined
circuiv-closing member and arc guide com-
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prising acircuit-closing blade arranged to
bridge the contacts to close the circuit and
~n arc guide carried by the blade and actu-
ated upon the cix•cuit-opening movement

6 thereof to ~izide the arc across the gap be-
t«~eeu Llie arc-disrupting horns and transfer
it thereto; substantially as described.
10. 7n ~n electric switch, a pair of con-

tncts end a pair of arc-disru~,ting horns
t0 ad~ptecl to receive and distend the arc

formed when said contacts aa~e .opened to
disrupt it, in comUin~,tian with a combined
circuit-closing member Ind arc guide com-
prising acircuit-closing blade arranged to

bridge the contacts to close the circuit a.nd
a,n arc guide carried by the blade and actu-
~,ted upon the circuit-o}~ening movement
thereof to maintain tli~ circuit after tlio
said contacts are opened ~,nd then to guide
the arc ac2~oss the ga,p Uet~veen the arc-dis-
rupting horns a,nd transfer it thereto; sub-
st~.ntially as described.
In testimony whereof I a,ffi~ my sibnature,

iu presence of two witnesses.
AUGUSTUS JESSE BOtiVIL, Jam.

Witnesses
Faa~a Annnis,
~. F. Gnuri~~x.
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~- 7o a6l whom it may concern:'' elevation . of'~ the same. Fig. 10 shows an
Be it l~nown that I; Aurus~us J. Bo~v~, enlarged end elevation of an insulator, ~~vith

Jr:, a citizen of the United States, residing at crank for ..adjusting gap spacing. Fig. 11
San Francisco, county of San Francisco; shows a side. elevation of detail of tapering 60

5 State of California, have invented certain horn :made of two sizes of pipe.
new and useful Improvements in Lightning= Referring to the drawings Figs. 1 and 2,
Arresters; and I do hereUy declare the fo1- Al, Az, A3, are insulators carrying the metal
loR*ing Lo be a .full, clear, and. exact descrip-
ti indention,

cads . Bl; B2, Ba, Cl, Cz are horns fixed in
n of the :such as will .enable position in _the caps; and ~1, E2, Di, Dz, ss

10 others skilled in the art to which it apper- are smaller horns readily adjustable to give
twins to mflke ~,nd use the same. the desired gap. From a practical stand-
This in~~ention relates to impro~~ernents in point, the adjustable horns Di, Dz,—with

lightning arresters: , `, larger horns acting ~s an extension have im-
The' object of, the invention is to provide portant advantages over _any method of ad- 70

is a'lightning. arrester capable of.w thstanding justing. the main horns, which on account of
safely sedere ,discharges; of discharging. their length must be rigidly supported. It
~~~ithou~ affecting materially the line voltage; will be obsei•red that the main horns used in
also being free. for all practical purposes my,lightning,arrester a.re of the linear type,
from self induction: wherein the electrodynamic action of tie 76

~'r~ The arrester is of the horn ,type, and may current, and the heat of the. arc combine to
be used with either: an electrolytic, or other carry the arc up the horns, till it breaks
resistance element. The setting, of the horns without the need of a blowout magnet. The
determines the break=down point; and the horns Cl, D ; are connected electrically to
resistance elements.- limit, and control the the line to be protected. so

? ~ ensuing floc of current.. An efTicient arrester El, FZ, are resistances connecting the horns
of 'this type. should possess the following C2, and E- to ground, Y. The horns Cz, D2,
qualifications.:-The discharge path should and El are connected together electrically.
have very .low. self-induction. The action Gl, C~2 are horn gaps, and Gq is an a,ir
caused by the horns should make the result- gap. bet~~een t~~o plates of metal, H', and Hz. 85

~o inb arc ascend _.promptly, to the point of Hl is connected to horn EZ, and HZ is con-
rnpture. The resistance element through nected to ground.
which the current must pass should so limit Fl is preferably made a' high resistance,
the-flow of current as not to affect materially and Fz a lower resistance. The gaps are
the line voltage. The arrester .must have a usually so set that Gz requires a smaller so

3~ _free math to. ground to carry off severe-dis- .voltage than 'G3, but a higher voltage than
charges. The horn gap.shoiild be the maxi- Gl to break it down.
mum _possible for a biven: voltage, a.nd the The action is as fallaws: The b eat ma-
horns should be so constructed. that they do jority of disturbances on electric lines are
not k~urn. _ ,The horns should be stiff, light, not severe; a.nd these will pass off by brenl~- 95

~~ and rigid, and=also readily 2djustable. In ing clown. the gap Gl, and going to earth
'all these, particulars: my arrester makes a, over the high resistance Fl. The line cur-
material improvement over... others .now in rent will then follow up the discharge, the
use, as will be shown.. strength of current being limited by the
The accompanying drawings indicate . in high resistance Fl, which is so proportioned l00

4' detail the principles of the arrester:— as nat to a$ect appreciably the voltage.
Figure 1 is a plan view of a two pole The fieat of the. arc, and the electromagnetic

Rrrester. Fig. 2 is an end elevation in sec- effect of the horns will cause the arc to rise
tion, of the same. Fig: 3 is a diagrammatic up the horns rapidly until it is so attenu-
tirrangement of a .single pole arrester with ated that it c2n no longer hold, and the cir- log
'a a differ"ent resistance connection. I+ig. 4, cuit will be broken: Should the disturb-

ancl Fig.. 5, show diagrammatic arrange- ance.be more severe a.nd be unable to pass
merits of arresters with multiplex connec- off over the resistance Fl, then the gap Gz
tion: Fig. 6 shows an~ enlarged elevation of will in turn breal~ down, n.nd will put the
~, .horn: Fig: 7 shows. a cross section of-the resistance F2 in multiple tivith Fl, and both 110

''~ same; , 2t -S. Fig. 8 shows a .plan of a -resist resistances tivill handle the current. On
ance element. Fig: 9 shows a cross sectional account of the lower resistance this may
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cause a. slight momentary effect on the volt-
age. IIo~vez~er, an account of the limiting
erect of the resistance, the current is quickly
~vithdr~«<n from the gap G2, and then as in

5 the first case, it is limited by the resistance
Fl, acid is gtiicl~ly broken. In event of a
direct stt~oke of lightning, or of any other
distnrlruice of extreme severity, which the
tti~o resistances are unRble to carry aff,'the

to clischnrge ̀ vill break down the gap G3, ~tnd
~i-i1.1 go direct to earth `without resist~.nce.
phis free discharge is of the utmost ini-
portance for nn arrester which is to furnish
complete protection. The resistances ut-

15 tnched to the gaps will quickly tivithdriw
the current, step by step; as just explained,
and the circuit «ill be broken. At the same
time the combined length of all the gaps. in
series is available to bi•eal~ the circuit in case

zo there is any tendency for the arc to hold.
P'ig. 3 sl~o`~~s diagr~mmRticnlly' ti resist-

ance :lrr~ngement «here the resistances Fl,
rind F~ are in series, the outer end of F2
being grounded, and the connection between

25 Fl, and F- being attached to the horn ~'-.
The ~racliiation of the resistancc;s I+', and
I+ =, ~~~herein the former is made large, and
the latter relati~-ely Slllflll~ is of much im-
portance in the PracticRl oper,ltian of the

30 <<i•1•estt;x•. Thus Fl ~z~ill take dire of by far
the g1•ea,ter pant of the disturbances without
:i.ppreci~bl3i affecting the voltage of the sys-
tem, ~~hile FL will handle the se~-ere dis-
charges ~vithotit serious effect on the line.

35 Titus only the discharges of the. utmost
severit}~ will go to earth without resistance
in series, <ind resistance would be eery detri-
mental to insert in their path.
The a.i•ra.n~ement of horns shown in Fib

40 L and 2 is of importance in the economical
consti•t~ction of the arrester, as it allows the
horns «~hich sire in electrical contact to be
mounted on tha same insul~.tor ceps I32.
To lccomplish this practically, ~.nd i;o malzo

45 the greatest possible arcing distznces, the
planes of the horn gRps Gl, and GZ are made
cli~rerbent. Also fire upper end of horn El
is made adjacent to horn C= with which it
is in electrical contact below. This results

5o in ~ considerlble swing in the cost of con-
struction, a.nd has many electrical ~dva.n-
tages.
Li~htnin~; arresters in addition to pro-

tecting each line from excessive volt2ges
55 to ~rotmcl, are also called upon to protect

~g2.inst e~cessi`-e ~ralta~e between the differ-
ent «-fires of the same circuit. I+ or this pur-
pose it is desirable to af~'ord an eRsier path
Uet~~reen lines thin would be Rva_ilable ̀ were

Go both lines to discharge through the full re-
sist;ince and air gaps. To lccomplish this,
I employ a uzultiplex connection, joining
to ether electrically corresponding paints
as J in the resistance elements. Also an

55 additional gap to ground may be provided

in series' with n.11 legs of the arrester. This
~,rr~ngement in effect is shown in Fibs. ~,
rind 5, which indic~.te tivo diagrammatic
arranbements of arresters for three phase
circuiis with miiltiplek connection. The 70
notation is the same as in the previous fig-
llres.

NI', aiicl bI- are wires uniting the different
phases' resis~nnces.
F' is a resistance co~nman to the resist- qg

~.nces of all the phases, and Cx' is ~~, common
gap to ~rotmd. 11s the air g2.p determines
the paint of discharbe of the a.i-~~ester, this
aa•rungeinent nlla~vs for <iny relative ad~iist-
ment of clisch~ii•ge points between lines, and g~
also between lines, and ground. It is ben-
er~llj~ preferable to nse a single grip G~ be-
tla~een the multiplex connection and brotmd;
but if desired a plurality of gaps may be
used in pl~~ce of the gap G'. gs
It is generally advisable in Born arrest-

ei•s, particul.irly ~~~hez•e the valt~ige is not
~~ei.y high, and the gip in cansegiience is
suiaill, to male the b2p as large as possible,
in arcler to prevent small variations in the g~
]enbtli of the bap, due to mech~nic~1 or
other reasons, from altering inatei•ially the
~~oint of discharge. The brealt down voit-
;i~e betja•een terminals depends on the shape
of the terminal. Needle points will breal: ,;
clown most reRdily, and hence for a given
~~olt:ige require ~, m~isimum separation.
Larce cylinders on the other hand require
to be. placed much closer together t~ brelk
clown, 2nc1 on this account ni~e undesirable. lo~
I~o~~~ever needle points are undesirable since
they 1~~i11 burn o$, and hence will alter the
gap• In this respect cylindrical surfaces
:ia•e eery desirable, as they will not burn
reridily. In my ~irrester I combine ns far 1os
as is l~r.ictica.l the .iclvzntabes of both. types
of dap.
The facing fronts of the t~vo sides of tl~e

gaP in my arrester have a. cross section of
a• partly circular sh2pe, the circnlRr part l~i~
being small in section. The metal behind
this is made smaller than the diameter of
the front of the horn, and is then increased
in section farther bacl~ to provide pimple
stiffness. This is shown in Fibs. 6, and 7 lI~
which are enlarged details o~ the small.
horns. The lover part of horn, (~, is made
of non mabnetic material, end the upper
pert, R, of iron or steel Thus the path of
the current at the point of breal~ down is as 12U
non inductive as possible. After the aap
has broken down, it is desirable to rapture
the circuit as soon ~s possible. For this
reason the upper parts of the horns 2i•e rn2de
of magnetic material. 125
The arc is urged up~~rd not only by its

own heat, but also by mab etic e$'ect of the
current causing it. This effect is greatly in-
tensified in ~, cylindrical horn of iron or
steel, particularly when it is hollow, taus- i
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ing the current to concentrate near. the sur- a, crank 2, rigidly attached to the rock shaft.
face. The hollow cylindrical horn is of The latter may hence be rocked by turning
great value not only for the reasons men- tl~e.hand ivlieel 6, which ~~ill simultaneously
tinned, liut 21so because it resists ̀biu~n ng alter all gaps Gl.

~. by the current, and the wind and. ~e glit It is desirable after the arc starts, to drii~e go
stresses for such a, section are a miniii~uin it u~wRi~d Rs rapidly as possible. ;To ' ac-
for a, given weibht of metRL This is most complisli t;11is I make Lhe horns of such
important`. where dealing ' «ith horns suP- shape tlir~t the point S on the liorn R~here
ported, fran insulators since the length foi- the arc will start is so located that current

la high ~~oltage must.be consicler~ble, entailing bowing -through the horn to the point of 7b
~n expensive supporting structure unless the arcing must'flo~v in i~ substantially upward
stresses 'are reduced t~ a minimum:-...For. direction. This adds the electromagnetic
these. reasons the 'horns Cl, and C' are also blow. out effect to that of ̀-the heat of the
of iron, find are ~17~c1e to-ipei•ing in section, arc, anc~ results in promptly .eatinguishins

15 the upper end being small; and the to«er the arc. 80
end being larger. In practice I inalze these The resistance element is shoR~n in Figs.
Horns of iron pipe, ~~nd obtain the taper 8 and 9. It .consists of several jars filled
by using different :sires; fitting into one, gin- ~~'ith ~~ liquid resisttince, the jars setting ~~er-
other, the ilpper edge of the outer pipe being ticall`T over one another, the. lo~~er part of

20. beveled; in order to present no sharp' edge ezlcli j~tr ser`-inb ns n coyer for the jar ue- Sb
for .the arc to Bang on: .This is shown in' lo~~•. The jars nre fR~tened together by bolts
Fig. 11 which sho«~s <ti side ele~~~tion of the I~ which pre~~ent their overtiirninb. They
Born, where pipe 9 is drii~en into pipe 10. sire su1~1~ortecl only from the bottom; but
As .the' arc ascends the horns, its resistance if desired ni~iy be braced at the top by con-

25 increases. Tlie tapei:ed tuUular horn has nections from the c~li~s of the insulators 90
important electrical.. advantages. , Tlie size electricall}~ connected to tine top jar. The
of the Born must be proportioned to the'cui•- jars are preferably in2de of porcelain or
rent it lens to carry.: The section. must be e:zrtLen ~v<<re, and. this method of suZ~port
s~iclr as not .to permit of uiateri~il burning is of i npox~tant<practical advantage in ~eoid-

3o by the arc, or allow it to be overheated` by ̀ ing any costly' method stick as providing in- 95
the current it must- carr3r ~liile ,the arc is sulators for supporting. the column, and at
~tiscending. Hence a sriialler section is de- the saute time it Mows a. cheap grade of
s i•able at the top, than 2t the bottom; since material to ue used for the jars, the poten-
tlie current, when the ai`c is near the tt~l~er ti11 gradient'-along the outside of the same

35 end, is materi~ll~ less in value tlinn «hen tieing veLy ~~nZa1L The division of the resist- logit is near the lo~i~er end, owing to the high since: eleirient into comparati~*e13~ small" unitsresistance of the long arc. 'The tubular sec- has other ~~ractical ndvantabes in that e~clitiori h2s the ~~erv. important n.dvantage that' unit is readily Handled, and resistances ofthe radiating surface of the horn is greatly any unliie.inay be readil}~ assembled from a
~o inci•easecl;.as the ensuing;heat of the arc ni1.,y small number of stanc~ai•d resistances. L+'neh lo~be .carried away from within, as ~~ell as jar'L lias t~~~o electrodes O and N for con-frvm ~vitllout; thus ~reatlq inereasinb the `-eying the current into and out of the ligilid.safety, and reliability of operation. The The lower electrode O of ~; flattubular .horn is i11S0 Of pRI't1CllI1T value; as

.consists
plate, Lut the upper electrode N is made «iths5 it_ presents no edge on which the arc rnaj* itis lower sides inclined to the llorizonta.l. 11chand, and c~tise burning of. the horn. Tf Tliis construction is used to 1~revent the col-desired an increased number. of Born or other' lection of -bubbles due to electrolS~sis whichbnPs in series may be used. All gaps of the would form on the plate electrode if liori-ari•ester may Ue adjusted when the arrester is zontal and would :affect the resistance. T5o alive try mounting the insulator pins°holding:- is a metallic connection between the lower. '-=the insulators- ~1Y on a rock shaft: This will electrode of 'one jar' and the Tipper electrodegive simnit~tneous adjnstinent of all gaps of the jar Uelow. It is firmly ceinentecl ̀ inGl. Correspondingly the :gips Gz niay be the upper jativ: The electrodes are made ofsimultnrieously adjusted. ~lnminnm ~~hich I find has practically no55 : Flg..10 shoes. an enlarged enc~ elevation effect on t.tie eondncti~~ity of the liquids I 120of the uisulators f11, and their sup~oTt; illiis- employ: 1b ̀guard against es~aporation intrnting the manner of ndjustnzent jnsE mem- - ~~.ome cnses'I cosier the surface of the liquidtionecl. The insulators Al are mounted on in- with oil and also I ~n~ike connection betweensulator pins 1, ~~~hich .in turn are rigidly the top of each j~ir and tl~e "2tmosphere .6o mounted. on ~ roclz shaft 11 ~vhicli is su p- through the v~ilve V. ~ second val~~e «% nia~T 12bforted on bearings 4, mounted on '.the sup- also be used. Except for these 't«o t-ah~esporting ..structure 3, A mat 7, is rigidly there is no connection to 'atmosphere andmounted on the supporting structure,'a•nd consequently no. chance for evaporation.carries a scre~`~ ~i, provided ~~itli a'liancl'The salve ~l is a pressure relief val~~e ~yhich~5 wheel 6,, and t~vo:stQps, 8, $,. which engage; will opera before the pressure :in the jar rises 13t
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to a. dangerous point. The valve W is the
reverse type of valve to tike cRre of the con-
dition of a partial i'RCllllIri 1R tI1C ]iLl SUCYl RS
might arise after the jtir ~t~as overheated. If

5 desired one v11~>e of suitable design may be
used to perform the t~~~o functions and to pro-
`~ide safety aglinst bath pressure and vacuum.
I huee described my invention in what I

consider its best form, but the invention
to may have other ~pplic~tions and m<tiy be em-

bodied in vRrious structures•. The inventign
should not therefore be limited to the appli-
cation or the structure shown.
Reference is mncle to my co-pending appli-

15 cation Serial 10. 297, 33 filed January 23~'Cl,
1 06, in which I hive broadly claimed cer-
tuin elements n~hich ~,re further elaborated
:ind employed in the invention covered by
these specific~lt;ions.

zo l~~hat I ciRim is :-
1. In ~, Born type lightning arrester, a

plurality of air gips in series, primRiy horns
substantially vertical Rt the gap limits, sec-
ondary horns mounted in electrical connec-

~~ Lion ~vitli sRid prim~iy hai•ns, the horns
mounted on insul2ted supports.
2. T_n ,L horn type lig~lltninb arrester, a

plurality of air gaps in series, primary horns
substantially ~ei•tic21 nt the gap limits, sec-

30 ondRry horns mounted in electrical connec-
tion with said primacy horns, the horns
mounted on insul<tited supports, the primary
horns on one side of the gaps diverging
from the primary horn mounted on the op-

35 posite side of the gap.
3. In a horn type lightning arrester, a plu-

rality of 2ir gaps in series, priinnry horns
subst~nti~,lly vertical at the g~,p limits, sec-
ondary horns inoi~nted in electrical connec-

~o tion with said primary horns, the horns
mounted on insulted supports, a conductor
beta een one or more of the ptiirs of said
horns in jvhich is interposed a resistance.
4. A plurality of horn-t~~pe, sin;le pole;

'~~ lightning arresters, «ith resistlnces between
corresl~oncling horns and a common electri-
cal connection, in combination with ~n air
gap connected between said connection ~,ncl
grotmd.

~0 5, A Z~lur2lity of horn-type, single-pole,
lightning arresters, with resistances beteeen
corresponding horns and ~, common electri-
cnl connection, in combination tivitli an aii•
g~,p and resistance connected between said

5~ connection and ground.
6. A lightning arrester consisting of three

or more air ;ups, ti primary horn, and :~
secondary horn mounted on each side of one
or more of the sir gaps, conducting members

~~ between t~vo or more of s~.icl baps, ~, p~.th of
electric.] conductivity between each of said
conductors and the ;round and resistance
interposed in slid path.
7. In a horn-type lightning arrester, a

s5 Morn, the lower part of tivhich is of non-m~g-

netic m~,teri~,l ~,nd the upper part of m~,g-
netic m~.terial.
8. In ~ horn type lightning arrester, :~

pair of di~rerb ng hox•ns, one of said barns
comprising a main horn in combination ~~ith 70
a, small adjustable horn having a b;ise and
~,n arcing edge, connection between said base
a,nd said arcing edge, said connection being
snbst~ntially ~~ertical near• said arcing edge.
9. In a horn type lightninb arrester a plir 75

of diverging horns, one of said horns con►-
prising ~, main horn in combination Frith
small ndjusttible horn the upper end of
which is so locRted ~s to form substantially
a continuance of the m~in,horn, said adjust- so
able horn htiving n base and an ~rcirb edge,
connection between said base and slid ~,rc-
ing edge, said connection bein; substantially
vertical near said arcing eclb~.
10. A lightninb arrester consisting of s5

three or more air gaps, ti pi•im~i;y horn, <ind
~, secanclary horn mounted on each side of
one or more of the air gaps, conducting
members bet~~een two or more of said daps,
~, path of electrical conducti~~ity bet~~~een 90
each of said concliictors lncl the ground :ind
resist2nce interposed in said path, said elec-
trical paths joining before they reach the
ground end a resistance interPosecl in their
common circuit to the.grotmd. 95

11. ~1 libhtnin~ arrester consisting of
three or more air gaps, a primtiiy Born, and

seconcltiry horn mounted on each side of
one or more of the ~iir daps, condnctin~
niemUers bet~~•een t.~vo or mare, of said gaps, 100
a, p~.th of electrical conductivity between
eaclZ of said conductors and the ground and
resistance interposed in said path, said elec-
trical paths joininb before they reach the
around and s~icl resist~,nee being ~cljiistable. 105

12. In a horn type lightning arrester, ai.
primacy horn in combin~ition with si second-
~i;y horn of greRter length and of mRgnetic
material

13. In a Born type lightning .arrester, ~ 110
primary horn in electrical connection with
a, secondary horn of magnetic m~tteriaL

14. In an electric arc-breaking device, a
tubular taperin; horn of magnetic material
and annular cross section having its interior 11b
open to the atmosphere.

15. In an electric arc-bi•enking device, <i
tubular tapering horn of mRgnetic m~tei•i~,l
~,nd ~nnul~r cross section having its intec•ior
open to the atmosphere, mounted upon ~n 1zo
insulrtted base, and adapted to contrey a
formed arc in an up`vard direction.

16. In an electric arc-brealzing device; a
tubular tapering horn of ma netic material
end annular cross section having its interior 125

open to the atmosphere, motmted upon an
insul2ted base, and adapted to convey
formed arc in an up`vard direction, in com-
bination with ti primary horn of smaller
proportions on which the arc is first formed. 130
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17. In an electric arc-breaking .device, a.
tubular tapering horn of mabnetic material
and annular cross section having its inferior
open to the 'atmosphere, mounted upon an

5 insulated base,- and u,dapted to convey a
formed arc in an upward direction, in com-
bin~,tion with a primary horn of smaller
proportions on which the arc is first formed,
said primary horn of non-magnetic material.

l0 18. In an electric .arc-bre~lzing device, a
tubular tapering horn of magnetic material
and. annular cross .section having its interior
open to the atmosphere, mounted upon an
insulated base, and adapted to convey a

15 formed. arc in an upward direction, in com-
bination `vith a primary horn of smaller
proportions on which the arc is first formed,
said primary horn of non-magnetic mate-
rial, and said primary horn being formed

zo with a. curved edge of smaller cross section
. than the body of said. primary - horn, sub-
stantially as described.
19. In an electric arc-breaking device,. a

tubular tapering horn of magnetic material
25 mounted upon an insulated base and adapt-

ed to convey a formed .arc in an upward
direction.
20. In ~n electric arc-breal~ing device, a

tubular tapering horn of magnetic ma,te-
3o real mounted upon an insulated base and

adapted to convey ~, formed arc in an up-
~vard direction, in combination with a, pri-
ma,x•y horn of smaller proportions on which
the arc is first formed.

s5 21. In an electric arc-breaking device, a

5

tubular tapering horn of magnetic material
mounted upon an insulated base and adapt-
ed to convey a formed arc in an upward
direction, in combination with a .primary
horn of smaller proportions on which the
:arc is first formed, said primary horn of
non-magnetic material.
22. Tn an electric arc-breal~ing device, a

tubular tapering horn of magnetic material
mannted upon an insulated base and adapt-
ed to convey a~ foamed arc in an upward
direction, in combination tivith a, primary
Born of smaller proportions on which the
arc is first formed, said primary horn of
non-magnetic material, and said primary
horn being formed r~ith a curved edge of
s~ns~ller cross section than the body of said
primary horn, substantially as described.
23. In an electric arc-breaking device, a

tubular tapering horn of magnetic materiel.
24. In an electric arc breaking device

contacts at the limit of a gap or gaps, horns
adjacent to t~~~o or more of said contacts
formed tivith curved edges on which the arc
first forms, said curved edges of smaller
cross section than the body section of the
hurn a,nd projecting from the body section
substantially as described.
In testimany whereof, I after my signature

in the presence of two witnesses.

~UGUSTUS JESSE BOVPIE, J~.

~~Vitnesses
M. H. WxrTE,
H. N. CROZIER.
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Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the "Commissioner of Patents,
Washington, D. C:'
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~TITE~ ~T ~~~ A~~~7 OF~'~~~o
gIIGIISTUS JES5E BUWIE, JR., OF' S91U FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.t

EL~CTR~iC SWITCH.

1,230,372. Specification of Letters Patent. PatelbteC~ e~ilgle ~.~~ ~.~g'~. ,
Applioatian filed December 9, 1909. Seriai Y~o. 532,236,

To all 2olio~n it may conce.~~n:
He it l:n~~~n that I..~Ucusrus J. Bo~vir,

Jr., ~, citizen of the ~Jniteci States, i•esidinb
:Lt Spin I+rnncieco, count~~ of Sin ]Francisco;

5 State of California, hn.ve invented certain
ne~v and useful Im}~ro+•ements in klectric
Switches; and I do hereby decliii•e the fol-
lowing to'be a full, clear; ftincl etnct descrip-
tion of the invention, such as will enable

to others skilled in the art to which it apper-
ta.ins to make and nse the same.
This invention relates to electric switches.

The object of tha in~~ention is to provide a
switch to open the cii•cu;t proinptl~~ Rnd to

15, destroy the i~es~.ilti.n;~ arc, «~ithout damage
of ~,ny nat~ire.
The accompanying dru~~~ings explain the

switch in detail.
Figure 1, is :i plan vie~t~.

3o Fig. 2 is n. ~-erticnl section on the line 1, 1,
of Fig. 1 looking in the clirection of the
arrow.
Fig. 3. is an en]^r;ecl detail of :gin ansili-

ary cont2ct.
25 I~ig. ~. is nn elevation of pert of ~, horn.

~̀ ig. 5. is fti crops section of the. wine.
Fig. G, is ~, pl2n o£ a form of s~:itch for.

very se~~ere cli2ty.
T'ic. 7. is nn end elavaition of the s1me.

30 1~ ig. S. shows diagrammatically ~. resist-
ance connection.
Fib. 9 is .in enl~rgea plan of :t cap, and

contact.
Fig. 10 is a side elevation of the same,

35 7' ig. 11 is ~,n enl;u•berl plan of the operat-
ink cranl~.
I+ig, i2 is ari end elevztition of the s~~.me.
Referring io the dr.~.`vings; tl~o switch is

inonnted on .L suitaule supporting frame
40 work, which muv consist of poles "A", to

~vliich sire att;~clieci si~ppoi•ts "I3". T7pon
these su~~~orts is mounted the switch, which
consists r>F 2 phu•tiliiy of jingle pole
switches ̀`C. D. I~.." «~hich m~~y be connected

?5 5o th~~t thf~ bre:il;s in the circuit are in series
ur in p~~r~~llel, or in :iny other suit:ible.or
dcsir,ible i•el~ltian. 17ie. s~vc~•:il in~le pole
s«~itche~ con titutinh the entire switch are
similyr in construction :ind tlierefoi•e n <le-

~0 scription of one «ill atpply to enclt, except
for n ditFe►•ence he►•ei~i~tifter isote~i.

F~,ch singe poly s«~itcli conipi•ises r~ bl~~le
[+' pi~~otetl with .t liin~e contact nn :i c~Lp (~x,
:end engatiing ~i s+~~i(;ch clip II, mounted on

5 5 Che opposing cu.p L nn ~~ rock s1~;Lrt J ismounted :Ln insulator pin I~, carrying tl~e

insulator L, ti~~itli ca,p M, tivhich operates the,witch binde I+ by the fink N. O is ~, springfastened to the bls~de I~', ~ncl carries at itsouter end ain ausili~,ry contact P, ~,~~hich en-gages tl~e horn (~ and makes the final breakof the s«~itch after the blade has left theclip, and prevents burning of the main con-f.acts. On opening the switch, the resultingme is carried ii ~~vard between the contactP and the horn- ~, end as the_1a12c1e is mo~~edbacl. of the barn R; thy, arc is transferredfran P to the horn R, and`then being estab-lished betr~een the horns, i~~ill rise rapidlydue to the magnetic effect of the ettrrent ~nc1tl~e he~it of the ~irc. Owing to the diaergenc~of the horns, the arc ~4i11 be lengtheneduntil it can no longer hold, and the circuitwill ba broken. Motion is ti•~nsmitted tothe rock shaft J by the handle S whichtarns through ~n an;le slitrhtly more than180°, S is connected to the shaf~ T, carryinga crnnIi Z7, •~r~hicli operates the shift ,T,throrish the link V; and the crank tiV, whichlatter may be ari extension of one of the in-suleitor pins. Tliiis,'~f desired, the shaft, T,can o~~erate the switch by turning ahvays inthe same direction ~~•ithoi2t reversing the di-rection of rot~titian. In this event, the shaftti~~oi.ild be trirned through 180 cle~;rees foreach opernt~ioii o t]ie switch, thr~ first mo-tion setting ttie s~~~itch in one position andthe second motion of 1S0 debcees settingthe switch in revei:5e position. There is adeciclecl a~ls•:~nt.ige in this ~uethod of opera-tion of the switch, particnl.~i•ly ~~~iien po~~~eruper<ition, such :is, for instance, electric op-ei•ztion of tl~e s~~ itch, is euiplo~~ed, in ~~~hic}ie~~ent the direetiun cif rot.ition of the motoruper.tt:n~ the ~~~~itcli does uoC tieecl to be re-~•ci•sed, bat tlia u~utor «ill alr~~a3>~s~ operatein Che sonic direction, snit:~ble limit s~ritchesbeing nserl to cut oat tl~o po;r•e~• ~iiech~inistnn.t the desired point of the strcl~e.
The horns :n~e. prefer.ibly ~n~de of iron,circular in seciion and hollow, ta.~ering insire so th~tii the ~ippei• end is s~ii<iller thanthe lo«~er end. the taper inay be made~;r:~dnally, or iz steps. In practice I mikethe hairs of several sizes of i2•on pipe, onefitting inside the aiher, the lflpping t~~~gcsbeing bevelece so .is to present no siiarn edge.This is shown in I+igs. 4 aiicl 5. '_•"h~ car-c,ilar horn has important lclvantages over:uiy othar type. .There i5 ;tiltivwys ~, tQnt~encyfor an ~.rc to haug oa a char~•p ed~, and t~cn:ise burning of the mztal. Tha around hoen
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-,~„

is $~ee iroJ,r_ ti~is o:,jcnEio~i. ~'l~s~ ci;•~„ti:~.r

horn i of. ;>>>isirnu,:i _treii~th in i,< <~~:•~~~-

tions fora i~•~~n net,~l -7-~~i;l~% ;,,~' i_ ,:~~;-

re~s. 'I'.~;; ;r~ncl pre ~~i: ~.;, i c ;i~n~Iricat

surfa~ee. is ntii,~- aho~l~ o;a,-ci,ird cri' ;;~;. , oi~

.L flit curfnce ai ecj~tr~l prnject~,_! ~~~•cf:. ~n

i~1C "~l~ ~Ci1C~~ if;[1Si.~i.i~;~if111 .)
 ilr~3'~l 5;"t"=S':,1£8.

one or #~;c ~nr~5t in~~~o~ t~~l~ii a,~~slile~•atiuns is

to rerlure YLt~ ine~ha~t~ ,~~i ~t,r;~ ;,~~~ t,r, r~~~ it~,z~

to l~orn~. ciue to ~~~irci 
~;r~~~y<<ct:, since ;:,ihr.~-,1~~~~~

the supportin in5tilaiors ~lnd st~~tc_.ture be-

c;nrn~~ u,idnlS~ -~t,e~rsi~-c. :~ t2}~ered •.-:li~,-

c'lric~til i~nrn~is ~ierire c~i: ~e?ai. ;n~~par•`.nric~~ in

~,z~actic~~il cou~tructon, tl:e t}~~per c:n~l ~~~i;;~-

15 s2~~i.ill. ,~s is i, subject 
to sit~al~l etrai~l;. ~~~~r~

T.~kf; ~fJ`*. ,',C ~E'. (1 ~Jeill~' 7?lA lly ii~lI 1~1.0 pp~~~~ 1~, _•fig.

tG '_f:111 C~ t~~1C St~3ll GLS ~,l? ~:._' i~19 ~~111~ :;l-

cal. liozn ~r,~~tirul;,rl•, <>' Ihc• -~~'~~n hrr~- ~ n;t'

20 tiie iun~nciic, ~ tc,c,t c,~ti~-'r.~ i:i~ r;s ,,o ~~~tri.

is mvi . cf~~'ta;•t.~~e i.h<x~a zn o„~-~' ~ii~ci• t -r~s~ ter

con.~tr•i ~.E,ia>~_ nn~1 this ~ ~ ~~~.~~v im~~~oz+,u~t i:~

tl~~e ~~xi~iil~'nisl~ing cr t~~a~ ,~rc.~ ~~'ditl~ ~}~~ i~;
,n

hrn~n ~l~c~rc is a ~ ;r,,eri ma,~ne~i- •.ircriit„'+~~hiclt

25 .'~i•ealJ;; intensifies t
he bin~.,r-ont action..

7'1~!e tapexeil tubular l~~orn h;zs in~~~ot~~a~~t,

clectrica~l ~dv~nta.~es; ~~rzr,ticnla.-1~~ ro~ien

m;ad+~. oi' iron or steel. T'r,e size; of tre i~o~n

is do#~errriincd in dart l~ r ±h~ ctirrzni~ iv u~u,~.
~;

3o rnrrl~. 'I'ilc ,Section ~~i~st b:s su~li ~s nog c~

~~crnrit of material bur;~.ing b~~ the arc.

hence a mailer section is cle~ira3~le ~.t the

tole t}~;~n at the bottu~, since the rurr~n
f.

~vl~eri the arc i.~ near t[3e iip~er enci is a;~ite11

3,g less ;n ~-ali,e #hate ~~~her± i; i,ti ~,~~r ~'ie ln~e;'

C'llr~, f~llr; eft t}10 ~1]~'~1 CA51S~~~1T1n8 
Ga tr1P ~^•i1t~~

;n•c. the i,nbul~r sec+,nor, .h;~s t,hc im,~o:•t~ni:

a~laant,i~~~e that tLe ensni:tg L~:~~ o` tlir
 arc

ma,' be cai-~~ird a`vay i~~orz ,rthi~i. „s ̀ ~e11

~!1 :lS tl'0757 11"lt;i;:3 i1~,~ t~l l~t
i (a.^.C?'L'8Sii1Ao ~`-Il^ L~;'?7dC'1

of o~•er hPatino. `she tap~t~ing tubu]ar Born

02 iron or Stet~i is Pspeci<i13✓ ~-~dv„n#,r;~ec~tts~
~̀'he mecli~nical oparati~~n of the switch

bt- the ri~t~~iion of dihe sl~a.ft 7' ti~ro~~gh
~, sli~htlp aver 1~p° lugs many ~,clvxnt,~z~e-s.

The cr2nlc j? beinb j us(; oti er the cl<: n.cl poi~_~,
locks the s~,vitcii open n~~d closed, '~'he m«.tii-
n~i~rtt 3~c~vNr dne to Lhe temgle action is i.~ ail-
~~ble aL Martin; Elie snitch anal ~l~o f~.~

;p ~lo`~•ing do•,~-n tl~e moan^ntum of thy; motiing
p:lrts when stopping, and ut the same time
the length of stroke is 1_imited in both direc-
tions.

Lhe np~~,:~rd moti<~n of the ~rr-itch bl~ti~le

55 ~5 ~f irnpoi•tance iii starting the arc in the

P-'Ter direction, hiving it a direct initial
st.irt'.upward.

Thn switch as sho~tin is a tlirec pole
s~~ iFch. Tli~ outsiGe ;~:iirs of horns at:e bent

ao a~vs~<< from the center fair to inrreas^ the
distance bettive.en the ~~:rrs wl~.en dis~eniled.
'I'liis res~ilts iri ;~ materi~~.l saving of. #ra~nc-
~york ~s ii~ allows closer spicing of tLe ~,~'~res
of tiie slvitch than ~vo~~ld be othea•~i~e al-

gb lowa~le.•

T'ims, fi ~nr? `,  ~iio~~ ;~ t~~pe of switch for
t ' ~zl~rjl ti '~)l~^-.t;^~ ~,llC~ 90ti'0I'P, l~L'tzj. ~~Cil.

,~ _~e ::»s tt~o sets :~f. horTi baps in ~Eries,
os,.cl~ !;c:~in ini~l.aecl b~~ a knife blade.

_~. cnnrlr,c:tor 12 connects the adjn,cent caps ~p
i s' 1" n3~ii t'ieir 1►?nge contacts. The oper-
;~tii~o iriecll~,anism is somewhat different from
t1ax, aE fhc otb_er t1~e. the links N, N, a,re
i t',~:rh~;ci h-,' Dins 9, 2, to tre cap 3, mounted
nzi iaisiii::+.or ?, F~.iic~i is carried by insulator 75
;yin ~i, rriotn~ied s~~ ~s to be free to :ota~te in
i ,e;~rin~ 4;, l crank 7, and ronn_ectin~ rod

counert tohetl~c;r all indivitlual switches
ì m•.ruinr~ tlYe entire switch. The shaft 9 is

~tate~i ~,~~,' ~ 1 ~nd1e 10, a,nd transmits no- gp
f ~~~,i to the switches. Z'he rotation of insu-
~,~r,~;. r, rl~,~l c~~~~ 3. ot~ernt~s siim~l~aneously
tai" 5~~tc';i k~l~Ecie~~F. 1~. openn~g the two

i'li„ 3~pj~er ~•nc,> of the. howls ~'.' R" are 85
~i~lj~~c ,~~ t :.v e,icL of;her. ''his has an impor-
t,iut a~l:~ai.ta~e in ghat should t3ie arc bo so
ti:~~-ere ;:s 'io mach the top o~ the horns, the
~i~,~vu ires Neill uslite and form :v single arc
~:-Zi~cli ;rill sucldenl~~ leave tl~e ceni;er horns 90
a~ici becor~~e so len~thenctl that they mill in-
st:uitl■; bret~l~ the circ~lit. It is ~viclent that
t,lle ~il>l~er c~ncLs o,`' i,he horns it' It„ may b~ .
cnn~,eckrci it ~1.f~sirecl, the horns being in con-
tact at. the, lc~«~er enc~. but such convection 95
is not ,~.tiiiall~- rl~~siraf~le.
:l re~i~±silcc; 11, sho~~•ii da~r~~minatically

_ r: I+ i_~_ S mar be cnn~~ected across one of
l t~e g,i~~s het~vec>a the caps G' ;' of Fig. 6
~ihei~ ~1~e ;otid to be opened is ~~er.q large. ioo
~.)n o~? i.n~ the s~ritch the arc ~ci•oss the
!-air slr_isitin~ the i•esist.uicc; ~~~ill o~~en first,
the resist.inre acti~~g sr~ ~s to ~~:ithura~v the
c~~z•~eT~t; ~`.om the b<p. `The cuz•rent being,
l;iien _neatly cut ~~o~~~n, the other gap has a 105
kntach r~~cl~ic~d load to bre:~k, «~hich it ca,n
t icn c;isil~- hanrlie. .mother important acl-
i'iilltfl;'f~ (?i" t~~11S Ii1Ctl?O(~ O{- O~Cl'~:ti0I1 1S tlltLt -

ill~ C1119'~P_i`, ti)01i]y ~P:C~il~til" ~:)TClic^~l~ ~~1tE jJ05- .

; ii~i]iGs of rise of. press»r•c in the circuit is llo
~? re,,r.1~- , echicec~.

fit. i~ .~~~?netim<;s ~1~'sir~tile- in the c~s~ of
~•e_•.y~ ]iib,~ pr~~ssti.e ii~~es to ecoriornize in
; ~~ i.tc•Ii cc ~t ,nil ui5tea.cl. ~ f usin;; a double
lire:zlz s~a~i~eli as sh~nvu in Fibs. G at1c1 i, to 115
:n~itce ~a~ch side of the s~~~itcl~ an independ-
rn~lti~ nperated single bre,lk switch, so ~,s to
ser~•c :for t~r~o s~~~itcl~es instead of one. At
s~r~itch stat.iou5 on lines this may be done.
i o •ulv.int~~~•~~. I<~ach single break switch 120
t~~~ill Bien handle an}~ normal load, but
Sliot~lcl i.te 3oad be too severe foe• one switch
to hai►dle, then in such aii emertency the
other sti~itch can be palled to open the line,
thiis zictinb just like the doub]e switch. In 125
FacW this ai~rang2ment is snbstantia~lly the
~~me i~ arranged to avail itself of the union
of i;he t~:~o or more' arcs as outlined.

It is of ac?ti antage also to have the two or
~-:~ro ~e~• e~ l~re~,ks~ in one lire arranged es 130
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slio«•n, so as to make the total arc in case
of a union of the arcs as long as possible.
So I nrrnnge the horns of the different
breaks in series, so as to be in the same ver-

5 tica,l plane if tl-,ere is not lateral divergence;
brat shbnld the horns direr~e laterally as in
the Figs. 6 end i, I arrange the horns in
series, so that a horizontal line will cut all
horns as shoes n.

l0 It is understood that a plurality of breaks
instead of two breaks may be used in series
in each line, and that ;~n~ part of them may
be shunted Uy different resistances.

~i'hile the ini~ention is sho~~n in n•hat I
i.5 thinly its preferred foi•in, it ins} hn~'e other

stpplic:itions and be embodied in `*arious
structures. It should not be limited to the
:application or sti•ncture shon-n.
Reference is herein made to my co-pen~iing

20 ;1pl~lication, ~eri.i] \To. 2:17,433, filed J1n-
L1R1'V 23rd, 190(1 in which I lia~•e broadly
claimed some of the elements utilized in my

• ' present in~-ention, Uut n~hich I ha~-e further
impro~•ed herein.

25 1Phat I claim is:
;1. The combination ~a•ith a snitch com-

prising contacts, of di~~erging horns adja-
cent to said contacts, respectieely, and o~: a
nio~-nble member mounted on a pi~~ot insu-

30 lated from 'round,. said- member- compris-
~ng main and ~uailiary contractors. ndnpted
to engage the said contacts, the auxiliary
contactor sliding upwardly on the horn with
~~~hich the arc is formed in opening the

35 switch.
2. The combination R~ith ~, s~ritch com-

prisin~ insulating bases, of contacts mount-
ed o~i said bases, of direr ink horns filed in
position and ndj~cent to s~tiid,cont~cts, and

90 of a. mo~-able member comprising main and
ausilinry contactors, said member being
pi~-oted ~on one of snid~nst~lntinh bases and
being adapted to engage the said contacts,
the auiilinr~~ contactor shdin~ np~~ardlp pn

95 the horn ~~itli ~~•hich the arc is formed in
opening the sR•itch.
3. The combination ~~-ith a switch com-

prising main rand auxiliary conticts, of di-
~-e►~~in~ IiornS adjacent to sn,id main con-50 t,icts; and of ,i mo~•able member comprisinn
111II1t1 A11S1~1~1'V contactors, said member be-
iu~ ndnpted to en,~abe the said contacts, oneend of sRid iiiember ~o~-in~ in an upward
and ]lteral direction bet~ceen said horns on55 opening .tl~e s~~itch, the antiliarp cont~etor
~Iidin~ u~~~ardl}~ on the horn Frith whichthe arc is formed in operiin~; the switch.

~. The combination with ~ switch com-

.~

prisinb main contracts of ~, movable mem-
ber adapted to engage therewith, and of a
p2ir of di~•erginh horns adapted to distend
and break the nrc, and of a rock shaft for
operlting said movable member, and of a
linl~ for; transmitting motion from said ;ock
shaft to said mu~~nble member, and of insu-
lating means mounted on slid rock shaft and
located betwee~l said rock shaft and said
link.

:i. The cgmbinntion with a switch com-
prising contnct.s, of a movable .member
adapted to engage said contacts, and of a
pair of di~-er~ rag horns adapted. to distend
;ind breal~ the arc, and, of a rock shift for
operatin said movable member through a
link, rand of insulating means mounted on
said rock shaft and adapted to operate said
link, and of an Quailiary shaft adapted to
operate said rock shaft thron~'h a .crank
mounted on said auxiliary shaft and a link
connected therewith.

6. The combination with a switch com-
pi•isin~ contacts, of ~, movable member
adapted to engage said contacts and of
means for operating- said member, and of a
rock shaft adapted to operate said member
through slid means, and of a link for op-
erating said rock shaft, and of an au~liary
shaft and a crank mounted thereon adapted
to operate said rock shaft through said link,
said aniiliarl~ shaft being adapted to rotate
through substantially 180 degrees for each
operation of the snitch, so that switch may
be operated without reversal of motion 'of
said auxiliary shaft.

7. The combination with aswitch com-
prisin~ n pinrality of breaks, of a pair of
dij~ergin,~ horns at each break, adapted to
distend and break the a,rc, end of permanent
electrical connections between some of said
horns, the upper ends of said horns, which
are I~erm~nently connected, being adjacent.

8. The combination with a switch com-
prisin~ a plurality of breaks in series, of a
pair of di~-er~in~ horns at .each break,
~dn~~ted to distend and break the aro, and
of Permanent electrical connections betVveen
t]te pro~im~te horns of adjacent ~a,ps, the
ii~>>>er ends of s~i~i proiim~te horns being
adjacent.
In testimony ~-hei~eof, I ~flix my si~na-

tnre in the presence of two witnesses.
AUftTT~TTT~ JI:~~F. Rn1'VIE, Ja.

~Z'itnesses
~TF.Iv'itY BELL TRIIETT~
,T. M. ~'xrc~.
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E. O. 9486 Title s.-The Presideatt

b. Possession, control and operation of
any plant or facility, or part thereof,
taken under this order Shall be termi-
nated by the Secretary of the Nsvy within
80 days after be determines Lhst the pro-
ductive efficiency of the plant, facility, or
part thereof prevailing prior to the inter-
ruptions of production. referred to in the
recitals of this order. hss been restored.

Ftexianr D Raosvaz
T~ WffiTL HOIISs,

Aupuat 19, 19~~.
1. Jobn Albertoli ~[achiae Co., 418 Beach

Street.
Z. Brunfge Machine Wa~~s. 6~8 Hrann4a

Street.
8. Gben Co.. 40 Boardman Plsos.
~L. Cook Research Li►ba. I,. S. Ltd.. 9b0 Cnae,

Menlo Part.
5. Crane Co.. 301 Brannan Street.
d• Forderer Doruice Works, Z89 Potrero Ave.
7. QoodricD S[ig. Co., 1834 McSlnnon Ave.
8. Intl. Zbtaliser Co., Inc:. ?l8 B. Bsilroad

Ave.. Ban S[steo.
0. Ring (3un Bight Co., 171 end 6teeek

10. Thos. Sing Ob., 49 Clemsatina Street.
il. 8ren$, Oscar, 819 Bryant Street.
19. Idata. The A. Oo.~ 88'1 Commercial fittest.
iS. )darine ffiectrlc Co.. 196 ltemont Street.
14. I~iational Rotor Hearing Co., Redpooa City,
16. Pac1IIc Coast ~velope Goo., 400 Znd $t.
iB. Paclsc Elevator ~ Equipment Co.. ~6

8auacn street.
17. Paclsc Machine Shop. 9e0 11th BLraet.
18. Iieicbel, C. 8. ~ Co., 718 Natoma Street.
19. Schmidt Lithograph Co.. dad ~ BrysaL

8traets.
90. Staples ~ PfeiRer Co., Inc.. 898 ffi~yant

BLreeL.
91.6tone-R~sls ~ectric ~ ~[ig. Qo.. PTO

Natoma Street.
~. J. A. 8ymoa. Machine Wort, 8658 18th

Street.
J8. Tubbs Qordsge Co., 7Jnd ~ Iowa Btree'b.
~1. Vincent Whitney Co., 1S0 10th Street.
Zd. Weule Co., Lout, 110 Steuart 8trse~
98. American Can Co.:

(Macbine Bbop) 4~8 Alabama Street.
(Paclnc Factory) 7~nd ~ 3rd Btreeta.
(IIaiLed P'acLory) lOtb 3 TYeet Ave.

7r. American L►undry 1L~chlne Co.. 1x00
Bryant BLreet.

98. W. R. Anna Co.. 160 Hooper Street.
~. Atlas Elevator Co.. 417 8th Street.
80. Atha Besting do VenLIIetiag Co., bbl 4th

Street.
Sl. Chan. M. Halley Co., E67 Pblsom Street.
89. Bertsch Machine Works, Z4l0 9rd Street.
8t. Hodlnaon ~[fg. Co., ~Ol Hayshoro Hlvd.
8S. Howls Switch Co.. l~t~b ~ Tsna~wrs

Brassie.
sa. s. n. smi~a co., ssi am st:set.
88. C. F. Bulotti Machinery Co., 8Z9 Folsom

direst.
S7. Huecb Mfg. Co., ?8 Nstomt Street.
8a. Butte ffiecLric ~ IdYg. Co., 194 Russ Street.

8~. Califorasa Pactiag dorporation, 101 Cali-
rornia Btreet.

40. California Pellet x[311 Oo.. 77b Tebama
Street.

~l. (:aliiorafa Press ~[ig. Oo.~ 1800 FoLom
Street.

~. callforaia Screw Co.. 74 Clemsntlns
Btraet.

48. Cherry-Burrell Corp.. ?Tl Pbl~ Btseet.
44. Christie Machine Worms, 901 8ani~oa

street.
4a. Cochin ~[ig. Oo.. South Ban l~raacl~oo.
48. Carle s[ig. Co.. 600 Saasome Street.
47. Cyclops Iron Worts, 897 PbLo~m Street.
48. Dalmo Victor Co., 16th ~ York 8tneb.
~. Dsv1s Machine Words, !00 7th Street.
60. Dwrt a[anuiacturing Co.. 98~ l~d~om

street.
61. Interaatloaal Sales Oompsay. 90sb E~aa~

Avenue.
b9. Metals Manufacturing Qo., 9770 lbl~om.
b8. De Laval Pacli~c Company. el Heai~

Street.
6S. Durward pump ~P~7• X10 Edon

Street.
d6. ffifte ldachine Worb, X77 7th Street.
68. Fairbanlu Morse and OomPanl. E,0 3N

etnet.
6T. Federal Mogul Service. a66 11uY 8treel.
68. (3eaeral Zbol, Dfe ~ Stamping Worb.1A0~

Howard Street.
b9. Qreenberg's. ~[.. Sons. 7a6 Folsom Street.
80. Jenkins )~schine Worb, 18th Street !

ZYest Avenue.
81. Judson Pacinc Company, 1900 17th BLied.
Q'2. Hehoe Display ~ Pirttsrs ComPan7. bU

~[sr~et Street.
e3. Sing Salsa ~ ~glaesring Oompan~. 910

!at fittest.
d4. Sing~vall Brothers, Ltd. X44 Natamvs

Street.
86. Hortic~'[ig. Gbmpany. 88b let Street.
d0. Larl~ln Specialty ~[i~. ComPaa7. ~8B let

BLTeet.
e?. s[ailler Searles. Inc.. 900 7th Btree~
QB. ~[etal Proflucts P'abrlcatiag Comp~ay. 13Y

Hansss Btseet.
~. ~[ontegue Plpe b Steel Company, 1~ and

Street.
T0. Idutual 3agineering Company. Routh Ban

l~rsnclsco.
71. Nattoa~i Welding ~qulpmeat. 7~8 ~tata

8treeL.
73. Niagwta Duplicator Company, 198 finis

Street.
?8. Northern Patting Qompanl. Pier ~.
7s. Orton ~achlne Company, 990 Premoat.
T6. Pscinc Can Company, Williams ~ Ne~-

hall Streets.
?8. Pacinc Electric Big. Company. b81b 3rd

Street.
Tl. Pec1IIc lbuadr~ Company. 5100 1~lII

street.
78. Psclnc PumP~6 ~P~Y. 080 Howard

street.
To. Pscisc 8cre~v DomPe►nY. find Via rie~

Routh.
80. Payne'a Holt Worts. 901 Main Street.
81. Felton Water Wheel Company. 9~ 14tb

Bisset.

Paga 328



Chapter II-Ezecutive Orders

89. Prlce Pump Company, 1350 PoLom Street.
89. Bay OII Burner Company, 401 Bernal Ave-

nue.
8s. 8. P. Screw Products Company, 7b6 Bran-

nen Street.
86. 8hanzer, H. D[.. Company. 86 Bluzome

Street.
88. Soule Steel Compaay, 1760 Army Btreet.
8T. Superior Qrinding do Motor Company. 886

Poet 8ueet.
t8. TYoy Laundry ~[nchinery Company, 1201

Pblsom Street.
8P. Tluner Macbtnery Company, 18b6 Folsom

Sweet.
~0. IIaloa Machine Company, 984 Brannan

BLreet.
91. pfctor Equipment Company, 8!4 Folsom

Street.
~9. Joseph Wagner ldfg. Company, 441 Pbl-

wm Street.
4S. Weichart-Fairmont Company, 98T Na-

toms Street.
~4. Weals ffiectric Heater Company, 890 1st

sweet.
9b. West Coast Laundry Machine Company,

s~4e ITsh street.
N. Wastara Crown Cory ~ 6eal l".orporation,

6th BLreet ~ Potrero Avenue.
a7. WWiama-Wallace Company, 1Q0 Aooper

Street.
08. H. C. Wood 1[~►chlne Worb, 614 Bryant

street.
9P. Q. R. B. Neon Corporation, LW.. 060

Potrero Avenue.

ERECUTIVE ORDER 9467
A~em~a~vr or Ezscvrivs Oxn~rt No. 1888

or Fns=vaaY 2, 1914. na AxnvusD. Rs-
i.~mm~c ro Coxnnzoxs oa E~iommrr
nr awe Benvnz o~ a~xs Pnx~►w► Cnx~.
Alin ?HB PAliAIIA RAILROAD CO~YANY OIi
~ Is~ncvs os P~x~►~u►
By virtue of the authority vested In me

by section Sl of title 2 of the Canal Zone
Code, as aanended by section 3 of the act
approved July 9, 1937. 50 Btat. 487, it is
hereby ordered as follows:

8sc. i, Paragraph 6 of Fa[ecutive Order
No. 1888 of February a, 1914, ss sanended
by the Executive order of February 20,
1920, is amended to read as follows:

"6. No employees shall receive com-
pensstfoa nt s rate in excess of ;100 a
month or 50 cents an hour unless they
are citizens o! the IInited States or of the
Republic of Panama; and such citizens
shall be given preference for employment
is all grades: Provided. hotoavver, (a) that
aliens may be employed in positions for
Which the rate of compensation is in ex-
cesa of =100 a month or 50 cents an hour
(1) if they occupied the same or similar
Positions for two years or more during
the construction of the Canal, or (3) ii

E. O. 9467

such action is deemed necessary by rea-
son of an emergency, in which latter
case, however, the aliens shall be re-
pla,ced by citizens of the IInited States
or of the Republic of Panama as early as
practicable; and cb) that the Qovernor
is authorized to increase the rate of
compensation of not more thsn 200 alien
employees to a rate exceeding 1100 a
month or 50 cents sn hour."

Ssc. ~. Paragraph 16 of the said Ex-
ecutive order is amended to read ae
follows:

"16. Employees may be grantedsuch
passes and reduced rates on the Panams
Railroad. for use bq the employees, de-
pendent members of their families, or
relatives temporarily residing with them.
as may be authorized by the C3overnor
in his discretion."

B=c. 3. Paragraph 19 0! the said Ez-
ecutive order is amended to read as
follows

"19. All employees in cases of illness
or in~urq will receive free medical care
and attendance in the hospitals. Ii
medical attendance is furnished in quar-
ters, acharge may be made under regu-
lations to be prescribed by the Glovernor.
Emplogees shall be charged for medical
care and e►ttendance furnished members
of their faa►ilies st the hospitals and at
their quarters at such rates and under
such regulations ss may be prescribed by
the Governor:'

Esc. 4. Paragraph 20 of the said E~[ec-
utiveorder, as amended by the Estecutive
order of February 20, 19x0, is amended
to read as follows:

"Z0. All employees who are citizens
of the United States, and elten employees
who receive compensation at a rate in
excess of x100 a month or 50 cents sn
hour, with the exception of those who re-
celve such compensation under authority
of subparagraph (c) in paragraph 8 of
this Order, as amended, shall be entitled
to leave privileges under this Order:'

Sac. 5. Paragraph 24 of the said Ex-
ecutive order, as substituted in Executive
Order No. 2614 of January 16. 1917. and
amended by Executive Order No. 8931
of November 1, 1941, is amended to read
as follows:

"24. Absences of one-half day or more
when regularlq authorized, and absences
on account of illness or injury when sup-
ported by the certificate of an authorised
physician in the service of The Panama
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HISTORIC RESOURCE EVALUATION B 7 S'B25 TENNESSEE STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

PHOTO APPENDIX
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North and primary (west) facades, looking southeast.

AUGUST 2O1 2 TIM KELLEY CONSULTING

-40-

~:
Primary (west) facade, looking southeast.
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Primary (west) facade, looking east.

AUGUST 2O 1 2 TIM KELLEY CONSULTING

-4 1 -

Detail of infilled openings on primary (west) facade, looking south.
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Detail of two entrances at center of primary (west) facade.

AUGUST 2O 1 2 TIM KELLEY CONSULTING

-42-

Detail of upper story of primary (west) facade.
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AUGUST 2D 1 2 TIM KELLEY CONSULTING

-43-

North facade, looking southeast.

Detail of basement entrance at east end of north facade.



HISTORIC RESOURCE EVALUATION B 1 S-B2S TENNESSEE STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

AUGUST 2O 1 2 TIM KELLEY CONSULTING

-44-

Primary (west) f ~ 1~ i~ =,n~ portion of south facade, looking northeast.

View to east of subject property, looking at intersection of 19'h and 3'd streets.
(Portion of subject property visible at far right.)



HISTORIC RESOURCE EVALUATION 81 S'B2S TENNESSEE STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

AUGUST 2O 1 2 TIM KELLEY CONSULTING

-45-

North block face of 19~h Street, opposite subject property.

West block face of Tennessee Street, opposite subject property.

(All buildings visible lie within the Dogpatch Historic District.)
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PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS 



State of California  The Resources Agency  Primary #______________________________________________ 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION  HRI #__________________________________________________ 

PRIMARY RECORD    Trinomial______________________________________________ 
       NRHP Status Code_____________________________________ 
    Other Listings_____________________________________________________________________ 
 Review Code________ Reviewer________________________ Date_______________ 
Page _1_  of  _5_  Resource name(s) or number(assigned by recorder) 815-825 Tennessee Street   
 
P1.  Other Identifier: 82 

*P2.  Location:  Not for Publication   Unrestricted *a. County    San Francisco 
 *b. USGS 7.5’ Quad  San Francisco North, CA     Date  1995 
 *c.  Address 815-825 Tennessee Street City  San Francisco Zip  94107 
 *e. Other Locational Data: Assessor’s Parcel Number Block: 4059 Lots: 1A and 1B 
 

*P3a.  Description:   (Describe resource and its major elements.  Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.) 
 
Three sections, each with three bays, comprise this brick building, which is located on the corner of Tennessee and 19th Streets.  
The two-story center section was built in 1926 followed by the two-story corner section in 1930.  The single-story section on the 
southern end was not constructed until 1942.  There is also a single-story metal building on the southern portion of lot 1A that was 
constructed by 1942. 
 
The Tennessee Street façade of this unreinforced masonry building features nine bays, each with a large recessed window or door 
opening at the ground level that has been infilled.  Bolted concrete bumpers are located at the base of the openings that were 
constructed for vehicles and the under side of the large recessed openings features a metal band bolted to the brick.  An infilled 
opening of the corner section contains a thick metal door, perhaps a freezer door.  Two doors still function in the center section – a 
tall double wooden door with transom in a recessed entryway and a single metal door below fixed industrial steel sash windows.  
The single-story section contains a roll-up steel door.  Each bay of the two-story sections features two recessed double-hung 
wooden sash windows with sills of brick headers and lintels of brick headers and stretchers.  Projecting stringcourses of brick 
stretchers are located between the first and the second stories and between the second-story windows and the masonry ties at the 
top of the building.  A recessed horizontal area for signage is centered in the upper section of the two-story facades; “C. J. Figone 
& Son” is painted in the corner section, and “Old Plantation Brand” appears in the center section.  The plain parapet is capped by a 
projecting brick stringcourse and steps up where the second-story section ends. 
(See Continuation Page 2).  

*P3b.  Resource Attributes:  (list attributes and codes) HP 8 Industrial Building; HP 45 Unreinforced Masonry Building  
 
*P4.  Resources Present:   Building   Structure   Object   Site   District   Element of District   Other 

 
P5b. Photo: (view and date)  

View of corner and center section 
from Tennessee Street looking 
southeast 

05-14-2001 
*P6.  Date Constructed/Age and 
Sources:  historic 
1926 – Building Permit 
1930 – Building Permit 
1942 – Building Permit 
*P7.  Owner and Address: 
The Mai 1993 Living Trust 
% Su Wuan Lee Mai 
2416 Butternut Drive 
Hillsborough, CA 94010 
*P8.  Recorded by: 
Planning Department 
City & County of San Francisco 
1660 Mission Street, 5th Floor  
San Francisco, CA 94103 
*P9.  Date Recorded: 05-21-2001 
 
*P10.  Survey Type: 
Intensive 
 

*P11.  Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none”)  
       Building Permits #156055, 182106, 69142 
*Attachments: None  Location Map  Sketch Map  Continuation Sheet  Building, Structure, and Object Record 
Archaeological Record  District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record 
Artifact Record  Photograph Record   Other (list)  

 
DPR 523A (1/95) *Required information 
 

P5a.  Photo 1 

 



State of California  The Resources Agency Primary # __________________________________________________ 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # _____________________________________________________ 

CONTINUATION SHEET Trinomial __________________________________________________ 
Page    2    of    5   Resource Name or #   (Assigned by recorder) 815-825 Tennessee Street 
*Recorded by Planning Department – City and County of San Francisco           *Date 06-11-2001     Continuation      Update 

DPR 523L 

 

 
 
Photo 2.  View of single-story section from Tennessee Street looking east.  May 14, 2001. 
 

 
 
Photo 3.  View from the intersection of 19th and Tennessee Streets looking southeast.  May 14, 2001. 
 
*P3a Cont.   
The two-story corner bay on the 19th Street façade follows a similar design pattern as those on the Tennessee Street façade.  The 
remainder of the 19th Street façade is single-story and single-story over a basement reflecting the downward slope to the east of 
19th Street.  A large painted sign that reads, “Hsin Tung Yang Foods Co.,” covers most of this façade, which also features a single 
metal door with sidelights and transom.  A metal fence is located on the flat roof.   
 
 
 
(See Continuation Page 3). 
 
 



State of California  The Resources Agency Primary # __________________________________________________ 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # _____________________________________________________ 

CONTINUATION SHEET Trinomial __________________________________________________ 
Page    3    of    5   Resource Name or #   (Assigned by recorder) 815-825 Tennessee Street 
*Recorded by Planning Department – City and County of San Francisco           *Date 06-11-2001     Continuation      Update 

DPR 523L 

 
 
Photo 4.  View from Tennessee Street looking southeast.  May 14, 2001. 
 
*P3a Cont.   
(See Photo 4)  This single-story, freestanding accessory building is sheathed in corrugated metal panels.  The end fronting 
Tennessee Street contains industrial steel sash windows, and the northern end features several roll-up steel doors and a 
pedestrian door.  A metal shed is attached to the southern façade and a light monitor runs along the spine of the gabled roof.   
 
 

  
 
Photo 5.  View from Tennessee Street looking northeast.  May 14, 2001. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI # _____________________________________________________ 

CONTINUATION SHEET Trinomial __________________________________________________ 
Page    4    of    5   Resource Name or #   (Assigned by recorder) 815-825 Tennessee Street 
*Recorded by Planning Department – City and County of San Francisco           *Date 06-11-2001     Continuation      Update 
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Photo 6.  View of metal shed looking northeast.  May 14, 2001.



State of California  The Resources Agency Primary #__________________________________________ 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI#______________________________________________ 
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD 
Page   5    of   5     *NRHP Status Code__4D2________________________ 

*Resource Name or # 815-825 Tennessee Street   
 
B1. Historic name: Bowie Switch Co. 
B2. Common name:  C. J. Figone & Son 
B3. Original Use: Switch Factory     B4.  Present use: Food processing 

*B5. Architectural Style:  Industrial 
*B6. Construction History:  (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations) 
Constructed in 1926.  Additions 1927(shed, Photo 6), 1930 (brick extension), 1942 (brick extension), 1942 shed (Photo 6) 
relocated on lot.  1955, repair of fire damage.  1958, change window to vehicular door.  1962, internal conversion to meat 
processing plant.  Parapets repaired/braced 1994. 
 

*B7. Moved? No Yes Unknown Date:__n/a_____ Original Location:__n/a________________________ 
*B8. Related Features:  Metal shed 
 
 
 
B9a.  Architect: August Nordin; Frank A. Johnson; William Mooser b.  Builder: unknown  

*B10. Significance:  Theme  Industrial Development and Settlement Area  San Francisco’s Central Waterfront  
Period of Significance 1854-1948 Property Type___Industrial_______ Applicable Criteria_ A__ 

 (Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope.  Also address integrity) 
 
Block 4059 was one of the last blocks fronting 3rd Street to be lowered in grade to street level.  In 1900, about two-thirds of the 
block was some 45 feet above 3rd Street.  Two buildings occupied the block, a saloon and shop with a small barn at the corner of 
3rd and 19th Streets and a large house towards the center of the southern portion of the block.  By 1915, the hill was leveled and 
20th street was opened and the large dwelling was removed.  The second building was also removed by 1920.  By 1920, however, 
a series of commercial structures were constructed on the newly leveled southern portion of the block.  Between 1938 and 1940, 
3rd Street was widened some twenty feet into the block 
 
The Bowie Switch Company was in the business of manufacturing electric switches.  Augustus J. Bowie was the proprietor.  Small 
industry such as the Bowie Switch Co. was typical of the later development of the Central Waterfront.  The industry did not rely on 
access to the water nor the rail lines for distribution of its goods. Instead, it relied on the emerging trucking industry. 
 
This complex retains sufficient integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.   
This property is a contributor to a fully documented historic district that may become eligible for listing in the National Register 
when more historical or architectural research is performed. This resource is significant under Criterion A: Resources that are 
associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. 
 
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes:  (List attributes and codes)    

*B12. References:   
Sanborn Maps 1886, 1900, 1915, 1920.  WPA Land Use Map, 1940.  
Block Books 1935, 1946, 1965, current. 
 
B13. Remarks:   
 
 
 
*B14. Evaluator:   
Tim Kelley, historian, Central Waterfront Survey Advisory Committee 
*Date of Evaluation:  
July 20, 2001 

 
 
DPR 523B (1/95)          *Required information 
 

Sketch Map 

            

 (This space reserved for official comments.) 



DPR 523L (1/95) *Required information 

 

State of California & The Resources Agency Primary#  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI #  

CONTINUATION SHEET Trinomial  

 

Page 1 of 2  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 815-825 Tennessee Street 

*Recorded by: Page & Turnbull *Date 11/8/2012   Continuation       Update 
 
 
815-825 Tennessee Street (APN 4059/001A & 001B) was surveyed in 2001 by the City of San Francisco as part of the Central 
Waterfront Cultural Resources Survey and was assigned a National Register Status Code of “4D2.”  In 2003, the State of California 
converted all National Register Status Codes (NRSC) into California Historical Resource Status Codes (CHRSC). All properties 
listed with a NRSC of “4D2” were converted into CHRSC of “7N1,” thus identifying these properties as “Needs to Be Reevaluated 
(Formerly NR SC4) – may become eligible for NR w/restoration or when meets other specific conditions.”   
 
The building appears to be unchanged since the last survey.  Constructed in 1926 on former Santa Fe Land Improvement Company 
holdings, 815-825 Tennessee Street was initially occupied by the Bowie Switch Company, an electric switch manufacturer. The two-
story brick building is typical of later industrial development in the Central Waterfront/Third Street Industrial District that began to 
permeate the previously residential Dogpatch and relied on truck access rather than water or rail. The building played a significant 
individual role in this trend, and appears eligible for local designation both individually and as a contributor to the Central 
Waterfront/Third Street Industrial District.  This district is eligible for local designation under Criterion A (Events), which includes 
resources that are “associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.” 
 
815-825 Tennessee Street has been assigned a new California Historical Resource Status Code of “5B,” thus identifying the 
property as “Contributor and individually eligible or listed as coded (1/2/3).”  This property was not assessed for its potential to yield 
information important in prehistory or history, per National Register Criterion D (Information Potential).   
 
 

 
815-825 Tennessee Street, primary façade (6 February 2007) 
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State of California & The Resources Agency Primary#  
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION HRI #  

CONTINUATION SHEET Trinomial  

 

Page 2 of 2  *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) 815-825 Tennessee Street 

*Recorded by: Page & Turnbull *Date 11/8/2012   Continuation       Update 
 

 

 
Corner of 19th & Tennessee Streets, looking southeast (6 February 2007) 
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1. SUMMARY 
 

ROEM Development Corporation (ROEM) proposes to demolish most of the building at 

815-825 Tennessee Street in San Francisco, a two-story industrial building constructed of 

unreinforced masonry in 1926, and construct a new building in its place. A small portion of 

the original building, the northwest corner that contains the original main façade, will be 

retained. The existing building is a contributor to the Central Waterfront Historic District of 

San Francisco in the sub-area of the Potrero Point Historic District and is adjacent (across 

Tennessee Street) from the Dogpatch Historic District of San Francisco. 

Tetra Tech prepared this Historical Resources Evaluation Report (HRE) on behalf of 

ROEM. Tetra Tech concludes that the proposed project complies with the Secretary of the 

Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Standards) and the guidelines offered in Article 10 of 

the Planning Code, Appendix L as they apply to infill new construction adjacent to a historic 

district.  

Tetra Tech has determined that the historic integrity of the Dogpatch Historic District 

would not be diminished as a result of new infill construction at 815-825 Tennessee Street 

and the district would continue to retain the physical characteristics that convey its historic 

significance.  

2. INTRODUCTION 

 

ROEM proposes to remove virtually all of the existing building at 815-825 Tennessee Street 

(except an original portion at the northwest corner) and construct a new five-story, 69-unit 

residential apartment building in its place. This report analyzes the proposed project’s 

compatibility under the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation as it relates to 

new infill construction adjacent to a historic property, the Dogpatch Historic District. Tetra 

Tech also used the guidelines in Article 10, Appendix L of the Planning Code to evaluate the 

design of the new building and its compatibility with the historic buildings found within the 

Dogpatch Historic District. This report will evaluate the proposed project against the 

Standards as well as take into consideration the guidelines in Article 10 of the Planning Code 

for new construction adjacent to the Dogpatch Historic District, as requested by the San 

Francisco Planning Department staff. The report is focused only on the exterior design of 

the new construction. Tetra Tech was not asked to evaluate the proposed project against the 

Standards as they apply to the Central Waterfront District or to include an analysis of any 

potential impacts that may result from the removal of a contributing resource to the Central 

Waterfront Historic District because there are modern buildings and infill already in 

existence along Third Street, not far from the proposed project location.1  

3. PAST EVALUATIONS 

 

3.1 CENTRAL WATERFRONT HISTORIC RESOURCES SURVEY 
 

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street is within the 2008 survey area of the Central 

Waterfront Historic Resources Survey and at that time was assigned a status code of “5B” 

                                                      
1 Richard Sucre, San Francisco Planning Department, personal communication with Julia Mates, Tetra Tech, Inc. 
November 1 and November 5, 2013. 
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which indicates that the property is “locally significant both individually (listed, eligible or 

appears eligible) and as a contributor to a district that is locally listed, designated, determined 

eligible or appears eligible through survey evaluation.”2 The Central Waterfront District is 

comprised of three sub-areas the Dogpatch Historic District, Pier 70, and the Potrero Pint 

Historic District. The building at 815-825 Tennessee is a contributor to the potential Third 

Street Industrial District, a sub-area of the Potrero Point Historic District. The proposed 

Third Street Industrial District is a narrow linear district bounded by Eighteenth Street to the 

north, Illinois Street to the east, Twenty-Fourth Street to the south, Third Street to the west, 

and those parcels that encompass the Pacific Gas & Electric Station A, and the Western 

Sugar Refinery. The proposed district also includes several properties on the west side of 

Third Street between Twentieth and Twenty-Second Streets and the contiguous block 

bounded by Nineteenth, Third, Twentieth, and Tennessee Streets.3  

3.2 UNREINFORCED MASONRY BUILDING (UMB) SURVEY 
 

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street was included in the 1990 San Francisco 

Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board architectural/historical survey of UMBs 

constructed in San Francisco between 1850 and 1940. The building at 815-825 Tennessee 

Street was identified as a UMB in this survey. 

3.3 HISTORICAL RESOURCES EVALUATION 
 

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street was reevaluated for its historic significance in 

August 2012 by Tim Kelley Consulting. The reevaluation resulted in the determination that 

the building did not meet the criteria needed for individual listing on the California Register 

of Historical Resources because “it does not possess strong enough historical associations 

and physical integrity to be eligible for individual listing”.4 This evaluation did agree with 

previous evaluations that the building was a contributor to the potential Third Street 

Industrial District, a sub-area of the Potrero Point Historic District. 

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESOURCES 
 

4.1 815-825 TENNESSEE STREET 
 

The following general description of the building at 815-825 Tennessee Street was extracted 

from the previous evaluation that was conducted for this building by Tim Kelley Consulting, 

Historical Resource Evaluation, 815-825 Tennessee Street, San Francisco, California, 2012. 
 

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street is located on the southeast corner of Tennessee 

Street and 19th Street. The property consists of two square parcels, which cover a rectangular 

area measuring 20,000 square feet, with 200 feet of frontage along Tennessee Street. The 

building is an unreinforced masonry warehouse, the majority of which is one story, with a 

partial second-story that spans a portion of the front (west side) of the building. The 

                                                      
2 Kelley & VerPlanck and Page & Turnbull, California Department of Parks and Recreation 523 District Record: Potrero 
Point Historic District, March 2008, 4; San Francisco Planning Department Preliminary Project Assessment Amendment 
815-825 Tennessee Street, Case No. 2013.0220U, May 23, 2013. 
3 Kelly & VerPlanck and Page & Turnbull, March 2008, 9. 
4 Tim Kelley Consulting, LLC, Historical Resource Evaluation, 815-825 Tennessee Street, San Francisco, California, August 2012.  
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basement level is exposed at the northeast corner of the building. The building has an L-

shaped plan, with a one-story ell that projects to the south from the left side of the façade. 

The building sits on a concrete foundation, and exhibits an early twentieth-century industrial 

style. The exterior walls of the building have unfinished common-bond brick surfaces. The 

building is capped by a parapeted flat roof on both the one-and two-story portions. A flat-

roofed monitor runs east-west at the center of the lower roof. 

 

The primary façade faces west onto Tennessee Street and is two stories high, with a one-

story portion on the right side. It has a flat wall plane with a number and variety of openings 

at both story levels. The first story features primarily infilled openings, including a large 

vehicular entrance and two very large window openings on the left side, and another 

vehicular entrance flanked by two similar window openings on the right side. These 

openings are infilled with stucco panels, some of which are inset with metal doors or 

hatches, or louvered metal vents. Between the two infilled vehicular entrances and 

corresponding sets of windows are two pedestrian entrances. 

 

The Kelley Consulting evaluation states that “the building is a good example of an early 

twentieth century industrial building with numerous characteristics that served its utilitarian 

use.” These include: 

 brick construction; 

 partial second story; 

 flat roof; and 

  large window and door openings5 
 
The façade of the building is shown in Photograph 1.  
 

 
Photograph 1: 815-825 Tennessee Street, primary (west) façade 

Photograph taken by Tetra Tech  
November 1, 2013 

                                                      
5 Tim Kelley Consulting, Historical Resource Evaluation, 815-825 Tennessee Street, 25. 
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4.2 DOGPATCH HISTORIC DISTRICT 
 

The Dogpatch Historic District is generally bounded between Minnesota, Tennessee, and 

Third Streets, odd and even addresses from Mariposa Street to Tubbs Street, as shown in 

Figure 1. The district’s western boundary along Tennessee Street is directly across the street 

from the building at 815-825 Tennessee Street. The Dogpatch Historic District is a nine-

block enclave of industrial workers’ housing, located east of Potrero Hill in the Central 

Waterfront district. Figure 1 shows the district’s boundaries. It is comprised of flats and 

cottages that used to be workers’ housing as well as several industrial, commercial, and civic 

buildings that were constructed between 1870 and 1930.6 The district is comprised of 

residential, industrial/commercial contributing resource types. 

 

The Dogpatch Historic District is significant under the National Register of Historic Places 

at the local level under Criterion A (Events/Patterns of History) and Criterion C 

(Design/Construction). The period of significance of the district begins in 1867, when the 

Long Bridge was opened, until the end of World War II, in 1945. Industrial buildings within 

the Dogpatch Historic District are usually within a four-story range with many of the 

industrial/commercial buildings one or two stories in height. They are typical examples of 

warehouse design and are often large in bulk with ground level openings for rail or vehicular 

access. These industrial and warehouse buildings within the district lack strong fenestration 

patterns or contain large, metal sash windows. Standard brick masonry is found on the older 

commercial buildings along with concrete block and stucco. The contributing industrial and 

commercial buildings within this district lack ornamentation, which is common for utilitarian 

buildings.  Flat roof forms with raised parapets are typically found on industrial and 

commercial buildings within the district. Red brick is typical of industrial/commercial 

contributing buildings with some muted earth tones of red, brown, gray or blue, found on 

reinforced concrete and stucco.7 

 
 
 

                                                      
6 City and County of San Francisco, Planning Code Article 10: Appendix L: Dogpatch Historic District 2011, 3. 
7 City and County of San Francisco, Dogpatch Historic District 2011, 9. 
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Map courtesy of City and County of San Francisco, Planning Code Article 10: Appendix L: Dogpatch Historic District, 
2008. 

 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 1 
Dogpatch Historic District 
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5. EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT  

 

5.1 SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HISTORIC 

PROPERTIES 
 

Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, 

Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings provide guidance for 

working with historic properties. Federal agencies and local governments use the Standards 

to evaluate proposed rehabilitative work on historic properties. The Standards for 

Rehabilitation (36 CFR, Part 67) make up that section of the overall historic preservation 

project standards and address the most prevalent treatment. Rehabilitation is defined as “the 

process of returning a property to a state of utility, through repair or alteration, which makes 

possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions and features of the 

property which are significant to its historic, architectural, and cultural values.” 8 

Standards are a useful analytic tool for understanding and describing the potential impacts of 

substantial changes to historic resources. In accordance with CEQA Section 15064.5(3), 

complying with the standards is considered sufficient to mitigate the impact on historical 

resources to a level of less than significant (including historic districts and individually 

eligible resources). 

There are four sets of Standards used to guide the treatment of historic properties. For the 

purposes of this report and evaluation, the historic property is the Dogpatch Historic 

District, adjacent to the proposed project’s new infill construction. The description of the 

four sets of standards, below are taken from the guidelines: 

Preservation—The Standards for preservation “require retention of the greatest amount of 
historic fabric, along with the building’s historic form, features, and detailing as they have 
evolved over time.” 

Rehabilitation—The Standards for Rehabilitation “acknowledge the need to alter or add to a 
historic building to meet continuing or new uses while retaining the building’s historic 
character.” 

Restoration—The Standards for Restoration “allow for the depiction of a building at a 
particular time in its history by preserving materials from the period of significance and 
removing materials from other periods.” 

Reconstruction—The Standards for Reconstruction “establish a limited framework for re-

creating a vanished or non-surviving building with new materials, primarily for interpretive 

purposes.”9 

Normally, one set of Standards is chosen for a project, based on the proposed project activities. 

With regard to the proposed project at 815-825 Tennessee Street, the most appropriate 

Standard to apply are the Standards for Rehabilitation, as the project involves constructing new 

                                                      
8 National Park Service, Kay D. Weeks and Anne E. Grimmer, The Secretary of the Interior Standard’s for the Treatment of Historic 

Properties: with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings (US Department of the Interior: 
Washington, D.C.: 1995). 
9 Weeks and Grimmer, The Secretary of the Interior Standard’s, 2. 
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infill adjacent to the Dogpatch Historic District.10 The new construction design should meet the 

changing use of the building while not compromising the historic integrity or historic character-

defining features of the historic district. 

 

5.2 CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING CODE, ARTICLE 10: APPENDIX L 
 

The City and County of San Francisco reviews the historic resources described under Article 

10 of the San Francisco Planning Code when it evaluates impacts on historic resources. 

Article 10 describes the procedures regarding the preservation of sites and areas of special 

character or special historical, architectural, or aesthetic interest or value, such as officially 

designated city landmarks and buildings included within locally designated historic districts.11  

Appendix L of Article 10 of the Planning Code provides specific guidance for exterior 

changes to buildings within the Dogpatch Historic District as well as additions to existing 

contributing buildings and new infill construction within the district. This guidance is 

provided Section 10 of Appendix L entitled New Infill Construction Guidelines for Preservation of 

Historical, Architectural, and Aesthetic Landmarks. Although the building at 815-825 Tennessee 

Street is not a contributing resource to the Dogpatch Historic District and the newly 

constructed building will not be a contributor to or located within the district, it will be 

located in close proximity (directly across the Tennessee Street boundary on the district’s 

west side) and therefore the proposed project warrants consideration against the new infill 

guidelines provided in Article 10. As stated in Article 10, infill construction within and 

adjacent to the historic district should reflect the district’s historic character without creating 

a false sense of history.  

5.2.1 Standards for Rehabilitation 
 

The analysis below applies each of the ten individual Standards for Rehabilitation and 

guidance under Article 10 of the Planning Code to the proposed project’s exterior facades, 

based on the proposed project renderings Tetra Tech received from ROEM. The drawings 

are included in Appendix A.  

 

SOI Rehabilitation Standard 1: A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use 
that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10: New construction shall not destroy historic materials features and spatial 
relationships that characterize the property. New construction is contemporary, yet compatible.  

 

The project will not change the historic use of buildings within the Dogpatch Historic 

District. The district consists of residential dwellings as well as commercial/industrial 

buildings so the addition of an apartment complex nearby is compatible with the historic 

residential use of properties found within the district. The scale and massing of the new 

building will be larger but compatible with the industrial/commercial property types found 

within the adjacent district, although the new use will be residential. The addition of badly 

                                                      
10 Rich Sucre, personal communication with Julia Mates, November 4, 2013. 
11City and County of San Francisco Planning Department, San Francisco Preservation Bulletins, (City and County of San 
Francisco, 2004) available at http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp?id=41423.  
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needed residential infill housing on the site replacing declining industrial uses will provide 

additional economic development and will support commercial revitalization of the 

Dogpatch Historic District.  

 

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street was originally used as a commercial/industrial 

building, housing businesses including an electrical supply manufacturers (the Bowie Switch 

Company and the A.B. Chance Company),  wholesale liquor distributor (Key Distributing 

Company), a wholesale meat business (C.J. Figone & Son), and food sales businesses (IQF 

Food Sales and Western Meat Snacks, Inc.).12  After the completion of the proposed project, 

the new building will be used as a residential apartment building. The existing building is not 

suitable for rehabilitation from its former uses to commercial/residential use. The proposed 

project will not change any distinctive materials, features, spaces, or spatial relationships of 

the Dogpatch Historic District. 

 

Therefore, the proposed project complies with the Rehabilitation Standard 1 and the 
standards set forth in Appendix L to Article 10. 

 

SOI Rehabilitation Standard 2: The historic character of a property will be maintained and reserved. 
The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that 
characterize a property will be avoided. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10.  New construction shall not destroy historic materials, features and spatial 
relationships that characterize the property. Any new work shall be compatible with the historic materials, 
features, size, scale, proportion, and massing of the historic District. 

 

The proposed project will not remove or alter distinctive materials, features, or spatial 

relationships within the Dogpatch Historic District. The proposed project is designed to 

respect the district’s historic, character defining features. The northwest corner and main 

façade of the original building (at the west side) is sided in brick, which will remain. The new 

building will have exterior walls with veneers of metal, plaster, masonry, stone, and wood 

composite—all materials that create a visual compatibility with the original building and with 

buildings in the neighborhood. The retention of the original red brick wall siding at the 

northwest corner, window walls, metal details, brick veneers, and flat roof of the new 

building are compatible with the historic materials within the historic District. These 

materials are compatible in overall color, character, and texture of the historic features of the 

adjacent district.  

 

Although the new construction will be residential in use, the massing and scale of the new 

building will be designed with features typical to a warehouse in the Dogpatch Historic 

District-- large in bulk and several stories high, flat roof, simple ornamentation, regularly 

spaced, multi-light window openings across the façade, and ground level openings. These 

architectural features are prevalent on commercial buildings located within the district. The 

new construction will not destroy character defining features of the Dogpatch Historic 

District and will have a contemporary design that is compatible with the district. 

  

                                                      
12 Kelley, Historical Resource Evaluation, 815-825 Tennessee Street, 22. 
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As designed, the proposed project is in compliance with Rehabilitation Standard 2 and with 

the standards set forth in Appendix L to Article 10. 

 

SOI Rehabilitation Standard 3: Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, 
place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features 
or elements from other historic properties will not be undertaken. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10.  Infill construction should reflect the character of the district…without 
creating a false sense of history. 

 

The design for the proposed apartment complex does not include false historicism or any 

added conjectural features. The original principal façade and portions of its original north 

elevation will be retained as a physical record of the building’s history. The proposed exterior 

of the new building would be designed in a style that is sympathetic to the style, scale and 

proportion of the historic district but would have a contemporary design so that it is 

distinguished from original historic buildings and structures within the district. 

 

As designed, the proposed project is in compliance with Rehabilitation Standard 2 and with 

the standards set forth in Appendix L to Article 10. 

 

SOI Rehabilitation Standard 4: Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their 

own right will be retained and preserved. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10: No corresponding standard. 

 

The proposed project will not remove or alter any features or characteristics of the 

Dogpatch Historic District that were added after the period of significance and that are 

considered to be historic character-defining elements. There are several buildings that have 

been constructed recently in and adjacent to the Dogpatch Historic District and the 

proposed project will be integrated with other modern buildings in the area. 

 

As designed, the proposed project would comply with Rehabilitation Standard 4. 

 

SOI Rehabilitation Standard 5: Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques 

or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10: Infill construction materials are compatible with the district in general 

character, color, and texture. 

 

None of the buildings within the Dogpatch Historic District will be altered as part of the 

proposed project. A portion of the original building that contains the principal brick façade 

will remain and be a visual reminder of the building’s original use and the industrial history 

of the neighborhood. The new building will be constructed with materials that are 

compatible with the materials and finishes of the buildings within the district. The design of 

the new building includes red brick at the facades, muted earth tone color, paint, and 

materials, and simple, detailing that relates to the simple, traditional, vernacular form. These 
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features will be sympathetic to and blend with the distinctive materials and features found on 

buildings within the district.  

 

As designed, the proposed project would comply with Rehabilitation Standard 5 and with the 

standards set forth in Appendix L to Article 10. 

 

SOI Rehabilitation Standard 6: Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. 

Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the 

old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10: Appropriate restoration of inappropriate alterations is encouraged. New 

construction should be compatible with the historic character of the district in terms of scale, massing, 

fenestration, materials and detail. 

 

Original character-defining features of the Dogpatch Historic District will not be 

compromised by the proposed project. The new apartment building will have a 

contemporary design that will reflect the character of the district; however none of the 

buildings within the district are part of the proposed project.  

 

As designed, the proposed project would comply with Rehabilitation Standard 6 and with the 

standards set forth in Appendix L to Article 10. 

 

SOI Rehabilitation Standard 7: Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken 

using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that can cause damage to historic materials will not be used. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10: Sandblasting and certain chemical treatment detrimental to masonry will not 

be approved.  

 

The proposed project will not use physical or chemical treatments. None of the buildings 

within the Dogpatch Historic District are part of the proposed project. 

 

As designed, the proposed project would comply with Rehabilitation Standard 7 and with the 

standards set forth in Appendix L to Article 10. 

 

SOI Rehabilitation Standard 8: Archaeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If 

such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10: No corresponding standard. 

  

If any archaeological material is encountered during construction, then all construction 

should be halted and a proper analysis undertaking by qualified specialists in order to comply 

with Rehabilitation Standard 8.  

 

As designed, the proposed project would comply with Rehabilitation Standard 8 and with the 

standards set forth in Appendix L to Article 10. 
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SOI Rehabilitation Standard 9: New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will 

not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work 

shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale, and 

proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10: New construction shall not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial 

relationships that characterize the property. Any new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be 

compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion of the property and its environment.  

 

The proposed new apartment building will be largely compatible in scale proportion, 

massing, and size with the Dogpatch Historic District and will not destroy historic materials, 

features, or spatial relationships that characterize the district. The new construction will be a 

residential building designed in a manner that retains the large scale proportion, massing, 

multi-light fenestration, brick materials, flat roof, and simple ornamentation that is similar to 

the brick warehouse currently at this location but the appearance of the new building will be 

differentiated from historic buildings in the district. The new construction will be 

contemporary in style, yet compatible with architectural styles found within the District. 

 

New construction will be differentiated from the original hard corner of the building that 

will be retained. The exterior siding materials on the new construction will be compatible 

with the original portion of the building but will have a distinctly different appearance from 

the retained portion of the original building. 

 

As designed, the proposed project would comply with Rehabilitation Standard 9 and with 

the standards set forth in Appendix L to Article 10. 

 

SOI Rehabilitation Standard 10: New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be 

undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 

property and its environment would be unimpaired. 

 

Appendix L to Article 10: The structure respects the general size, shape, and scale of the character-

defining features associated with the district and its relationship to the character-defining features of the 

immediate neighbors and the district. 

 

The proposed project will be sited adjacent to the Dogpatch Historic District and will be 

compatible with the buildings within the district but will be clearly differentiated from the 

historic fabric of the district by its contemporary design. The design of the new apartment 

building will be inconspicuous and will not result in a radical change to the historic district. 

Therefore, removal of the building in the future will not compromise the historic integrity of 

the district because the building is not within the district’s boundaries. The new construction 

will complement the district so as not to stand out or be noticeable or highly visible from 

within the district so that if removed in the future, it will not impact essential form and 

integrity of the historic District.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed project will demolish the current industrial/commercial warehouse building at 

815-825 Tennessee Street and construct a new six-story residential apartment building in its 

place. The proposed work is adjacent to the Dogpatch Historic District but will not impact 

the district’s historic character or integrity. The proposed project follows a design that is 

mindful of preservation, including retaining a portion of the original building, yet 

incorporates a contemporary design that respects the district’s character defining features 

and incorporates some of the general scale, materials, features, and simplicity of the current 

warehouse. The project complies with the Standards for Rehabilitation and the standards 

found for new infill construction in Appendix L of Article 10 of the San Francisco Planning 

Code.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

ROEM Development Corporation (ROEM) proposes to demolish most of the building at 

815-825 Tennessee Street in San Francisco, a two-story industrial building constructed of 

unreinforced masonry in 1926, and construct a new building in its place. Tetra Tech 

submitted a Historical Resources Evaluation Report (HRE) for 815-825 Tennessee Street on 

behalf of ROEM on June 10, 2014. This supplemental information is provided upon request 

from the San Francisco Planning Department to analyze the historic integrity of the Third 

Street Industrial Historic District (a sub-historic district of the Central Waterfront Historic 

District) as it relates to the demolition and proposed new construction at 815-825 Tennessee 

Street. This supplemental information is an additional analysis and should be considered 

along with the final HRE submitted June 10, 2014, which included an analysis of the 

Dogpatch Historic District and the proposed new construction.  

Tetra Tech applied the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 

Properties (standards) as well as the guidelines in Article 10, Appendix L of the Planning 

Code to evaluate the proposed project.  Tetra Tech has determined that the historic integrity 

and character of the property, the Third Street Industrial District would not be diminished as 

a result of new infill construction at 815-825 Tennessee Street and the district would 

continue to retain the physical characteristics that convey its historic significance.  

 

2 CENTRAL WATERFRONT HISTORIC DISTRICT –THIRD STREET INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT 
 

This district is located between Pier 70 and the Dogpatch Historic District and was 

historically developed with light industrial, repair, warehousing, and food processing 

businesses, as well as wholesale businesses that relied on the rail lines that ran along Third 

Street.1 The Central Waterfront District as a whole, including the Third Street Industrial 

District, is locally significant under Criterion 1 (Events) for its association with industrial 

development within the City of San Francisco form 1872-1958 and under Criterion 2 

(Design/Construction) as many of the contributing buildings are good examples of late-19th 

and early-20th century American industrial design.2  

The Third Street Industrial Historic District is bounded by Eighteenth Street to the north, 

Illinois Street to the east, Twenty-Fourth Street to the south, Third Street to the west, and 

those parcels that encompass the Pacific Gas & Electric Station A, and the Western Sugar 

Refinery. The proposed district also includes several properties on the west side of Third 

Street between Twentieth and Twenty-Second Streets and the contiguous block bounded by 

Nineteenth, Third, Twentieth, and Tennessee Streets.3  

Tetra Tech’s qualified architectural historian conducted a field visit to identify whether or 

not any of the contributors to the Third Street Industrial District has been demolished since 

a 2008 survey conducted by Kelly & VerPlanck and Page & Turnbull was completed. 

                                                      
1 Kelley & VerPlanck and Page & Turnbull, California Department of Parks and Recreation 523 District Record: Potrero 
Point Historic District, March 2008, 11. 
2 Kelley & VerPlanck and Page & Turnbull, March 2008, 1. 
3 Kelly & VerPlanck and Page & Turnbull, March 2008, 9. 
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Demolition of contributors to the district could result in a reduction of the historic integrity 

of the district if yet another contributor, such as 815-825 Tennessee Street, was to be 

removed from the district as well.  

Table 1, below, lists the buildings that are contributors to the Third Street Industrial Sub-

District, as included in the Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523L form, prepared 

in 2008 and the results of the field check conducted by Tetra Tech on June 24, 2014. 

Table 1 

Contributors to Central Waterfront: Third Street Industrial District 

Address Resource Name Status 

2085 Third Street Gilmore Oil Co. Office 

Building 
Existing 

2121 Third Street  Seaside Oil Co. Plant  Demolished; modern 

building currently under 

construction 

2289-2295 Third Street Mixed use commercial 

building & boarding house 
Existing 

2201-2203 Third Street  Alberta Candy Company  Existing 

2225 Third Street  M. Levin and Sons 

Warehouse  
Existing 

2255 Third Street  Jos. Levin and Sons 

Warehouse  
Existing  

815-825 Tennessee Street  Bowie Switch Co.  Existing 

2250 Third Street  None Existing 

2290-2298 Third Street  Anglo California Trust Co.  To be demolished4 

724-728 20th Street  Dr. Frank M. Close Medical 

Clinic  
Existing 

2350 Third Street None Existing 

2440 Third Street  Bertsch Machine Works  Existing 

2360-2364 Third Street  Pellegrini Bros. Winery  Existing 

                                                      
4 San Francisco Planning Department, Executive Summary Large Project Authorization, 2290 3rd Street, Website: 
 http://commissions.sfplanning.org/cpcpackets/2005.0408X.pdf, accessed June 25, 2014. 

http://commissions.sfplanning.org/cpcpackets/2005.0408X.pdf
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2400 Third Street  Goodyear Rubber Co.  Existing 

2301 Third Street  American Can Co. Building  Existing 

2530 Third Street  (1516-1510 Kentucky Street)  Existing 

2542-2544 3rd Street  (1522 Kentucky Street)  Existing 

2501 Third Street  American Can Co. Southern 

Ext.  
Existing 

1201 Illinois Street  PG&E Power Plant historic 

buildings 
Existing 

1300 Illinois Street Currently American Medical 

Response 
Existing 

435 23rd Street  Western Sugar Refinery 

Warehouses  
Existing 

 

3 EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT  

 

Detailed descriptions of standards as well as a description of the City and County of San 

Francisco Planning Code, Article 10: Appendix L is provided in the HRE for 815-825 

Tennessee Street, submitted June 10, 2014. The discussion below is supplemental 

information and the same standards were applied in evaluating the proposed project’s 

historical architectural impact to the Third Street Industrial District. 

The demolition of the building at 815-825 Tennessee Street will remove a contributor to the 

Third Street Historic District. However, most of the contributing buildings within the district 

are still in existence and the district has not undergone heavy alterations since it was identified in 

the architectural surveys, most recently in 2008. Removal of one contributing building to the 

district will not detract from the overall historic integrity of the district and would represent a 

relatively small impact to the district’s historic appearance as a large number of contributing 

buildings will still be present. The building at 815-815 Tennessee Street is removed 

geographically from the other contributing buildings within the district, the largest concentration 

of which are along Third Street between 18th Street and 24th Street. The building at 815-825 

Tennessee Street one block west of Third Street and therefore new construction there will not 

detract from the historic concentration of buildings along Third Street.  

The proposed new structure is sympathetic to the Third Street Industrial District and 

incorporates many of the materials, design references and elements found in contributing 

buildings within the district. The new building will retain a portion of the original building, and 

is sympathetic to the industrial character and integrity of the district.  
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5.0 CONCLUSION 
 

The proposed project will demolish the current industrial/commercial warehouse building at 

815-825 Tennessee Street and construct a new five-story residential apartment building in its 

place. The loss of the building at 815-825 Tennessee Street, a contributor to the Third Street 

historic districts will not compromise the historic integrity or character of the district.  

Although the removal of a contributing resource will have an impact on the district, in this 

case it will be a small incremental one because most of the other contributing buildings 

within the district remain. The removal and construction of a new building located away 

from the concentration of contributing buildings along Third Street also decreases any 

impact to the district’s historic character. The design of the new construction, including the 

materials and elements used will be sympathetic to the industrial style and character of the 

contributing buildings within the district, further diminishing the impact the project will have 

on the historic district. The retention of a portion of the original building also enhances the 

sympathetic nature of the design of the new construction. The project complies with the 

Standards for Rehabilitation and the standards found for new infill construction in Appendix 

L of Article 10 of the San Francisco Planning Code.  



Tetra Tech, Inc.
1999 Harrison Street, Suite 500, Oakland, CA 94612-3599
Tel 510.302.6300 Fax 510.433.0830 www.tetratech.com

August 6, 2015

Jaqui Braver
DM Development
448 Linden Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

Dear Jaqui:

This letter is in response to your request for Tetra Tech, Inc. (Tetra Tech) to address Mr. John Loomis’
comments about the proposed project at 815-825 Tennessee Street made in communications to the San
Francisco Preservation Commission and DM Development. Tetra Tech has prepared two Historic
Resource Evaluation (HREs) for the proposed project. The HREs are a “final HRE” dated June 10,
2014, and a “supplemental HRE” dated June 27, 2014. Background information and responses to Mr.
Loomis’ comments follow.

Background

ROEM Development proposes to demolish most of the original building at 815-825 Tennessee Street
and construct a new building on the property. The existing building is in the Central Waterfront/Third
Street Industrial Historic District and adjacent to (but not within) the Dogpatch Landmark (Historic)
District.

In late 2013, ROEM Development retained Tetra Tech to prepare an HRE that analyzed the proposed
project and its compatibility with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Treatment of Historic
Properties (the Standards) as they relate to new infill construction in close proximity to a historic
architectural resource. Tetra Tech submitted the final HRE on June 10, 2014. The final HRE is provided
as Attachment A.

In the final HRE, Tetra Tech determined that the proposed project would not diminish the historic
integrity of the Dogpatch Landmark District and the district would retain the physical characteristics that
convey its historic significance.

After submittal of the final HRE, the San Francisco Planning Department (Planning Department)
requested a supplemental analysis of the historic integrity of the Third Street Industrial Historic District
(a sub-historic district of the Central Waterfront Historic District) as it relates to the demolition of a
contributing resource (815-825 Tennessee Street). Tetra Tech submitted the supplemental HRE to the
Planning Department on June 27, 2014. The supplemental HRE is provided as Attachment B.

In the supplemental HRE, Tetra Tech concluded that the proposed project would not diminish the
historic integrity and character of the Central Waterfront/Third Street Industrial District and that the
district would continue to retain the physical characteristics that convey its historic significance. We also
determined that the proposed new building is sympathetic in design to the Central Waterfront/Third
Street Industrial Historic District and incorporates many of the materials, design references, and
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elements found in contributing buildings within the district. The new building would retain a portion of
the original building and is sympathetic to the industrial character and integrity of the district.

In preparing both the HREs, Tetra Tech analyzed the proposed project and made recommendations to
the Planning Department using criteria and guidance found in the:

 California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),

 Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties,

 San Francisco Historic Preservation Bulletin: 16 City and County of San Francisco Planning

Department CEQA Review Procedures for Historic Resources,

 California Register of Historical Resources, and

 Article 10 of the San Francisco Planning Code.

These regulations and guidance documents provide specific measures upon which architectural
historians who meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards base their
determinations regarding demolition of historic resources and new infill construction within the City and
County of San Francisco (in some instances, additional regulations may also apply). When determining
if a historic resource would be significantly impacted by a proposed project, Tetra Tech’s architectural
historians applied these criteria objectively, without considering subjective personal preference or
viewpoints.

In preparing both HREs, Tetra Tech also reviewed these previous reports and evaluations:

 The California Department of Parks and Recreation 523 District Record: Potrero Point Historic

District, March 2008,

 Historical Resource Evaluation, 815-825 Tennessee Street, San Francisco, California, August

2012, and

 The California Department of Parks and Recreation 523 District Record: Central Waterfront

Historic District, July 2001.

Tetra Tech’s analysis and the conclusions in each of the HREs were used by the Planning Department to
assess whether the proposed project would result in a significant impact on the Central Waterfront/Third
Street Industrial Historic District or the adjacent Dogpatch Landmark District under CEQA and other
applicable regulations and guidance. The Planning Department reviewed Tetra Tech’s HREs and
concurred with the findings and conclusions of these reports, as stated in the Community Plan
Exemption Checklist and Preservation Team Review Form, Case No. 2013.0220E, on May 13, 2013.

Response to Comments

Below are Mr. Loomis’ comments on the supplemental HRE, excerpted from a communication to the
San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission on April 15, 2015, and Tetra Tech’s responses. Note
that Mr. Loomis refers to the building at 815-825 Tennessee Street as Hsin Tung Yang.

COMMENT 1: “The key document, the Supplement to FINAL Historical Resources Evaluation for
Proposed Infill Construction at 815-825 Tennessee Street, San Francisco, prepared by Tetra Tech Inc.
presents a twisted premise for demolition. It first acknowledges that Hsin Tung Yang is of significance
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to the “Third Street Industrial District” (making no mention of Dogpatch Landmark District). Then with
no evidentiary support whatsoever, Tetra Tech declares that “Removal of one contributing building to
the (Third Street Industrial) district will not detract from the overall historic integrity of the district…”
(p.4). That is, because it is on the periphery of the district, it is – expendable – not mentioning
whatsoever that Hsin Tung Yang sits at the geographic center of the – Dog Patch Historic District.”

RESPONSE 1: The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street is only a contributor to the Third Street
Industrial District, which is a sub-district of the Central Waterfront Historic District. It is not within the
Dogpatch Landmark District and is not a contributor to this historic district. For reference, the
boundaries of the Dogpatch Landmark District are defined in Article 10, Appendix L of the Planning
Code. Mr. Loomis’ claim that the building “sits at the geographic center” of the Dogpatch Landmark
District may be related to public perception of the boundaries of the Dogpatch neighborhood, the
entirety of which is not a historic district. Since the building is only within the Central Waterfront/Third
Street Industrial Historic District, the supplemental HRE appropriately analyzes the removal of one
contributor to this district and the design and compatibility of the new building with the existing Central
Waterfront/Third Street Industrial Historic District. A separate document, the final HRE, analyzed the
proposed project’s impact on the adjacent Dogpatch Landmark District and determined that it would not
physically impact any resource within this district.

COMMENT 2: “In the Supplement to FINAL Historical Resources Evaluation for Proposed Infill
Construction at 815-825 Tennessee Street, San Francisco, June 27, 2014, the Planning Department’s
justification for demolition is:

‘Removal of one contributing building to the (Third Street Industrial) district will not
detract from the overall historic integrity of the district and would represent a relatively
small impact to the district’s historic appearance as a large number of contributing
buildings will still be present. The building at 815-815 [sic] Tennessee Street is removed
geographically from the other contributing buildings within the district, the largest
concentration of which are along Third Street between 18th Street [and 24th Street] and
therefore new construction there will not detract from the historic concentration of
buildings along Third Street.’

“This disingenuous determination is seriously misleading and seriously - flawed. It barely
mentions Dogpatch Landmark District in the Introduction and then focuses solely on the Central
Waterfront: Third Street Industrial District in the Evaluation and Conclusion. By constructing an
argument that focuses on Third Street and ignores Dogpatch Landmark District, a logic path is
set up to condemn Hsin Tung Yang. A false and twisted premise emerges. Planning ignores the
fact that Hsin Tung Yang’s location is on the central spine of Dogpatch Landmark District –
Tennessee Street…”

RESPONSE 2: The two HREs focus on the proposed project in relation to different historic districts.
The supplemental HRE evaluates impacts to the Central Waterfront/Third Street Industrial Historic
District and the final HRE evaluates impacts to the adjacent Dogpatch Landmark District. As previously
stated, the building is not within the Dogpatch Landmark District. Refer to the final HRE for a
discussion of the proposed project in relation to the Dogpatch Historic District.

COMMENT 3: “And Planning makes no mention of the context of the brick building across the street and
how it and Hsin Tung Yang act together as a material and historic urban construct in Dogpatch. Of course
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the removal of Hsin Tung Yang may not have a profound effect on Third Street. Because the effect will
be elsewhere - on Tennessee Street.”

RESPONSE 3: The analysis of the proposed project included field visits to the area and consideration of
the historic buildings that comprise the Dogpatch Landmark District. The proposed project was assessed
as it relates to the Dogpatch Landmark District under the Standards, and it was determined that the new
building would not remove or alter distinctive materials, features, or spatial relationships within the
Dogpatch Landmark District. The proposed project is designed to respect the district’s historic character
and defining features. The northwest corner and main façade of the original building (at the west side) is
sided in brick, which would remain. The new building would have exterior walls with veneers of metal,
plaster, masonry, glazing, wood composite, and glass—all materials that create a visual compatibility
with the original building and with buildings in the neighborhood. The retention of the original red brick
wall siding at the northwest corner, window walls, metal details, brick veneers, and flat roof of the new
building are compatible with the historic materials within the historic District. These materials are
compatible in overall color, character, and texture with the historic features of the adjacent district.

COMMENT 4: “But most disturbing is the dangerous precedent of the ‘Removal of one contributing
building to the district will not detract from the overall historic integrity of the district…’, implying that
if historic buildings are merely removed one by one their loss will not be felt – until they are all gone? Is
this not like the frog in the pot on the stove who does not feel it when the water finally boils him dead?”

RESPONSE 4: Tetra Tech’s architectural historians applied the aforementioned regulations and
guidance, including CEQA and the Standards, to determine if the removal of a contributor to the Central
Waterfront/Third Street Industrial Historic District would impair the historic resource’s continued
eligibility for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources. Careful consideration was given
to the criteria set forth by the regulatory framework, including the location of 815-825 Tennessee Street,
the concentration of contributors along Third Street, and the conformance of the design of the new
building with the historic district, to ensure that removal of this building would not greatly diminish the
historic resource’s ability to convey its significance.

The commenter points to the possible cumulative effect of multiple alterations to the historic district that
may, over time, render it no longer eligible for listing in the California Register of Historic Places. Any
further alterations within the historic district must comply with all applicable regulations and guidance,
including CEQA and the Standards, and be reviewed by the San Francisco Planning Department, which,
as a Certified Local Government, must ensure the district maintains its historic integrity. This process
was put in place and is expected to function to preserve the district’s long-term historic integrity.

Additional Comments

Mr. Loomis made additional comments on a previous HRE prepared by Tim Kelly Consulting (TKC),
which responded to Mr. Loomis’ comments in a letter on July 31, 2015.

Among these comments, Mr. Loomis provided further information regarding historical individuals
associated with the building that he feels warrant further discussion. TKC’s response to these comments
included a correction regarding one of the individuals associated with the building and concluded that
due to the mistaken identity, the historical individuals associated with the building did not affect the
conclusion regarding the building’s importance.
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Mr. Loomis also commented on the importance of the building’s murals and signs. The building’s
murals and sign are of more modern origin, they were added to the building in the early 1980s, when the
building purchased by Su-Wan Lee Mai, according to the San Francisco Assessor’s Office records.
CEQA guidelines generally exclude buildings and structures constructed less than 45 years of age.
Alterations to historic-age buildings and structures that were completed during the modern period are
not considered historically significant characteristics of the building without demonstration of strong
overriding architectural or historical significance to those modifications. Mr. Loomis has not
demonstrated the overriding historical significance needed to associate the modern sign with the
historical significance of the building. Indeed, the addition of the sign along the 19th Street façade
actually detracts from the building’s historic integrity as it obstructs the original brick exterior siding at
this elevation. The sign, therefore, does not rise to the level of significance necessary to qualify the
building to be considered a historical resource.

Mr. Loomis also posed interesting future adaptive reuses for buildings in the Dogpatch neighborhood
and his suggestions may be helpful.

Conclusion

The assertion that the supplemental HRE is inadequate seems to stem largely from the fact that the final
HRE has not been considered. The final HRE addresses the Dogpatch Landmark District, while the
supplemental HRE addresses the Central Waterfront/Third Street Industrial Historic District. In addition,
the distinction between the Dogpatch Landmark District and the Dogpatch neighborhood may have
influenced the commenter’s views.

The final and supplemental HREs were prepared in accordance with applicable regulations and guidance
and present valid conclusions. The Planning Department reviewed and concurred with the findings and
conclusions of these reports. The developer has included the Dogpatch Neighborhood Association
throughout its design process for the new construction in an effort to construct a building that is
meaningful to its neighbors. The Planning Department has supported several studies and assessments
related to this area, including the Eastern Neighborhoods EIR, the Central Waterfront architectural
survey, as well as requiring an HRE for new construction related to the Dogpatch Landmark District.
Furthermore, no “new” information or research has been brought to light regarding historical
significance of the building or deficiencies in the previously prepared HRE’s to warrant further
evaluations or assessments of the building.

Sincerely,

Julia E. Mates
Historian/Architectural Historian

Attachments:

A Final Historic Resources Evaluation for Proposed Infill Construction at 815-825 Tennessee
Street, San Francisco (June 10, 2014)
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B Supplement to Final Historical Resources Evaluation for Proposed Infill Construction at 815-825
Tennessee Street, San Francisco (June 27, 2014)
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Attachment A:
Final Historic Resources Evaluation for Proposed

Infill Construction at 815-825 Tennessee Street,
San Francisco (June 10, 2014)
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Attachment B
Supplement to Final Historical Resources
Evaluation for Proposed Infill Construction at

815-825 Tennessee Street, San Francisco (June
27, 2014)
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July 31, 2015 
 
Jaqui Braver 
DM Development 
448 Linden Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
 
Dear Jaqui, 
 
As you requested, I have reviewed comments made by John Loomis regarding the 
adequacy of the Historical Resource Evaluation (HRE) conducted by my firm (TKC) in 
August 2012 on the building at 815-825 Tennessee Street, San Francisco. The comments 
reviewed were made in an undated letter to the San Francisco Historic Preservation 
Commission, an email to DM Development dated June 8, 2015, and comments 
embedded in a PDF copy of our 2012 HRE dated 5/28 and 5/29/2015. 
 
In general I would say Mr. Loomis’s comments show a passion for and good deal of 
erudition regarding architectural design, but an incomplete understanding of the CEQA 
process for evaluation of potential historical resources. In particular they fail to recognize 
the different parameters for deeming a property an individually significant resource or a 
component/contributor to a historic district. In addition they seem not to realize that 
established historic districts are defined by specified boundaries. Mr. Loomis protests 
that the subject building is “in the geographic center of Dogpatch.” However, the HRE 
simply stated that 815-825 Tennessee Street is not located within the boundaries of the 
Dogpatch historic district. It goes on to note that it is within and contributes to the 
potential Potrero Point Historic District, of the Third Street Industrial District sub-area. 
Thus, as our report affirms, the building is a historical resource, and the question of 
whether it is in the Dogpatch neighborhood is procedurally irrelevant.  
 
Mr. Loomis advances two arguments he believes were overlooked in TKC’s analysis of 
the significance of the building: a supposed importance to Chinese cultural history based 
on its occupancy by a processor of Chinese foodstuffs, evidenced by a painted sign on 
the 19th Street façade; and the historical importance of Augustus J. Bowie Jr., the original 
owner, to “the electrification of the United States.” Regarding the painted sign and its 
communication of Chinese cultural history, that association, slight at best, dates from 
1983, far short of the normal CEQA guideline for the association to be at least 45 or 50 
years old. Failing that test, the building would need to demonstrate “exceptional 
significance” to Chinese cultural history in order to be considered an historical resource. 
 
Regarding the claims for Augustus J. Bowie Jr., it must be noted that electrification of the 
United States began in the 1870s, around the time of Bowie’s birth, and was ubiquitous 
by the time of the founding of the Bowie Switch Company and construction of the subject 
building. Mr. Loomis appears to conflate the original owner of the building with his father, 
who confusingly was also styled Augustus J. Bowie Jr., and was a pioneer mining and 
hydraulic engineer historically significant in California history. His son, founder of the 
electrical switch firm, is not known to have been historically significant. He is not cited in 
the San Francisco Biographical Index, one standard indicator of significance. His 

http://www.timkelleyconsulting.com/
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citations in newspaper indexes are in reference to his social position, which does not 
establish historical significance. To establish that he and this building  were historically 
significant based on his contributions to electrical technology would require that he and 
his company somehow stand out among the 126 other similar firms listed in San 
Francisco at the time this building was constructed.  
 
Due to sharing the same name as his father and to variations in its rendering there is 
some uncertainty over the number of patents each man applied for. Allowing for the 
active career periods of each, their involvement in different fields, and the time of the 
elder Bowie’s death, it appears the junior Bowie did register 7 patents for various 
electrical devices, five between 1906 and 1914, well before construction of this building 
and two in the late 1920s and early 1930s. However, the application for each specifies it 
is only an “improvement” on previous existing mechanisms.  
 
In addition, the number of subsequent patents that reference any of Bowie’s, a common 
measure of the earlier patent’s fundamental importance to evolving technology, is tiny. 
One of his patents from 1907 has garnered only 7 citations in the past 108 years, while 
the other six combined have been cited 9 times. Thus, indications are that the Bowie 
patents cover incremental improvements in switch technology, not seminal inventions. 
 
I attach an annotated PDF of the original HRE with comments by Mr. Loomis and 
responses to those comments by TKC. Please let me know any questions or comments 
you may have.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Tim Kelley Consulting 
Historical Resources 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Tim Kelley Consulting (TKC) was engaged to conduct a Historical Resource Evaluation (HRE) 

of 815-825 Tennessee Street (APN 4059 001A/001B). The property includes a two-story 

industrial building with a partial daylight basement. The building was constructed in 1926, of 

unreinforced brick masonry, and is designed in an early-twentieth century industrial style. This 

report examines whether the property is eligible for listing in the California Register and 

evaluates the possible impact of the proposed project on any Historical Resources. 

 

II. SUMMARY 

This report finds that 815-825 Tennessee Street may be eligible for listing in the California 

Register as a contributor to the potential Potrero Point Historic District, within the Third Street 

Industrial District sub-area but is not individually significant. The proposed project, which 

involves partial demolition and construction of a new building, would have a substantial 

adverse effect on the resource, which could be mitigated to less than significant by mitigation 

measures suggested in this report. 

 

III. CURRENT HISTORIC STATUS 

The Planning Department database was searched to determine whether the property was 

identified in any recognized register of historical resources. The specific registers included are 

listed below.  

 

A. Here Today 

Here Today: San Francisco’s Architectural Heritage is one of San Francisco’s first architectural 

surveys. Undertaken by the Junior League of San Francisco and published in 1968, the survey 

did not assign ratings to buildings. However, the survey does provide brief historical and 

biographical information for what the authors believed to be significant buildings. The Board of 

Supervisors adopted the survey in 1970. The survey files, on file at the San Francisco Public 

Library’s San Francisco History Room, contain information on approximately 2,500 properties. 

The subject property is not included in either the published book, Here Today, or the survey 

files. 
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B. Department of City Planning Architectural Quality Survey  

The Department of City Planning’s Architectural Quality Survey, or 1976 Survey, was a 

reconnaissance survey that examined the entire City of San Francisco to identify and rate, on a 

scale of “0” (contextual) to “5” (extraordinary), architecturally significant buildings and 

structures. No historic research was performed and the potential historical significance of a 

resource was not considered when assigning ratings. According to the authors, the 10,000 

rated buildings comprise only around 10 percent of the city’s building stock. Due to its age and 

its lack of historical documentation, the 1976 Survey has not been officially recognized by the 

city of San Francisco as a valid local register of historic resources for CEQA purposes, 

although it is still used on a consultative basis. The subject property is not included in the 1976 

Survey. 

 

C. San Francisco Architectural Heritage  

San Francisco Architectural Heritage (Heritage) is the city’s oldest not-for-profit organization 

dedicated to increasing awareness of and advocating for the preservation of San Francisco’s 

unique architectural heritage. Heritage has completed several major architectural surveys in 

San Francisco, including Downtown, the South of Market, the Richmond District, Chinatown, 

the Van Ness Corridor, the Northeast Waterfront, and Dogpatch. Heritage ratings range from 

“A” (highest importance) to “D” (minor or no importance) and are based on both architectural 

and historical significance. The subject property was not surveyed by San Francisco 

Architectural Heritage.  

 

D. California Historical Resource Status Code  

Properties listed in the California Historic Resources Information System (CHRIS) or under 

review by the California Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) are assigned status codes of “1” 

to “7,” establishing a baseline record of historical significance. Properties with a status code of 

“1” are listed in the California or National Register. Properties with a status code of “2” have 

been formally determined eligible for listing in the California or National Register. Properties 

with a status code of “3” or “4” appear to be eligible for listing in either register through survey 

evaluation. Properties with a status code of “5” are typically locally significant or of contextual 

importance. Status codes of “6” indicate that the property has been found ineligible for listing 
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in any register, and a status code of “7” indicates that the property has not yet been evaluated. 

The property was initially evaluated in 2001 as part of the City of San Francisco’s Central 

Waterfront Cultural Resources Survey and was assigned a status code of 4D2. In 2003, the 

California Office of Historic Preservation revised the status code system and the property was 

reassigned a code of 7N1 indicating that it “needs to be reevaluated – may become eligible for 

National Register with restoration or when meets other specific conditions.” More recently, the 

property was evaluated once again, as part of an update to the Central Waterfront Survey, and 

assigned a status code of 5B1 indicating that it is “locally significant both individually (listed, 

eligible, or appears eligible) and a contributor to a district that is locally listed, designated, 

determined eligible or appears eligible through survey evaluation.” 

 

E. Unreinforced Masonry Building (UMB) Survey 

In 1990, the San Francisco Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board undertook an 

architectural/historical survey of Unreinforced Masonry Buildings (UMBs) constructed in San 

Francisco between 1850 and 1940. The Landmarks Board prioritized the survey of UMBs into 

three groupings of buildings with “Priority I” resources rated the highest. Over 2,000 UMBs are 

located in the city today. The subject property was identified as a UMB by this survey. 

 

IV. DESCRIPTION 

A. Site 

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street is located on the southeast corner of Tennessee 

Street and 19th Street. The property consists of two square parcels, which cover a rectangular 

area measuring 20,000 square feet, with 200 feet of frontage along Tennessee Street. The 

terrain in the area is sloped, descending to the north and east. In relation to the subject 

building, the grade along Tennessee Street is flat, but slopes down to the east, along 19th 

Street, and the rear of the building. Tennessee and 19th streets are two-way arteries with broad 

concrete sidewalks and minimal landscaping in the immediate vicinity of the subject property. 

The property includes a paved equipment yard to the south of the main building, which is 

                                                 
1 DPR 523L form, 7/24/2012, Page & Turnbull 
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enclosed by a chain link fence and rolling gate. The yard lies between the subject building and 

an outbuilding, which is located at the south edge of the lot. 

 

B. Exterior 

The subject building is an unreinforced brick masonry warehouse. The majority of the building 

is one story, with a partial second-story that spans a portion of the front (west side) of the 

building. Additionally, due to the slope of the lot, the basement level is exposed at the 

northeast corner of the building. The building has an L-shaped plan, with a one-story ell that 

projects to the south from the left side of the south facade. The building sits on a concrete 

foundation, and exhibits an early twentieth-century industrial style. The exterior walls of the 

building have unfinished common-bond brick surfaces. The building is capped by a parapeted 

flat roof on both the one- and two-story portions. A flat-roofed monitor runs east-west at the 

center of the lower roof, perpendicularly abutting the partial second story. 

 

The primary façade faces west onto Tennessee Street and is two stories high, with a one-story 

portion on the right side. It has a flat wall plane with a number and variety of openings at both 

story levels. The first story features primarily infilled openings, including a large vehicular 

entrance and two very large window openings on the left side, and another vehicular entrance 

flanked by two similar window openings on the right side. These openings are infilled with 

stucco panels, some of which are inset with metal hatches or doors, or louvered metal vents. 

Between the two infilled vehicular entrances and corresponding sets of windows are two 

pedestrian entrances. On the left is a tall, narrow opening fitted with wood double doors that 

have screened openings at the top, panels of diagonal boards at the center, and metal 

louvered vents at the bottom. These doors are surmounted by a louvered metal transom. To the 

right is another equally tall, but narrower opening with a standard-height, fully-glazed (but 

infilled), wood door, surmounted by a fixed, twelve-light, steel-sash, wire glass window. On the 

one-story portion of the primary façade there is a narrow vehicular entrance that is infilled with 

a stucco panel, but inset with a smaller metal roll-up door. To its right are two very large, infilled 

window openings. The first and second stories are separated by a simple, shallow brickwork 

beltcourse. On the second story of the primary façade are a dozen window openings, regularly 

spaced across the façade. The majority feature brick sills and jack arch lintels, and one-over-
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one, double-hung, wood sash windows. Only one opening on the left half of the façade is 

infilled with brick. Above the second story windows is another shallow brick beltcourse and two 

slightly recessed horizontal stucco panels, one on each half of the façade. The roofline is 

generally flat, but slightly higher on the left and steps down on the right, with a small tab at the 

far right end. The parapet wall is studded by numerous tie-rod ends and has brick coping 

capped with metal flashing. 

 

The north façade of the building faces 19th Street and is primarily one-story, with the exposed 

basement level under the left side and the narrow end of the partial second story rising above 

the right end of the façade. It has a flat wall plane with few openings clad in unornamented 

common bond brick. The board-form concrete basement level is clad with stucco and features 

an entrance on the left side. The entrance consists of a vehicular opening infilled with an 

aluminum-frame storefront assembly with a fully-glazed door. The storefront assembly is 

recessed slightly so that it is situated behind the track of a sliding wood-frame and diagonal 

board door. To the right of this entrance is a large horizontal opening fitted with a ten-light, 

steel-sash, wire-glass window that is covered by a metal screen. A high concrete curb runs 

along the remainder of the base of the wall. The concrete foundation at the basement level is 

separated from the brick masonry of the first story by a simple beltcourse. The majority of the 

first story is spanned by a large stuccoed panel that bears painted signage. At the right end is 

a large infilled window opening, like those on the primary façade. Above, on the partial second 

story, there is a pair of one-over-one, double-hung, wood-sash windows that are separated by 

a wood mullion and have a brick sill and jack arch lintel. The roofline above the one-story 

portion of the façade is flat and unadorned, but topped by a metal railing. The roofline of the 

partial second story features the same beltcourses and coping, tie rod ends, and metal 

flashing as seen on the primary façade. 

 

The east façade abuts neighboring buildings and is not readily visible. The small portion that is 

visible above the roofline of the neighboring building consists of an unfenestrated brick wall 

surface that bears painted signage. The roofline is flat and unadorned, but steps up at the 

center, corresponding to the monitor at the center of the roof. 
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A shocking oblique understatement for the highly visible, high legible 60' long, 7' high 
"Hsin Tung Yang Food Co.," graphic mural, not to mention the charming "the Sandwich 
Shop" other sign in the lower left hand corner - Why such a glaring omission? 
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The sign in question dates from the 1980s, less than the 50 year threshold for historical significance 
under California Register and CEQA guidelines, and arguably reduces the historical integrity of the 
buildiing.
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The south façade faces the small equipment yard that lies adjacent to the subject building. It is 

one-story and, due to the southern ell, features a projecting bay on the left side and a recessed 

bay on the right side. A small, flat-roofed, corrugated metal shed is attached to the left corner 

of the projecting bay and a vehicular entrance is located to its right. A large infilled window 

opening is located on the left, and a smaller service entrance with an insulated metal door 

pierces the wall, partially overlapping the infilled window opening. On the east façade of the 

projecting bay is a corrugated metal lean-to with a shed roof. The recessed bay is largely 

concealed by a broad corrugated metal canopy that extends out more than half the length of 

the projecting bay. 

 

The outbuilding located at the southern edge of the property is a long, rectangular structure, 

oriented east-west. It has a high concrete foundation and is clad with corrugated metal. The 

gable roof is also clad with corrugated metal and has a narrow monitor along the front half of 

the ridge. A pair of twelve-lite, fixed, steel-sash windows are located on the west façade, while 

a number of pedestrian and service entrances – some with flush metal doors – are located 

along the north façade. 

 

C. Interior 

The interior was not examined for this report. 

 

[See section XI. Appendix for current images of the subject property.] 

 

V. HISTORIC CONTEXT 

A. Neighborhood 

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street is located within the Potrero Hill neighborhood, 

which is bounded by 16th Street on the north, the Bayshore Freeway (Highway 101) on the 

west, Cesar Chavez Street on the south, and the waters of San Francisco Bay on the east. The 

subject property is situated in the eastern portion of the neighborhood (east of Highway 280, 
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which bisects the area) and is close to Dogpatch.2 The area is also commonly referred to as 

the Central Waterfront. 

  

What is now the Potrero, an area that includes the Dogpatch neighborhood, was largely 

uninhabited pastureland until the American period. After secularization of the Missions, Potrero 

Hill became part of the vast Rancho Potrero de San Francisco.3 The years following American 

conquest of California and the Gold Rush witnessed the spread of settlement south of Market 

Street, but access to the Potrero area was hindered by the wide expanse of Mission Bay. The 

first attempts to settle the area were made by squatters and, in 1849, by John Townsend and 

Cornelius de Boom, who attempted to establish a settlement on Potrero Point. Their effort 

proved unsuccessful primarily due to the remoteness of the site and conflicting land claims.4  

 

Industrial development proved far more fruitful in the area and, within five years of Townsend 

and de Boom’s failed venture, increased population pressures in the South of Market District, 

combined with a new city ordinance forbidding dangerous industries near settled areas, 

compelled industries to move beyond the city limits and into the Potrero.5 Due to its remote 

location and deep-water anchorage, Potrero Point soon developed into the most important 

zone of heavy industry on the West Coast.  

 

Railroads played a decisive role in the area’s physical development during the late 19th and 

early 20th centuries. Perennially the most powerful forces in California politics, the Southern 

Pacific, the Central Pacific, and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroads acquired valuable 

industrial lands on Potrero Point, as well as the submerged “water lots” of Mission Bay. In 1869, 

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe acquired much of the rugged Potrero Point peninsula, 

including the acreage that now comprises Dogpatch.  

 

The completion of the Transcontinental Railroad in 1869 caused an economic downturn in San 

Francisco as the market was suddenly flooded with inexpensive goods manufactured and 

 
2  San Francisco Planning Department, Neighborhood Groups Map, http://www.sf-
planning.org/index.aspx?page=1654. 
3  “Genesis of Our Hill,” Potrero View (September 1976), p. 1. 
4  Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of California, Vol. 6, (San Francisco: A.L. Bancroft and Co., 1888), p. 194 
5  Coast Survey Map of 1857. 
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shipped from the East Coast. As domestic industries collapsed, land values declined, and the 

development of Potrero Point temporarily halted. In 1871, the State of California auctioned off 

the remaining water lots surrounding Potrero Point and, despite another slump that lasted from 

1878 to 1884, industry in the area continued to expand. 

 

The Santa Fe Land Improvement Company, the real estate wing of the Atchison, Topeka & 

Santa Fe Railroad, invested heavily in what is now Dogpatch, developing and maintaining 

property there until the Second World War. The Improvement Company also actively blasted 

the vein of serpentine that ran through the area and used the rubble as a source of landfill. 

During the last decade of the nineteenth century, the cleared parcels were developed with 

housing and industrial buildings. 

 

During the late 1870s, residential flats west of Kentucky Street (now 3rd Street, one block east 

of Tennessee Street) began to coalesce into a district of industrial workers’ housing, mixed-use 

or commercial structures, and several community buildings, forming Dogpatch into a 

residential area. Nevertheless, the density of residential development remained sparse in 

comparison with other areas until the early years of the twentieth century. Reasons for the 

relatively uneven level of development include the presence of large rock outcroppings and 

the fact that the majority of the neighborhood was owned by the railroad.   

 

The expansion of Union Iron Works was the most significant factor in the development of the 

area, and for the next seventy years the fortunes of the neighborhood ebbed and flowed with 

those of the largest shipyard on the West Coast. During first years of the decade, relatively few 

residents worked at Union Iron Works. Nevertheless, by the end of the decade the workforce 

had expanded to constitute more than a thousand men. The neighborhood grew in response 

as empty lots were graded, subdivided, and developed. The quasi-rural district of single-family 

dwellings grew into a workingman’s suburb inhabited largely by immigrant families of industrial 

workers.  

 

After destruction in the 1906 earthquake, the South of Market district was rebuilt almost entirely 

as an industrial neighborhood and, as a result, many South of Market refugees remained in 
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Potrero Hill, either taking up residence in the older industrial neighborhoods, like Dogpatch, or 

building on the underdeveloped expanses of Potrero Hill. The new development was a rebirth 

of the South of Market community in a new location. As South of Market had been, Potrero 

Point and Dogpatch were characterized by a mixture of industrial and residential uses, with 

small workingman’s cottages, large hotels and flats located cheek-by-jowl with various 

workshops and factories. 

  

From the turn of the 20th century through 1920, Union Iron Works/Bethlehem Steel’s San 

Francisco Yard came to dominate employment in Dogpatch. In 1900, Union Iron Works was 

already the single-largest employer in the neighborhood, and, thanks to aggressive World War 

I-era expansion, by 1920 Bethlehem Steel’s San Francisco Yard employed 50% of the 

householders in the neighborhood. However, from a socio-economic perspective, the area 

became poorer as the workforce became increasingly comprised of unskilled laborers. 

Stagnation during the Great Depression also took a toll on the neighborhood, pushing 

residents farther into poverty by eliminating many of the area’s industrial jobs. Many left the 

area altogether. This residential attrition due to the economy, followed by the growing 

accessibility of private automobiles that allowed workers to live farther from their jobs, meant 

that residential uses in the neighborhood declined. As industry near the waterfront continued to 

develop, industrial uses encroached on the formerly residential areas.  

 

World War II was the most influential event to affect the Central Waterfront area. Local 

industries, including Bethlehem Steel, regained their former momentum as they were 

contracted to construct ships and other materiel for the war effort. The war even revived 

residential uses in the area, as huge numbers of war workers of diverse origins and ethnicities 

flooded into the Bay Area. To accommodate their numbers, housing projects were constructed 

on the south slope of Potrero Hill.  

 

In the 1950s and 1960s, a post-war downturn sent the area into another period of residential 

decline. A sudden out-migration of residents allowed industrial development to expand again, 

however. Highway 101 and the 280 Freeway were cut through the neighborhood at this time, 

spurring controversy due to their displacement of many of the area's established residents. 
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However, the freeways ultimately increased the accessibility of the neighborhood and made 

industrial properties even less dependent on rail and water transportation, a trend that had 

begun in the 1940s with the widening of 3rd Street. Starting in the 1960s, Potrero began to 

attract a demographic of artists and members of marginalized communities, like LGBTs. This 

was due to low rents in the area and proximity to other areas with similar demographics, such 

as the Mission and South of Market. This accessibility also attracted young hi-tech industry 

workers during the Dot-Com Boom of the 1990s. These more financially well-off individuals 

began to drive up rent prices in the area, but also contributed to gentrification, which continues 

today. 

 

B.  Project Site History 

Images of the subject property first appear in the 1900 Sanborn Fire Insurance map, which 

shows that the subject block was very sparsely developed with a large house and a 

commercial building housing a saloon (Figure 1). Neither building was located within the 

boundaries of the subject parcel on the northwest corner of the block. The topography of the 

block also appears to have been irregular, with a steep embankment separating the elevated 

southeastern portion of the block from the lower northwestern portion. This may account for the 

relative lack of development on the block, as other surrounding blocks appear to have been 

flatter and more heavily developed with clusters of dwellings, boarding houses, commercial 

establishments, and some small industrial facilities. 
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Figure 1 – 1900 Sanborn Fire Insurance index map. Approximate location of subject property shaded. 

 

In 1914, the Sanborn Fire Insurance map shows that the large dwelling on the subject block no 

longer stood, but the saloon building remained (Figure 2). Notation of the steep embankment 

bisecting the block is not present, suggesting that some grading of the land had occurred. But 

otherwise, the block remains undeveloped and no improvements were made to the subject 

property. As with fourteen years previously, other blocks in the area were more heavily 

developed with multi-family dwellings; commercial establishments, especially saloons; some 

community buildings, like churches and an emergency hospital; and a large wool scouring 

factory across Tennessee Street from the subject property. 
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Figure 2 – 1914 Sanborn Fire Insurance map. Approximate location of subject property shaded. 
 
 

 

N

Figure 3 – Aerial view, August 1938, by Harrison Ryker. Arrow indicates subject property. 
(Source: David Rumsey Map Collection)  
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In 1926, the subject building was constructed and it appears in a subsequent 1938 aerial 

photograph along with a storage shed that was erected at the south side of the lot in 1936 

(Figure 3).6 The photo shows that the building had much the same form as it does presently, 

although the southern ell appears to be narrower, only about as wide as the partial second 

story, while today it is almost twice as wide. Building permit records indicate that a one-story 

brick and steel addition was made to the building in 1942, and may account for this change, 

either enlarging or replacing the ell seen in the 1938 photograph. In 1938, the subject block 

had gained a large building or series of connected buildings at the southeast corner, which no 

longer stand. The surrounding blocks remained moderately developed, but show that some 

dwellings and smaller buildings had been replaced by increasingly larger industrial buildings, 

as the industrial uses of the Central Waterfront encroached on the early residential 

development of Dogpatch. 

 

In 1942, just before a transfer of ownership between the original and subsequent owner, a 

number of changes were made to the property. These included the erection of the addition 

mentioned previously, relocation and alteration of the corrugated iron shed in the equipment 

yard (possibly lengthening it toward the west side of the lot as seen on a later Sanborn map), 

and the installation of a concrete slab in the equipment yard.7 

 
In 1950, the subject property remained much the same, although by that time, the southern ell 

had been widened, or removed and replaced (Figure 4). It also appears that the existing 

outbuilding was lengthened toward the west side of the lot and that another shed was 

constructed on the east side of the equipment yard. In 1955, a fire damaged the building, 

which was subsequently repaired. And in 1958, the original steel sash windows on the primary 

façade were removed and the openings infilled, as they remain today.8 The subject block 

continued to develop with a number of larger commercial and industrial buildings, while the 

surrounding area featured fewer and fewer small buildings (dwellings and commercial 

establishments) and increasing numbers and sizes of industrial facilities; essentially making 

the neighborhood less dense, but shifting its character and use patterns dramatically.  

 
6  San Francisco Department of Building Inspection, building permit record. 
7  Ibid. 
8  Ibid. 
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Figure 4 – 1950 Sanborn Fire Insurance map. Subject property shaded. 
 
 
 

 

N 

Figure 5 – ca.1998 Sanborn Fire Insurance map. Subject property shaded. 
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In the mid-1990s, the building footprint looked much as it had in 1950 (Figure 5). Small 

exceptions included the removal of the shed on the east side of the equipment yard, and the 

addition of the lean-to on the east side of the southern ell. The block gained a few more large 

industrial buildings, many accompanied by open parking lots and equipment yards, and the 

surrounding neighborhood experienced corresponding patterns of growth. Around this time, in 

1994, sections of the building’s original parapets were removed due to cracking. This included 

parapets along the first story of the north and south facades, and the right side of the primary 

facade on both the second story and southern ell.9 

 

The following building permits were found in Department of Building Inspection files for the 

subject property. These records represent major alterations to the property and do not include 

tenant improvements, systems upgrades, and other minor alterations: 

 
 Permit #22766, 24 September 1936 – Erect steel frame storage shed at south side 

of lot. Contractor: Michel & Pfeffer Iron Works. Owner: Bowie Switch Co. 

 Permit #65560, 4 March 1942 – Install reinforced concrete slab in 

manufacturing/storage yard. Owner: Bowie Switch Co. 

 Permit #65967, 6 April 1942 – Alterations to present corrugated iron shed; move to 

new location on lot, close up and alter doors. Owner: Bowie Switch Co. 

 Permit #66316, 25 April 1942 – One-story, steel and brick addition made to existing 

factory building. Architect: William Mooser. Owner: Bowie Switch Co. 

 Permit #161001, 4 October 1955 – Repair fire damage. Owner: A.B. Chance Co. 

 Permit #190151, 30 June 1958 – Remove metal sash, install concrete ramp to 

provide forklift runway. Owner: A.B. Chance Co. 

 Permit #23487, 23 March 1962 – Alter existing building; install coolers, freezer, 

cutting room, and equipment. Owner: C.J. Figone & Son. 

 Permit #241586, 29 August 1962 – Alteration work, including plaster, insulation, 

paint, rails, and refrigeration work. Owner: C.J. Figone & Son. 

 
9  Ibid. 
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 Permit #56465, 12 April 1971 – Alter existing office to meat slicing room. Owner: 

C.J. Figone & Son. 

 Permit #420658, 25 March 1977 – Erect temporary metal accessory storage 

addition to existing metal building. Owner: C.J. Figone & Son. 

 Permit #505834, 22 September 1983 – Repair and replace existing toilets for 

handicapped use. Repair furnace (?) room. Enclose existing canopy with metal 

studs, plaster exterior, add walk cover in exterior yard. Owner: Hsin Fu Mai. 

 Permit #583064, 13 February 1988 – Alter and remodel, convert dry storage room to 

a bakery. Owner: New Horizon. 

 Permit #748817, 28 June 1994 – Remove cracked parapets. Owner: Su-Wuen Lee 

Mai. 

 

D. Architectural Style 

The industrial building at 815-825 Tennessee Street is designed in an early-twentieth century 

industrial style. It incorporates a utilitarianism that plays to the building's function and 

dispenses with most ornamental or decorative features, although it does make a few 

concessions to enhance aesthetics on the two story portion. Utilitarian design is common in 

industrial buildings of all eras, which were subject to heavy use and needed to be functional. 

Typically they are found in industrial use districts where they are not readily visible to the 

general public and have no need to be visually attractive. The important aspects of design in 

such buildings are their ability to accommodate large areas of unbroken interior space, and 

sturdy construction to support heavy machinery and withstand hard use and potential damage 

from the industrial activities taking place inside them. Aspects like symmetrical or even 

logically-organized form and massing are unimportant and utilitarian buildings often exhibit an 

accretion of additions that reflect the need for expansion to serve function alone. 

 

Most industrial buildings of the early-twentieth century consisted of low-rise, rectangular 

structures that filled the majority of their lots. Roofs were flat or had vaulted or shallow gable 

configurations supported by trusses and surrounded by parapets. The buildings had concrete 

slab floors and unbroken interior space. Large windows, skylights, clerestories, and monitors 

were common to allow as much light and air as possible into interior working spaces. Large 
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doors were also typical to allow bulky machinery, vehicles, and cargo to enter and leave the 

building. Mezzanines and partial second stories were common and acted to segregate 

administrative activities from manufacturing activities.10 All of these traits are present in the 

design of 815-825 Tennessee Street. 

 

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street, built in the 1920s in the mixed-use but increasingly 

industrial Dogpatch neighborhood, incorporates some more refined elements of design as 

well, all concentrated in the two story volume facing Tennessee Street. Similar to many 

commercial buildings of the era, it is constructed of brick and incorporates a few subtle 

decorative elements such as beltcourses, jack arch window headers, and defining brickwork at 

the parapet. Because the first story openings on the primary facade have been infilled, it is 

difficult to interpret the architectural elements there, although the windows and doors were 

obviously large, serving the need for light, air, and passage of bulky items. However, the 

second story, which housed offices, exhibits regularly spaced, average-sized fenestration 

more akin to commercial buildings. Therefore, the presentation to Tennessee Street is more 

aesthetically enhanced, while the rest of the building’s form and features are essentially 

utilitarian. 

 

E. Architect & Builder 

The original building permit for the building at 815-825 Tennessee Street was not found during 

research efforts; however, an entry in Building & Engineering News indicates that the building 

was designed by August Nordin and built by Vogt & Davidson. Nordin was born in Stockholm, 

Sweden in 1869 and began practicing architecture in San Francisco sometime around 1900. 

From1908 to 1936, his practice was located in the Mills Building in downtown San Francisco. 

Nordin was responsible for designing more than 300 buildings in the city, including many 

single- and multi-family residential structures. Some of his best-known works include “100 Carl 

Street (1900) and 435 Cabrillo (1912), flats at 1080-82 and 1086-88 Fulton (1902), the 

Whiteside Apartments (1912) at 150 Franklin, the Windeler Apartments (1915) at 424 Ellis, the 

Cristobol Apartments (1913) at 750 O'Farrell, the Altamont Hotel (1912) at 3048 16th Street… 

 
10  Page & Turnbull, “Market & Octavia Neighborhood Plan Area Historic Context Statement” (20 December 
2007) 113. 
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the building at Hyde and Beach that houses the famed Buena Vista Cafe (1911),” and the 

Swedish American Hall (1907) at 2174 Market Street. Nordin died in 1936.11 

 

Little is known about builders Vogt & Davidson. A city directory from the year the subject 

building was constructed lists only Alfred H. Vogt as a building contractor. During 1926, 

Building & Engineering News shows that, at the time they were working on 815-825 Tennessee 

Street, Vogt & Davidson also bid on a large number of public works projects like wharves and 

docks, roadways, bridges, a firehouse, library, school annexes, and improvements at the U.S. 

Marine Hospital and the Mare Island Navy Yard. They built St. Agnes Roman Catholic Church 

at Masonic and Page streets and an Associated Oil distributing plant in Alameda. They also 

invested in a couple of apartment and flats buildings as both owners and contractors.12 

 

It should also be noted that the building’s southern ell is a later addition, constructed in 1942, 

and designed by William Mooser. The Mooser family was prominent in San Francisco 

architecture from the 1860s to the 1960s and consisted of William Mooser I (1834-1896), 

William Mooser II (1868-1962), and William Moooser III (1893-1969). All three were well-known 

architects in their own right, who had a joint practice and overlapping careers. Either William 

Mooser II or William Mooser III was responsible for the design of the addition at 815-825 

Tennessee Street, but the permit does not specify which Mooser it was. In any case, the 

addition would be a minor footnote in the career of either Mooser, the senior of whom was the 

first city architect and designer of the Ghirardelli Chocolate Factory, the junior of whom was the 

lead architect for the Santa Barbara County Courthouse (1929), and who together designed 

the likes of the Streamline Moderne style Aquatic Park Bathhouse (now the National Maritime 

Museum).13 

 

 
11  San Francisco Architectural Heritage, “Swedish Society Continues Proud Stewardship of its Historic Home,” 
Heritage News, May/June 2000, Vol. XXVII No.3. 7. 
12  Building & Engineering News, vol. 26, 1926. 
13  David Perry, “William Mooser,” Encyclopedia of San Francisco, 
http://www.sfhistoryencyclopedia.com/articles/m/mooserWilliam.html. 
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F. Owners and Occupants 

The following table lists the subject property's owners and their tenure dates, as well as the 

names of a sampling of tenants who occupied the property:14 

 

Owner Date of Ownership Occupancy 

Charles and Nellie Monson pre-1926 No building on lot 
August J. Bowie 4/30/1926 – 3/18/1942 Bowie Switch Co. 
A.B. Chance Co. 3/18/1942 – 6/20/1960 A.B. Chance Co. 
Julliard, Inc. 6/20/1960 – 5/1/1962 
Ralph H. and Eleanor F. 
Montali, and Edward L. 
and Loretta A. McKeany 

5/1/1962 – 8/29/1963 

C.J. Figone and Son, Inc. 8/29/1963 – 3/24/1983 

1961-1963: Key Distributing Co. 
1962- 1981: C.J. Figone & Son 

Seacliff Partnership 3/24/1983 – 9/30/1985 

Mai Su Wuan Lee and Mai 
Living Trust 

9/30/1985 – present 

Hsin Tung Yang Food Co. (New 
Horizon) 

 

The earliest known owners of 815-825 Tennessee Street were Charles and Nellie Monson, who 

owned the property prior to the construction of the current building on the lot. The Monsons 

were Swedish immigrants and Charles Monson was the proprietor of the Monson Brothers 

planing mill, which city directories confirm was not located at 815-825 Tennessee Street.15 

 

In 1926, the year the current building was constructed, the Monsons sold the property to 

Augustus J. Bowie, who was an electrical and mechanical engineer.16 Bowie commissioned 

the construction of the subject building to house his business, the Bowie Switch Company, 

which manufactured electrical supplies.17 The Bowie Switch Company was located at the 

subject property from 1926 until 1942. 

                                                

 

 
14  San Francisco Block Books. San Francisco County Assessor’s Office, sales ledgers. San Francisco city 
directories. San Francisco Department of Building Inspection, permit records. 
15  U.S. Federal Census records, 1920. San Francisco city directories. 
16  U.S. Federal Census records, 1920. 
17  City directories; 1938, 1940. 
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TKC's research ignores this important figure.  
Augusts J. Bowie Jr (Dec. 19, 1872 - June 22, 1955) was a polymath engineer with books 
on irrigation in the Central Valley and mining in the Sierra's still in print. He was born and 
raised in San Francisco, graduated from St. Ignatius College and went on to degrees at 
Harvard College, 1893 and MIT 1896 with studies in electrical and mechanical 
engineering.  
 
He went on to become and important inventor and the Bay Area's first technology 
entrepreneur with patents registered in the U.S. Patent Office. He undoubtedly came into 
contact with Edison during his time on the East coast. He returned to San Francisco where
with his 1926 founding of the Bowie Switch Co. and other activities, he played a major 
role in the history of the electrification in United States.  
 
If William Schockley is considered the father of Silicon Valley with the transistor, and Lee 
De Forest is considered the grandfather with the vacuum tube, then it is no stretch that 
Augustus Jesse. Bowie Jr. is the great-grandfather of technology in Silicon Valley and the 
Bay Area.   
 
This is preliminary research gleaned from the Internet. Further research is advised in the 
archives of the U.S. Patent Office, St. Ignatius College (USF), Harvard College, and MIT as 
well as in local San Francisco newspapers et al. resources of the period.  
 
 
 

Author: TKC Subject: Sticky Note Date: 7/23/2015 1:51:38 PM 
This appears to confuse the founder of the Bowie electrical switch company with his father, a mining 
engineer also styled Augustus J Bowie Jr. The picture shown in Loomis's memo to the Historic 
Preservation Commission shows a portrait of the senior Bowie. The Bowie in question in this report is 
not mentioned in the San Francisco Biographical Index and is referred to only in his role as a socialite 
in newspaper indexes. Neither social prominence nor graduation from a prestigious university 
establishes historical significance for CEQA purposes. Nor would this building express those 
characteristiics. 
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In 1942, the Bowie Switch Company was acquired by the A.B. Chance Company and 

ownership of the subject property transferred to the latter.18 The A.B. Chance Company was 

founded in Centralia, Missouri in 1907. Its business was initially based on manufacturing the 

diverse inventions of founder Albert Bishop Chance and included such things as telephone 

pole anchors, automotive supplies, equipment for working on power lines, and airplane parts 

during World War II. During the war, the company concentrated on producing equipment and 

supplies for the utilities industry and embarked on an aggressive expansion campaign. It's 

acquisition of the Bowie Switch Company was part of this war era growth.19 According to the 

1950 Sanborn Fire Insurance map, A.B. Chance Company operated an electric switch factory 

in the building, maintaining the building's original use. 

 

Despite the A.B. Chance Company's continued expansion in the 1960s, it disposed of the 

subject property in 1960, with a sale to Juillard, Inc. Julliard, Inc. was a wholesale liquor 

business; however, it does not appear to have been located at the subject property. For a 

number of years after 1962, it was located at nearby 840 Tennessee Street, but the subject 

property was occupied by Key Distributing Company, a different but possibly allied wholesale 

liquor business, from 1961 to 1963. C.J. Figone & Son, a wholesale meat business, also 

occupied the building starting in 1962. That year, Juillard, Inc. sold the property to a 

partnership of Ralph H. and Eleanor F. Montali, and Edward L. and Loretta A. McKeany. This 

group only held ownership for about one year, while the building was occupied by Key 

Distributing and C.J. Figone & Son. In 1963, the property was sold to C.J. Figone & Son, and 

soon Key Distributing Company left the premises.  

 

C.J. Figone & Son owned the subject property until 1983 and occupied it until 1981. During the 

majority of that time, it was the only business at the property; however in 1978, IQF Food Sales 

was located at the address and in 1980 and 1981, Western Meat Snacks, Inc. was an 

occupant. 

 

 
18  City of San Francisco Assessor's Office, sales ledgers. 
19  Missouri Office of Historic Preservation, National Register Nomination: F. Gano Chance House, ca 1978. 
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In 1983, the property was sold to the Seacliff Partnership, in 1985 was purchased by Su-Wuan 

Lee Mai, and was eventually transferred to the Mai Living Trust.20 The Hsin Tung Yang Food 

Company, owned by Mai and her husband, and for which signage currently exists on the 

subject building, moved into the building as early as 1983 and remains to the present. The 

Hsin Tung Yang Food Company (also known by the name New Horizon) was founded in 

Taiwan in 1967 and expanded to San Francisco in 1979. It sells preserved meat and jerky 

products produced in the building at 815-825 Tennessee Street.21 

 

 
VI. EVALUATION OF HISTORIC STATUS 

The subject property was evaluated to determine if it is eligible for listing in the California 

Register of Historical Resources, either individually or as a contributor to a historic district. The 

California Register is an authoritative guide to significant architectural, archaeological and 

historical resources in the State of California. Resources can be listed in the California Register 

through a number of methods. State Historical Landmarks and National Register-eligible 

properties (both listed and formal determinations of eligibility) are automatically listed. 

Properties can also be nominated to the California Register by local governments, private 

organizations or citizens. This includes properties identified in historical resource surveys with 

Status Codes of 1 to 5 and resources designated as local landmarks or listed by city or county 

ordinance. The evaluative criteria used by the California Register for determining eligibility are 

closely based on those developed for use by the National Park Service for the National 

Register. In order to be eligible for listing in the California Register a property must be 

demonstrated to be significant under one or more of the following criteria: 

 
Criterion 1 (Event): Resources that are associated with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of local or regional history, or the 
cultural heritage of California or the United States. 
 
Criterion 2 (Person): Resources that are associated with the lives of persons 
important to local, California, or national history. 
 

 
20  San Francisco Assessor's Office, sales ledgers. 
21  Hsin Tung Yang, https://www.htyusa.com/index.php? 
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In the 1926 city directory Bowie Switch Co is one of 127 electrical supply firms listed, at least 16 of 
which described themselves as manufacturers. This number had grown from 4 when they first 
appeared in the 1878 directory, around the time of Bowie's birth and 48 years prior to construction of
this building. There is no indication Bowie was particularly significant in this historical pattern. Nor is 
there any indication A J Bowie was personally important to local or California history
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Criterion 3 (Architecture): Resources that embody the distinctive characteristics 
of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or represent the work of a 
master, or possess high artistic values. 
 
Criterion 4 (Information Potential): Resources or sites that have yielded or have the 
potential to yield information important to the prehistory or history of the local area, 
California or the nation. 

 

The following section examines the eligibility of the subject property for listing in the California 

Register under those criteria. 

 

A. Individual Eligibility 

 
 Criterion 1 (Events)  

Although the recent re-evaluation of 815-825 Tennessee Street put forward for the first time an 

opinion that the building is eligible for local listing both individually and as a district contributor 

under Criterion 1, TKC believes the building is not individually eligible for listing in the 

California Register under this criterion. The building is generally associated with development 

patterns that are significant in the history of San Francisco’s Central Waterfront, including 

Potrero Hill and Dogpatch, but does not stand out as an individually noteworthy property within 

these patterns. Built in 1926, the subject building contributed to the growth of industrial and 

residential development in the Central Waterfront area during a time of relative prosperity 

following World War I. However, it is one of many buildings in the immediate area that reflect 

this trend and was not a particularly early or significant element in these development patterns. 

The building was constructed on a block that had remained relatively undeveloped for many 

years and it did not supplant any existing residential structures. Therefore, it did not actively 

contribute to the fluctuating growth patterns of industrial and residential development that 

shaped the Dogpatch neighborhood. Together with other similar nearby buildings, the subject 

property might contribute to a context supporting a theme of general industrial growth, but it 

does not illustrate the context on its own in such a way as to be individually significant. 

Additionally, the property is not associated with any specific events of historical significance. 

Therefore, 815-825 Tennessee Street does not appear to be indivicually eligible for listing in 

the California Register under Criterion 1. 
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By TKC's own data Criterion 3 is met. But TKC backs off.  
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 Criterion 2 (Persons) 

The industrial building at 815-825 Tennessee Street is not associated with any significant 

persons in the history of San Francisco or the State of California. The property has primarily 

been owned and occupied by business entities and although some have been associated with 

specific individuals, like August J. Bowie, the identity of the business is typically more 

prominent than that of the business owner or founder. In other cases, such as the A.B. Chance 

Company, the business is a large national entity and the business owner likely never had 

extensive contact with the branch located in San Francisco. Ultimately, no names found to be 

associated with the subject property rise to a level of importance to be considered significant 

historical figures. Therefore, 815-825 Tennessee Street is not individually eligible for listing in 

the California Register under Criterion 2. 

 

 Criterion 3 (Architecture) 

The building at 815-825 Tennessee Street is a relatively good example of an early twentieth-

century industrial building. It exhibits numerous characteristics of its type that served its 

utilitarian use, including its brick construction, partial second story, flat roof, and large window 

and door openings. These elements are all strongly indicative of the time period in which the 

building was constructed and directly reference the functions of the building. However, other 

similar brick masonry industrial buildings are present in the Central Waterfront area and are 

also readily able to illustrate the building type and its conventions. Additionally, due to 

extensive window infill and other alterations, the subject building has diminished integrity, 

which makes its architectural significance questionable (see Section VII). Ultimately, although it 

may contribute to a context of brick industrial buildings in the area, 815-825 Tennessee Street 

does not appear to stand alone as the best or only example of its type in the Central Waterfront 

and is therefore not individually eligible for the California Register based on its architectural 

merit. 

 

The November 27,1926 edition of Building & Engineering News indicates that the subject 

building was designed by architect August Nordin and constructed by builders Vogt & 

Davidson. Nordin was a relatively prominent and prolific architect in San Francisco during the 

early part of the twentieth century and was best known for designing residential and 
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community buildings, including the Swedish American Hall. Upon his death in 1936, Nordin's 

obituary was published in Architect & Engineer, suggesting that he was a recognized and 

respected architect, who could be qualified as a master.22 Nordin's work at 815-825 

Tennessee Street is not strongly representative of his portfolio of work, however, as he was 

primarily known for designing residential and community buildings that were relatively ornat

and had high aesthetic appeal. The utilitarian industrial building, which features little 

architectural embellishment, is not a typical or prime example of Nordin's work and many 

better examples of his designs are located throughout San Francisco. The building also 

significant for its associations with contractors Vogt & Davidson, who primarily dealt with public 

works projects and who have better examples of their work, like the St. Agnes Church, still 

extant in San Francisco. They do not appear to rise to the status of master builders. 

Additionally, although master architects William Mooser II and/or William Mooser III are 

associated with the design of the southern ell addition in 1942, the addition does not qualify as 

a significant element of the subject building, nor as an influential design or important 

achievement in the Moosers’ careers. They are known for far more monumental and high style 

works, such as the Santa Barbara County Courthouse and the Aquatic Park Bathhouse. Based 

on this lack of significant association with or representation of the work of a master architect 

815-825 Tennessee Street is not individually eligible for individual listing in the California 

Register under Criterion 3. 

 

 Criterion 4 (Information Potential) 

This criterion ordinarily refers to potential archeological value. A full analysis of archeological 

value is beyond the scope of this report. The property does not appear eligible for listing on the 

California Register under Criterion 4. 

 

B. Potential for Historic Districts 

A property may also become eligible for listing on the California Register as a contributor to a 

historic district. Guidelines define a district as an area that “possesses a significant 

concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united historically 

 
22 Architect & Engineer, (January 1936) 57. 
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or aesthetically by plan or physical development.”23 To be listed on the California Register, the 

district itself must be eligible under the criteria already discussed. The documentation of the 

district must enumerate all properties within it, identifying each as a contributor or non-

contributor. The district itself, as well as each of its contributors, then become historic 

resources. 

 

The subject property is located within the boundaries of a potential historic district, which was 

identified by recent survey efforts to update the Central Waterfront Survey. The identified Third 

Street Industrial District sub-area of the Potrero Point Historic District comprises the area 

outside of Pier 70 and the Dogpatch neighborhood and includes the subject property. The 

boundaries are described as: 

 

Eighteenth Street to the north (inclusive of the Carpenters’ Union Hall at 2069 

Third Street), Illinois Street to the east, Twenty-fourth Street to the south, Third 

Street to the west, and those parcels that encompass PG&E Station A (APN 

4175 006) and the remnants of the Western Sugar Refinery (APN 42320010). 

The proposed district also includes several properties on the west side of Third 

Street between Twentieth and Twenty-Second streets and the contiguous block 

bounded by Nineteenth, Third, Twentieth, and Tennessee streets.24 

 

The Third Street Industrial District consists of: 

 

a large number of manufacturing, repair, and processing plants primarily 

constructed during the first half of the twentieth century. Its significance is 

based on its high concentration of significant light industrial and processing 

properties remaining in the Central Waterfront district. The linear character of the 

district boundaries is dictated by the separation of heavy maritime industrial 

uses along the waterfront from the residential enclave of Dogpatch. The 

intermediate zone between the two areas gradually developed with light 

 
23  Office of Historic Preservation, “Instructions for Recording Historical Resources” (Sacramento, 1995.) 
24  Kelley & VerPlanck and Page & Turnbull, California Department of Parks and Recreation 523 District 
Record: Potrero Point Historic District, March 2008. 
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industrial, repair, warehousing and food processing businesses, as well as 

some wholesale businesses, such as oil distribution companies, that needed to 

have proximity to rail lines along Third Street as well as a local labor force of 

blue collar workers. Historically, the blocks between Third and Illinois have been 

occupied by manufacturing operations and warehouses...25 

 

While the subject property does not possess strong enough historical associations and 

physical integrity to be eligible for individual listing, it does possess associations and 

architectural character that fit the development patterns and physical fabric of the potential 

district. Its construction date also falls within the district's period of significance (1872-1958), 

and therefore, it appears to be qualified to be grouped with similar properties that form a 

California Register-eligible potential historic district. 

 
 
VII. INTEGRITY 

In addition to being determined eligible under at least one of the four California Register 

criteria, a property deemed to be significant must also retain sufficient historical integrity. The 

concept of integrity is essential to identifying the important physical characteristics of historical 

resources and hence, evaluating adverse change. For the purposes of the California Register, 

integrity is defined as “the authenticity of a historical resource’s physical identity evidenced by 

the survival of characteristics that existed during the resource’s period of significance” 

(California Code of Regulations Title 14, Chapter 11.5). A property is examined for seven 

variables or aspects that together comprise integrity. These aspects, which are based closely 

on the National Register, are location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and 

association. National Register Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for 

Evaluation defines these seven characteristics:   

 
 Location is the place where the historic property was constructed.  
 
 Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plans, space, 
structure and style of the property.  
 

 
25  Ibid. 
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Based on the information provided by TKC and the additional information provided in 
these comments, the building certainly qualifies. 
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As is noted on the following page of the report.
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 Setting addresses the physical environment of the historic property 
inclusive of the landscape and spatial relationships of the building/s.  
 
 Materials refer to the physical elements that were combined or deposited 
during a particular period of time and in a particular pattern of configuration to 
form the historic property.  
 
 Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture 
or people during any given period in history.  
 
 Feeling is the property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a 
particular period of time.  
 
 Association is the direct link between an important historic event or 
person and a historic property. 

 

The subject property appears to be eligible for listing in the California Register as a contributor 

to a potential historic district, therefore its period of significance would coincide with that of the 

district: 1872-1958. The following discussion addresses the building’s integrity to that period: 

 

The building has integrity of location and setting, having never been moved from its current site 

in a generally light-industrial area of the Dogpatch neighborhood. Its integrity of design, 

materials, and workmanship are diminished, however, as the building has undergone 

alterations since its construction. As is common with industrial buildings, frequent alterations 

are often made in order to improve functionality. Insertion and infill of openings is common, as 

are additions. At the subject property, the infill of major openings on the primary façade, with 

loss of the original sash has diminished the integrity of the building as it was during the period 

of significance. The property still retains its utilitarian industrial character and subtle decorative 

features, and the changes that have been made to it do not completely obscure the building’s 

true age, original appearance, or historical use, but the alterations do detract from the 

architectural character of the building. Therefore, 815-825 Tennessee Street has only fair 

integrity. This loss of integrity makes the building a poor candidate for individual listing on the 

California Register, but does not preclude it from being a contributing element in a historic 

district. 
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This argument is flawed and disputable. The infill is not strong issue. To what other 
"alterations" does TKC refer? Is there any historic structure in the Central Waterfront that 
is in mint, unaltered condition? 
 
This argument bodes ill for all historic structures in the Central Waterfront.  
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VIII. EVALUATION OF PROJECT SPECIFIC IMPACTS UNDER CEQA  

This section analyzes the project specific impacts of the proposed project on the environment 

as required by CEQA.  

 

A. Status of Existing Building as a Historical Resource 

As reported above, the industrial building at 815-825 Tennessee Street appears to be eligible 

for designation as a historic resource in the California Register by virtue of being a contributor 

to a potential historic district. In addition, both the Potrero Point District and the Dogpatch 

District are themselves historical resources. 

 

B. Project Description 

The proposed project will partially demolish the existing building, retaining and restoring the 

two story portion facing Tennessee Street. This portion will be converted to residential use with 

the flat roof being used as a common terrace. The single story portions of the extant building 

will be replaced by new construction that will consist of either a five- or six-story-over-

basement multiple-family residential building. The building will contain 72 to 86 residential units 

with parking in the basement.26 

C. Analysis of Project Specific Impacts under CEQA 

(1) Partial Demolition 

The proposed project includes two major components: (1) partial demolition of the existing 

building and (2) construction of a replacement residential building. According to CEQA, a 

“project with an effect that may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a 

historic resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment.”27 

Substantial adverse change is defined as: “physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or 

alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of a historic 

resource would be materially impaired.”28 The significance of a historical resource is materially 

 
26  Sternberg Benjamin Architects, “Project Information and Building Sections: 815-825 Tennessee Street,” 
October 4, 2012. 
27  California Resources Agency. “California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Statute and Guidelines,” subsection 

15064.5(b). 
28  Ibid., subsection 15064.5(b)(1). 
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An issue that is addressed nowhere in the HRE is the principle of Adaptive Reuse, one of 
the cornerstone principles of the Central Waterfront Plan.  
 
Hsin Tung Yang, or 815-825 Tennessee St. is a prime candidate for Adaptive Reuse. And 
their is no neighborhood that does Adaptive Reuse better than Dogpatch. 
 

Author: TKC Subject: Sticky Note Date: 7/31/2015 9:50:01 AM 
An HRE is not intended to speculate on adaptiive reuse. Its purpose is to evalluate the historical 
significance of the building and the potential impacts of a specific project. This report analyzed 
impacts of an earlier project proposal, not the current one.  
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impaired when a project “demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical 

characteristics of a historical resource that convey its historical significance” and that justify or 

account for its inclusion in, or eligibility for inclusion in, the California Register.29   

 

This project would retain and restore the portion of the existing building that does most to 

convey its historical significance, while demolishing areas that are less important for that 

purpose. Although this would cause an adverse change to the property and to the Potrero 

Point District to which it is a contributor, TKC believes the impact can be mitigated to a level 

less than significant. Demolition would not cause a substantial adverse change to the 

Dogpatch District, since the existing building is not within the boundaries of that district. 

 

(2) Replacement Building 

Any replacement building at this site would have a potential effect on the Potrero Point District, 

in which it would be located. In addition, it would have a lesser potential effect on the 

Dogpatch District since, although the property is outside that district, it is part of the district’s 

immediate surroundings.  

 

The defining DPR 523D form for the Third Street Industrial District does not provide a 

description of specific character-defining features for contributing properties. However, as its 

name suggests, the district includes primarily light industrial properties. Cursory observation 

shows that most are one to two story buildings with boxy, voluminous massing; staunch 

construction types such as brick or concrete; large windows and service entrances; and 

utilitarian finishes, like brick, concrete, or stucco, with minimal architectural ornamentation.  

 

The Dogpatch Historic District has more specific guidelines for both characteristics of 

industrial buildings within it and for the design of any new construction. TKC proposes that, 

given the similarity in character and close proximity of the two districts, the Dogpatch 

guidelines be used in assessing this project. In Article 10 of the Planning Code, characteristics 

of industrial buildings within the Dogpatch district are listed as below: 

 
29  Ibid., subsection 15064.5(b)(2). 
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Dogpatch Historic District extends along Tennessee St. from south of 22nd St. to 
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1. Overall Form and Continuity-Building height is generally within a four-story range and 

many of the industrial/commercial structures are one or two stories in height. Typically, 

these buildings are constructed closer to the property line than the residential 

structures found in the district. 

2. Scale and Proportion-The buildings are of typical warehouse design, large in bulk, 

often with large, ground level openings originally designed for rail or vehicular access. 

Industrial/commercial structures are found throughout the district, often surrounded by 

residential buildings. While gaps may exists, because of height, bulk and setback, 

there is regularity to the overall form of industrial/commercial buildings. A small cluster 

of brick and stucco public buildings (police, fire, and hospital) are easily recognizable 

from other industrial/commercial structures found in the district. These resources, while 

offering a different scale and proportion, are compatible with the plain reinforced 

concrete and brick-faced structures characteristic of 20th century industrial 

architecture. 

3. Fenestration-For the most part, the district's industrial/commercial buildings lack 

strong fenestration patterns, which typically are not supportive of a warehouse function. 

Windows exist near entrances and in some cases, offer small storefronts to display 

products. Early 20th century warehouse buildings were often constructed with office 

spaces above warehouse functions. In this case, double-hung, residential-type 

windows can be found. Larger industrial, metal sash windows are prevalent on 

commercial buildings built after 1920. Door openings are often massive to facilitate 

easy access of bulk materials. 

4. Materials-Standard brick masonry is found on the older industrial/commercial 

buildings in the district; reinforced concrete was introduced as a cladding material 

following the earthquake and fire of 1906. Concrete block and stucco are also found on 

some 20th century, industrial/commercial buildings. 

5. Color-Red brick is typical, with some yellow and painted brick. Muted earth tones of 

red, brown, green, gray, and blue are found on reinforced concrete, concrete block, 

and stucco-faced buildings. 

6. Texture.-Typical facing materials give both a rough textured or smooth appearance, 

depending on the cladding material. 
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7. Architectural Detail-Industrial and commercial buildings typically lack ornamentation. 

Warehouses by their very nature are utilitarian; warehouses constructed towards the 

end of the Dogpatch Historic District period of significance (1943) have even less 

ornamentation than older counterparts. Cornices are simple and may be abstract 

versions of more elaborate cornices found on larger, commercial structures in San 

Francisco's Financial District. Where detail occurs, it is often found surrounding 

entryways to industrial/commercial buildings. 

 

Article 10 also lists the following guidelines for new construction or additions to industrial 

buildings in the Dogpatch district: 

1. Materials. The traditional cladding materials of industrial/commercial structures found 

in the district are brick, reinforced concrete, cinder block, and stucco; they are 

encouraged over other cladding materials. 

2.  Fenestration. Fenestration should be proportionate and in scale with traditional 

patterns within the district. Wood or metal sash windows are encouraged, while "slider" 

windows of vinyl or aluminum construction on either industrial or commercial buildings 

are discouraged. 

3. Roofline. Flat roof forms are encouraged on industrial and/or commercial structures; 

gabled roof forms may be appropriate for commercial structures that include residential 

upper floors. 

4. Parapets. Raised parapets are typically found on industrial and/or commercial 

structures in the Dogpatch Historic District and are encouraged where appropriate. 

Parapets should be kept to a minimum height necessary to screen rooftop equipment, 

or to facilitate characteristic design features. 

5. Design Features. The addition of bay windows, porches, balconies or other typically 

residential features to new or existing industrial/ commercial structures in the district are 

discouraged. These elements may be appropriate on commercial structures that 

include residential upper floors. 

6. Style. New construction in a contemporary, yet compatible, idiom is encouraged. 
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7. Scale and Proportion. New construction must be compatible with the massing, size, 

scale and architectural details of industrial/commercial resources found in the 

Dogpatch Historic District. 

8. Setbacks. New construction should conform to existing setback patterns found in the 

district. 

9. Detailing. Detailing on new construction should relate to the simple, traditional 

vernacular forms found on industrial/commercial structures in the district. 

 

The replacement building as depicted in preliminary project drawings dated 10/4/2012 calls for 

a five or six story residential building. Although the drawings are at an early conceptual level, 

they currently show rectilinear massing with no articulation of the facades indicated. The 

building occupies the full lot, with a one or two story base on the east side serving as open 

space. Two alternate designs are shown, one with five stories of living space and a partial 

gabled roof form, the other with six stories and a flat roof. Thus, at a conceptual stage, the 

replacement building appears generally compatible with the guidelines for new construction as 

given above.  

 

If the final design of the new building follows the requirements given above regarding 

materials, fenestration, ornament, style, etc. TKC believes the building will not cause a 

substantial adverse change in the significance of the Potrero Point Historic District. Although 

the proposed replacement is taller than the existing building and generally taller than other 

buildings in the two districts, that fact alone does not rise to the level of a significant impact 

under CEQA. In addition, the new building will be set back 27 feet from the extant Tennessee 

Street façade, this will read as separate from the historic building. 

 

D. Analysis of Cumulative Impacts under CEQA 

This section analyzes the possible cumulative impacts on the potential Third Street Industrial 

District related to the proposed project at 815-825 Tennessee Street. The subject property is 

considered a contributor to the potential District, which encompasses 45 parcels, 27 of which 

are contributors.  
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Methodology  

This analysis was conducted in accordance with the published Guidelines for the California 

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA Guidelines) 1 which define Cumulative Impacts as:  

“two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or 

which compound or increase other environmental impacts.” (section 15355)  

The Guidelines offer two methods of analysis; the List Approach (section 15130(b)(1)(A)), or 

the Projection Approach (section 15130(b)(1)(B)). This report adopts the List Approach in 

which “all of the past, present, and probable future projects” are examined to determine if 

there is risk of a Cumulative Impact. TKC examined the San Francisco Property Information 

Map for each of 45 contributing buildings in the potential District to identify all projects 

involving demolition 

 

Project Description 

The proposed project will partially demolish the existing building at 815-825 Tennessee Street 

and will replace the demolished portion with new construction that will consist of either a five-

and-a-half-story or six-story-over-basement multiple-family residential building. The new 

building will contain 72 to 86 residential units with parking in the basement 

 
Cumulative Impact Analysis 

 TKC concludes that there would be two physical effects on the potential district:  
  

 Partial demolition of the existing building  
 

 Replacement of the demolished portion with a taller building  
 

Table 1 shows all known past, present and future demolitions in the Third Street Industrial 

District. It omits the subject project at 815-825 Tennessee. We have listed projects that both 

predate and postdate the identification of the potential district in order to see trends 

presumably based on underlying economic factors. For the same reason, we have listed 

projects that, though proposed, have never been executed. These trends, though subject to 

economic fluctuations and now also to increased regulation, may be assumed to persist and 

thus to indicate probable future projects. 
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Table 1 Demolitions Proposed in the Third Street Industrial District 

APN Address Contributory Project Description Date Status * 
4045002/ 
4045006 
 

2121 3rd St/ 
740 Illinois St 

Yes Proposed project would 
demolish the existing 
commercial fueling facility 
and construct 70 dwelling 
units and 52 parking 
spaces. The new structure 
would be approximately 
66 feet in height, six 
stories, and would total 
approximately 62,516 sq. 
ft. 

2/12/2010 
 

Closed (not 
executed) 

4059009 2290-2298 
3rd Street 

Yes Demolition of an existing 
one-story, commercial 
building and construction 
of a six-story, mixed-use 
building with 80 dwelling 
units, 80 off street parking 
spaces and appx. 14,000 
GSF of ground floor 
commercial use. 

9/6/2011 Active 

4172055-
61 
 

2554 3rd ST No Shadow Study Prop K, 
New Condominiums - 5-9 
units 

7/31/2001 Closed 
(executed) 

 “Active” status means there is an open environmental case. “Open” means permits 
have been applied for but no environmental case is shown. “Closed” is self-
explanatory. 

In summary, three full demolitions have been proposed in the potential District prior to the 

subject project, of which one has been executed. Each of the proposed replacement buildings 

is taller than the predecessor buildings. Two of the proposed demolitions involve contributors 

to the district. Although the total loss of contributing buildings would eventually erode the 

eligibility of the district for listing on the California Register, this project is a partial demolition 

that would retain and restore the most significant portions of the existing building. Thus, there 

appears to be no cumulative impact on the Third Street Industrial District related to the partial 

demolition proposed for this project. 
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Non of these so called precedents in any way compare to the historical and architectural 
value of Hsin Tung Yang, or 815-825 Tennessee St. These are not relevant comparisons 
and therefore not relevant evidence. 
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The cases cited all involve the demolition of buildings in the historic district, two contributors to the 
district such as 815 Tennessee and one non contributor. They are relevant to the proposed question 
of whether there is a demonstrated risk of cumulative effect on the district from demolitions. For that 
purpose the possible arcihitectural qualities of the buildings are irrelevant. What is important is their 
status as components of the district.
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E. Suggested Mitigations 

This report identifies potential adverse changes in the significance of two historical resources, 

both related to partial demolition of the subject building. The resources are the building itself 

and the Third Street Industrial District. The impact on the building is direct, while that on the 

district is indirect. Mitigations for each are suggested below. 

 
For the building 

1. HABS, Level II recordation of the existing building, consisting of  
a. large format black and white photographs of the visible facades and representative 

interiors 
b. original or as-built drawings of the building 
c. a written historical narrative of the building 
d. A publicly accessible interpretive display to be permanently installed in the new 

building 
 
For the District 

1. Interpretive signage marking the boundaries of the Third Street Industrial District, to include 

scannable links to a website containing relevant documentation of the district 

 
IX. CONCLUSION 

The project proposes to partially demolish the existing brick industrial building at 815-825 

Tennessee Street and replace the demolished portions with a new 5 or 6 story residential 

building. It would also restore the façade of the two story retained portion. The current building 

is identified as a contributor to the Third Street Industrial District, which has been found eligible 

for local listing or designation through survey evaluation. Thus it is a historical resource for 

purposes of CEQA. The proposed partial demolition of the building would cause a substantial 

negative change to the building itself but would not contribute to a cumulative negative change 

to the district, which is also a historical resource.  

 

Partial demolition of the building could be mitigated to a less than significant impact by HABS 

Level II recordation and provision of a permanent publicly accessible interpretive display in the 

new building. The effect of the partial demolition on the district could be mitigated by 

installation of interpretive signage marking the district boundaries.  
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XI. PHOTO APPENDIX 
 

 
North and primary (west) façades, looking southeast. 

 

 
Primary (west) façade, looking southeast. 
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Primary (west) façade, looking east. 

 

 
Detail of infilled openings on primary (west) façade, looking south. 
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Detail of two entrances at center of primary (west) facade. 

 

 
Detail of upper story of primary (west) facade. 
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North façade, looking southeast. 

 

 
Detail of basement entrance at east end of north façade. 
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Primary (west) facade and portion of south façade, looking northeast. 

 

 
View to east of subject property, looking at intersection of 19th and 3rd streets.  

(Portion of subject property visible at far right.) 
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North block face of 19th Street, opposite subject property.  

 

 
West block face of Tennessee Street, opposite subject property. 

(All buildings visible lie within the Dogpatch Historic District.) 
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15 April, 2015

Historic Preservation Commission of San Francisco

Dear Colleagues,

Received at HPC Nearing ~~ ~5

~ - ~,,.

am not a newcomer to historic preservation. In 1985 I wrote a survey of historic preservation in
the United States, "Conservazione - II Futuro del Passato,", for the Italian architecture magazine
Casabella. Between architecture and academic careers I worked for the nonprofit historic
preservation !technology start-up CyArk 3D Heritage Archive. In May will be published my book
Una Revolucion de Formas, las Olvidadas Escuelas de Arte de Cuba, more architectural history,
though instrumental in the preservation of Havana's now renown art schools.

Your are probably asking yourself, "Why is he making this testimony now?". The answer is that in
2013-14 I was serving as director of the California State University campus in Florence, Italy with
its cohort of architecture, art, and humanities students. I returned to San Francisco in August
2014. When I saw the announcement for the hearing for the Hsin Tung Yang building for October
16, I made a hastily researched testimony. The Planning Commission's approved demolition of
Hsin Tung Yang (New Eastern Sun) seemed incongruous to me, I continued my research. The
Planning Department was slow to respond to my requests, and parsed documents out one by one.
Having had friends in the Planning Department over the years, I chalked this up to a heavy
workload. It was only when I found out on my own that the documents I was requesting and
others were readily available on their website that I began to think that their behavior was
intentional.

The more I researched and the more missing information and flaws I found in the Historic
Resource Evaluations, the more my bafflement and suspicion was reinforced. In summary the
missing information and flaws are:

1. I was under the mistaken impression that after Jackson Square and Ghirardelli Square
brick buildings were as sacrosanct as Victorian houses in San Francisco. if Hsin Tung
Yang were in Chinatown, North Beach or Fisherman's Wharf it would be untouchable,
no? Hsin Tung Yang is a fine unreinforced masonry, brick structure, well executed. It
dates from 1926, the same year as the landmarked brick Judson-Pacific-Murphy Co
building (Corovan site). It is of greater architectural interest and bears a more significant
urban presence. Its two story, one story morphology is unique and sets it apart from the
typology of all other brick structures in the Central Waterfront area.

2. Hsin Tung Yang was originally constructed in 1926 as the Bowie Switch Co., the founder
of which, Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr., graduate of both St. Ignatius College and MIT, was
an early Bay Area engineer and technology entrepreneur. Predating Lee de Forest by a
generation he can certainly be viewed as the unsung beginning of the genealogy of Bay
Area electronics and Silicon Valley. Bowie deserves attention.

3. The architect of the Bowie Switch Co was August Nordin who designed the Swedish
American Hall and over 300 other buildings in San Francisco.

4. The Bowie Switch Co. was expanded to the corner in 1930. At a later date it became the
C.J. Figone Co. In 1942 the lower structures were built. In 1962 it was acquired by the
Hsin Tung Yang Co. of Taiwan. With Irish, Italian, and Chinese genealogy, the building
celebrates three multi-cultural patches in the historic fabric of the Dogpatch quilt.

5. The "Hsin Tung Yang Food Co.," mural is fantastic and completely overlooked in all the
reports. The commercial mural speaks with as much ethnic pride as the wonderful
cultural murals of the Mission and deserves to be recognized as such. It is also worthy for
its aesthetic value and charm. Note the grammatical "error", period and coma in "Co.," —
the punctuation equivalent of belt and suspenders. And below in a wonderful Andy
Warhol moment is "the Sandwich Shop". Andy Warhol in that this is so much like his early



graphic design work around 1958, especially the way the italic "the" overlaps the capital
"S" in "Sandwich". Does this not deserve to be preserved as urban art?

6. The key document, the Supplement to FINAL Historical Resources Evaluation for
Proposed Infill Construction at 815-825 Tennessee Street, San Francisco, prepared by
Tetra Tech Inc. presents a twisted premise for demolition. It first acknowledges that Hsing
Tung Yang is of significance to the "Third Street Industrial District' (making no mention of
Dogpatch Historic District). Then with no evidentiary support whatsoever, Tetra Tech
declares that "Removal of one contributing building to the (Third Street Industrial) district
will not detract from the overall historic integrity of the district..." (p.4). That is, because it
is on the periphery of the district, it is —expendable —not mentioning whatsoever that
Hsin Tung Yang sits at the geographic center of the —Dog Patch Historic District.

7. You have probably read the San Francisco Chronicle article about Andy and Deborah
Rapport the former San Francisco art galleries that are beginning to move to Dogpatch.
The Hsin Tung Yang space with the north facing sawtooth clerestory would make a
spectacular art gallery. But the space could also be successfully used for a market,
dance studio, enterprise incubator, just to name a few of the purposes for which it could
be creatively used.

8. According to the Central Waterfront Neighborhood Plan, December 2002, Objective 1
states "Preserve notable landmarks in the Central Waterfront of historic, architectural, or
aesthetic value, and promote the preservation of other buildings and features that provide
continuity with the past." This statement clearly advocates adaptive reuse for structures
like Hsin Tung Yang.

will not go into the design proposal by Roem other than to say that it is a historic preservation
travesty of facadism as well as an extremely clumsy, ill proportioned design.

Where to go now?

don't know what authority the Historic Preservation Commission precisely has. Perhaps you
have the authority to countermand the Planning Departments determination and grant the
landmark status to Hsin Tung Yang. If not, I would suggest halting the development process,
conducting an investigation or hearing into the flawed evaluation, and/or engaging a truly and
expert historic preservation professional to conduct a professional and impartial new Historic
Resouce Evaluation.

Thank you for your patience

Sincerely,

John A. Loomis FAIA
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Hsin Tung Yang Food Co.
Aka 815-25 Tennessee St.
John A. Loomis FAIA
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The Hsin Tung Yang (New Eastern Sun) building is a distinctive brick structure, an important
actor in Bay Area history of technology and innovation, and a proud testament to the multi-cultural
history of the Dogpatch / Potrero Hill /Central Waterfront neighborhoods. It is the only brick
structure there that is not being preserved. It is about to be demolished in disregard of San
Francisco Planning policies.

There are three reasons why Hsin Tung Yang deserves to be preserved.
1. Architectural and urban design value
2. Social, cultural, and technological history
3. Opportunity to do what Dogpatch does better than any other neighborhood in San

Francisco -Adaptive Reuse.

Located in the Dogpatch Historic District, Hsin Tung Yang is unique among Central Waterfront
brick industrial buildings because it departs from the warehouse typology and is instead
composed of a two story block anchoring the corner, wrapped on the other two sides by a high
one story structure. The northern side of this one story structure sports a one tooth sawtooth
clerestory illuminating the generous interior space with cascading northern light. Across the street
is the handsome brick facade of the 701 Minnesota loft condos. Together the brick buildings on
each side of Tennessee St. create a harmonious urban ensemble that should not be violated.
This is noted nowhere in the Historic Resource Evaluations.

The inboard half of the two story structure was constructed in 1926 as the Bowie Switch Co. It
was expanded to the corner in 1930. At a later date it became the C.J. Figone Co. In 1942 the

San Francisco is about to lose an important historic landmark in Dogpatch.



lower structures were built. In 1962 it was acquired by the Hsin Tung Yang Co. of Taiwan for food
production. With Irish, Italian, and Chinese genealogy, the building celebrates three multi-cultural
patches in the historic fabric of the Dogpatch quilt. This is noted nowhere in the Historic
Resource Evaluations.
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Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr., the founder of the Bowie Switch Co. is an important early figure in Bay
Area technology history. He was a graduate in engineering at both St. Ignatius College (now
U niversity of San Francisco) and MIT. He became an inventor, successfully filing numerous
patents, most notable of which were for the electrical switch. If Lee De Forest of San Francisco is
considered the grandfather of Silicon Valley, then Augustus Jesse Bowie Jr. is our long lost great
grandfather. This is noted nowhere in the Historic Resource Evaluations.



In its final life as Hsin Tung Yang the building acquired a magnificent 7ft. tall, 60ft. long, graphic
mural along 19th street. Proudly emblazoned in red, white and blue is the sign "Hsin Tung Yang
Food Co.," in English letters 2ft. high and in Chinese characters — 4 ft. high. Note the endearing
detail, both a period and a comma , "Co.,", the punctuation equivalent of -belt and suspenders.

~~-+~

Then below, in a totally early Andy Warhol moment, cheery retro graphics proclaim "the Sandwich
Shop". This is noted nowhere in the Historic Resource Evaluations.
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In the Supplement to FINAL Historical Resources Evaluation for Proposed Infill Construction at
815-825 Tennessee Street, San Francisco, June 27, 2014, the Planning Department's
justification for demolition is:

"Removal of one contributing building to the (Third Street Industrial) district will not
detract from the overall historic integrity of the district and would represent a relatively
small impact to the district's historic appearance as a large number of contributing
buildings will still be present. The building at 815-815(sic) Tennessee Street is removed
geographically from the other contributing buildings within the district, the largest
concentration of which are along Third Street between 18'h Street and therefore new
construction there will not detract from the historic concentration of buildings along Third
Street."

This disingenuous determination is seriously misleading and seriously -flawed. It barely mentions
Dogpatch Historic District in the Introduction and then focuses solely on the Central Waterfront:
Third Street Industrial District in the Evaluation and Conclusion. By constructing an argument that
focuses on Third Street and ignores Dogpatch Historic District, a logic path is set up to condemn
Hsin Tung Yang. A false and twisted premise emerges. Planning ignores the fact that Hsin Tung
Yang's location is on the central spine of Dogpatch Historic District —Tennessee
Street, http://noehill.com/sf/landmarks/sf doppatch.aspx. And Planning makes no mention of the
context of the brick building across the street and how it and Hsin Tung Yang act together as a
material and historic urban construct in Dogpatch. Of course the removal of Hsin Tung Yang may
not have a profound effect on Third Street. Because the effect will be elsewhere - on Tennessee
Street.

v
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But most disturbing is the dangerous precedent of the "Removal of one contributing building to
the district will not detract from the overall historic integrity of the district... ", implying that if
historic buildings are merely removed one by one their loss will not be felt —until they are all
gone? Is this not like the frog in the pot on the stove who does not feel it when the water finally
boils him dead?

Hsin Tung Yang could be converted to any of many wonderful new uses and is ripe for adaptive
reuse. And no one does adaptive reuse better than - Dogpatch. This is noted nowhere in any of
the Historic Resource Evaluations.
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